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All powers,  

shields, and authority on earth belong to God! 
Psalm 47.9 

 

 

They go to Egypt for help,  

despising me.  

They want Egypt’s protection and trust  Pharaoh.  

But Egypt’s king will be powerless  

to help them  

and Egypt’s protection will result  

to disaster. 

 

Isaiah 30.23 
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FOREWORD 

For years (even centuries) ministers have been       
searching for the right ministry formula to grow their         
churches effectively. They look here and there,       
sometimes finding something promising, but later      
getting frustrated and starting again on square one. 

I used to be among the formula seekers. I sought the           
bible and found some, but regardless of the times I          
went back and forth its pages, I seemed to see nothing           
more. And gradually, in conferences and seminars, the        
“expert” builders also sounded more and more stale,        
talking of the same things over and over. And this          
spiritual famine continues to this day among so many         
Gospel ministers who claim to preach the Truth. 

This phenomenon is because people seek the bible        
while still slaves in Egypt. Though we know we are          
God’s chosen like the Israelites, we hear nothing but         
Pharaoh’s lies. When a Moses comes along declaring        
God’s radical Word, we find it hard to believe him          
because of the “cruel oppression” from Pharaoh.  

There are no formulas in ministry. No matter how         
many conferences or seminars we attend. There are        
only Kingdom principles—God’s secrets in his      
Word—revealed to a few who are downright desperate        
for God. 

This book gives some of these secrets—spiritual stuff        
God gave me in my special times with Him and which I            
formed into topics I sent out online to my disciples.          
God told me to make a book of them (Isa.30.8 and           
Jer.30.2)—He kept referring me to these verses—to       
show where all the sins and errors have been         
committed. And how He plans to bring all His people          
out of captivity very soon as their eyes and minds are           
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opened to the reality of spiritual Egypt, Pharaoh, and         
the workings of God’s Kingdom principles.  

You can never leave spiritual Egypt until you see how          
real it is today. So pray that God will open your           
spiritual eyes and mind to God’s present call for us to           
Leave the Land of Slavery NOW! 
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INTRODUCTION 
It all started in Egypt, the Israelites’ Land of Slavery.          
With just a few men in Genesis—some 70 people led by           
Jacob—the Israelites had grown to an astounding       
number fit to form a new nation within a nation. 

The glorious Church of Jesus Christ should also thus         
begin in these last days. It should start with a          
realization that it is being raised up right inside enemy          
territory (the best place to be raised up), be in the new            
Move of the Holy Spirit, and later come out to defeat           
the enemy.  

The call to leave spiritual Egypt has been there since          
Genesis, reaching culmination only in these last days.        
The church is called to leave the shackles of this world           
and claim her position in the Spirit realm, her         
inheritance in God, but first through a decisive victory         
against the enemy, then go through the wilderness. 

We are similarly situated, as the Jews were, spiritually         
speaking. When we start out in our spiritual journey,         
we should start with our “Egypt.” Until we realize this,          
we will never understand our present spiritual       
condition and place. And we will terribly miss out on          
the one big genuine revival God will do in the last days            
before Jesus comes back for His Bride. 

In a country steeped in religious traditions—Roman       
Catholic, Protestant, or Born-Again—we often think      
spiritual journey starts in infant baptism or dedication,        
or when we are baptized as a grown-up after         
“accepting” Jesus. The truth is, the journey begins        
when we realize that, spiritually, we are in Pharaoh’s         
“Egypt” as a slave and have to get out of our Land of             
Slavery as soon as possible. And “getting out” requires         
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more than merely getting wet or signing up        
membership in a church, or getting out of one and          
joining a non-idolatrous church.  

For starters, understand that a genuine spiritual       
journey resulting to inheriting eternal life in God’s very         
Kingdom begins with leaving our spiritual Egypt for        
good. It requires realizing we: (1) are not spiritual         
Egyptians, (2) are not designed to stay in spiritual         
Egypt, (3) should lose our place in spiritual Egypt, (4)          
must be driven to the wilderness to meet God, (5) must           
return to spiritual Egypt to call other Israelites out of it,           
(6) should face Pharaoh’s magicians, witness the       
plagues designed for spiritual Egypt, and (7) should        
defy Pharaoh and leave for good.  

Then we cross the wilderness and our Jordan, conquer         
the land allotted to us, and eliminate the enemy there          
for good. Yes, it seems a life of fighting, but it’s more a             
life of resting in God. 
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THE NATURE OF EGYPT 
EVERYONE’S DREAM LAND—OR IS IT? 

At first, everybody loved Egypt. It was among the world          
powers in ancient times, and in fact, the most powerful          
in Moses’ time. “Vacationing” awhile as a guest in Egypt          
was joy unspeakable and full of glory for the Israelites.          
Being there was like living in the US today. The first few            
years in Egypt were great—it was the honeymoon phase         
between the Israelites and Egypt when Joseph, an        
Israelite right-hand man of Pharaoh, was still alive and         
in power. 

HOW THEY ENDED UP THERE 
What made them live in Egypt? Well, actually, they         
were already in the Promised Land long before they         
ended up in Egypt. For some time, Abraham had         
already lived in Canaan—the Promised Land. He lived        
as a wandering Jew in the vicinity, going here and          
there. Then he had sons Ishmael and Isaac, and Isaac          
had Esau and Jacob.  

Jacob had 12 sons, one of which was Joseph, whom          
many today say is the dreamer. He was good at          
interpreting dreams, which also cost him dearly—he       
was thrown into a deep pit by his brothers because of           
his wild dreams—and later ended up being sold as a          
slave in Egypt.  

In Egypt he was promoted, first as a head slave of           
Potipar, and then as Pharaoh’s right-hand man. His        
spiritual gift interpreting dreams came in handy here.        
He was able to interpret Pharaoh’s dreams (and got out          
of jail because of this) and save the country from the           
coming great famine. So Pharaoh made him prince.  
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The famine drove Jacob’s sons to buy food from         
Pharaoh in Egypt, along with other nations of the         
world, and this was how Jacob, his sons, and Joseph          
later got their teary reunion. And with Pharaoh’s        
kindness, he let the Israelites, about 70 of them, live in           
Egypt in Goshen to be well supplied while the famine          
lasted. And they lived happily every after—or so they         
thought.  

“ROMANCE” IN EGYPT 
Egypt was where food was in abundance while the rest          
of the world suffered terrible hunger. Joseph’s wisdom        
enabled Egypt to prepare well for the famine. You see,          
it’s good to have God’s anointed man around, especially         
during troubles of major proportions.  

Being the world power, we can just imagine what         
comforts and pleasures Egypt afforded—the latest      
amenities, facilities, state-of-the-art technologies,    
lifestyles, and living standard. It’s like getting a US visa          
or citizenship and living and enjoying the modernity of         
America. Filipinos who make it to America are looked         
upon as a “success.” We see Filipino pastors there as a           
hit. And when they go back here, they’re often seen as           
the ministry “experts.” 

Plus, having Egypt’s top man (second to Pharaoh        
himself), Joseph, as brother added more to the        
convenience. He made sure Israelites were well       
supplied in Goshen. Life couldn’t have been better!        
What more could they ask for? It was like this for years,            
nothing but world-class comfort and convenience, and       
they forgot all about the Promised Land. Egypt was too          
beautiful and charming to leave behind. 

THE DEVIL’S WILE 
You see, in the very beginning, we had everything going          
great for us! I mean, Adam and Eve in Eden, in God’s            
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very paradise! Wow! What could be better? God told         
man that everything they saw there, except the fruit of          
the Tree of Knowledge, was theirs to enjoy.  

It was like Abraham being there in Canaan already, the          
Promised Land. But then, much later, in Jacob’s time, a          
world famine struck and the Israelites were forced to go          
to Egypt. But whose fault was it? What made them go           
there? Was it the famine, really? No, it was due to the            
sin of Jacob’s sons who planned to kill Joseph out of           
jealousy, but later just decided to sell him—trying to get          
what wasn’t theirs.  

If they had not sold Joseph—God’s anointed man—they        
would have been spared of the famine. Remember,        
what saved Egypt from the dearth was not its greatness          
or superpower status but having Joseph around. Where        
God’s anointed is, there HE is. And there is safety. 

If they had not let themselves be tricked by the devil,           
the sons of Jacob would’ve been blessed to have Joseph          
around in Canaan during the famine and God would         
have done the great feat of providing world food supply          
right there where they were in Canaan. They could’ve         
possessed the Promised Land that early. And the best         
part was that no going to Egypt was necessary. 

Man could have opted for the Tree of Life, or any other            
tree in the garden, and really lived happily ever after.          
But because of sin—always trying to get what wasn’t         
theirs—they were deceived and fell. So now, like the         
Israelites, man had to retreat to their “Egypt” just to be           
safe from the “famine”—which was sin’s curse. 

Man started to hide from God, thinking that a solution.          
Just like the Israelites. Being threatened by famine,        
they withdrew to Egypt for “safety.” Well, initially God         
Himself told them that—they were to seek refuge in         
Egypt for a while (Gen.46.3-4). But the problem was,         
they became too comfortable in Egypt. Yes, God wanted         
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them to “vacation” in Egypt for a while (and it was due            
partly for the sins of Jacob’s sons), but He wanted them           
to proceed to the Promised Land after. 

Just like Adam and Eve. While hiding from God, God          
provided for their clothing as a temporary remedy        
while they saw nakedness as indecent. Sin makes us see          
nakedness as wrong. Remember that putting on clothes        
was a result of sin. Adam and Eve realized they were           
naked after they disobeyed God and started wearing        
RTWs made from leaves. But today, clothes give the         
wearer respectability—the more costly, the higher the       
respect. Man thinks the curse gives him dignity. 

I sometimes laugh when I see some churches too         
particular about clothes. I don’t know if you’ll buy this,          
but God’s Will is for man to remain naked. Folks have           
frowned at me for this. But see it for yourself—God          
created man naked, and didn’t provide for clothes until         
man, in sin, saw that nakedness was indecent.  

Now don’t go around naked and say that the idea came           
from me—I’m gonna poink you on the head. When         
God’s holiness has been perfected in us entirely in the          
same degree as in Jesus, nakedness won’t be a big deal           
anymore. Or, better put, clothes won’t be an issue to us           
anymore, just as Jesus said, the body is more than          
clothes. God sees us naked daily, and it’s okay. When          
we finally have the mind of Christ perfected in us, lust           
will be gone even in the face of nakedness. 

GETTING COMFY WITH EGYPT 
You see, man later on found sin rather amusing than          
evil. Thus, the value on clothes. In a sense, he began to            
like it in “Egypt.” We see man plunging into greater sin           
throughout the Old Testament and never once going        
back to the Original Plan, which was to go back and be            
restored to Genesis 1—being created in the likeness and         
image of God in all holiness and power. The Second          
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Adam is designed to help us go back to the Original           
Plan. 

Even today, we see people—even some      
Christians—wallowing in sin, in secret or openly. Yet,        
they remain active in church and church people just         
accept the situation as it is. There are even gay or           
lustful pastors or church leaders let loose around. 

The Israelites had completely forgotten about the       
Promised Land. They loved it in Egypt and never         
intended to go back to Canaan while the going was          
great. The worse thing was, God’s super anointed,        
Joseph, was being used extensively in a land which was          
fast becoming enemy territory. This made Egypt even        
more powerful. 

You see, reader, the story of the Israelites being slaves          
in Egypt is not just applicable to those who have not           
received Jesus yet into their lives. It is also more          
applicable to Christians still living in enemy territory.        
Just as Joseph was partly used in Egypt and somewhat          
strengthened the enemy, many Christians today work       
for the devil without knowing it. The longer you remain          
in spiritual Egypt the more this becomes a reality. 

Egypt in the bible, today, stands for the ways of man,           
the world, and the devil. It is where sin breeds. Many           
Christians are still in that Egypt—still in the land of          
their slavery.  

Yes, of course, God permitted the Israelites to go to          
Egypt in the early years of Joseph. But it was never His            
permanent Will for them to stay there. And the longer          
you stay there, the more likely you are to become the           
devil’s servant later without your knowledge. Beware       
that you don’t settle for what they call “God’s second          
best” (whatever that means)—which many Christians      
today do.  
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EGYPT AND SECOND BESTS 
They say God has a “second best” for us. This means, if            
we miss God’s first best, we can just settle for His           
second best. Like, in choosing a lifetime partner. If you          
miss God’s will for you, He will give you someone a bit            
inferior but nonetheless His will, too. A second choice.         
Don’t worry if you miss the Promised Land, just settle          
for Egypt—God’s “second best.” That’s what they imply. 

Sounds funny, right? And some say there’s even a third          
choice. It’s like saying, if you miss God’s Will for you on            
gender—you’re neither he nor she—then worry not.       
There’s the third sex—homo or lesbian. 

There are people who married guys they thought were         
good Christians but who later turned out rotten. So         
they say they married God’s second best, and how they          
wish they had met God’s real best first. And some,          
while married to Mr. or Mrs. Second Best, still hope to           
meet their “God’s first best.” They still look around         
because they want the Will of God for their lives. 

In Deuteronomy 30, God made the Israelites choose        
between only two options: life or death, blessings or         
curses (v.19). In the afterlife, there are only two         
destinations—either heaven or hell. I don’t know of any         
“second best” option. Roman Catholics do—what they       
call Purgatory—but it’s not in Scriptures.  

Permissive Will is when God gives way to human         
stubbornness, not because it’s His will, but to let the          
sinner see the stupidity of his carnal decisions and         
suffer its consequences. It is NOT a remedy for human          
mistakes. Once you’re out of God’s will, there is no          
remedy. You have to go back to where you fell and           
straighten things out. If this isn’t possible, then you         
suffer the consequences. Just thank God that, if you         
repent, you’d suffer under his grace.  
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Permissive Will should not be made permanent. It has         
to be redirected to God’s real or permanent Will. So,          
when a Christian stubbornly insists on marrying a        
non-Christian (which is not God’s Will), God permits        
the sin to take place (He does not come charging in like            
a rescuing cavalry and takes you away from the         
non-Christian). But this permissive Will has to be        
re-directed to God’s permanent Will, if at all possible.         
The non-Christian spouse ought to know Christ and        
surrender his or her life to Him willingly. This may put           
back everything to the right direction, but it’s still NOT          
God’s best. You will suffer the consequences. 

I’ve seen people miss their God’s best for them because          
they lacked the Spirit’s discernment. This means they’re        
still in Egypt, or the land of their slavery. And we’re           
talking of church people here. Worldly standards make        
them look for certain qualities in a person, qualities         
that will tickle their flesh. When God’s best comes         
along, they reject it. Once rejected, it often never comes          
back. There are no second bests. Esau cried for the          
inheritance he rejected, but it was lost forever. Even his          
descendants suffered for it. The same happens in        
marriages. 

Some probably mean the permissive Will when they        
refer to God’s second best. It may seem like that, but I            
would like to point out that God’s best is always first           
and last best. “Best” connotes a hint of finality. If it’s           
the best, it’s God’s first and last best. And there’s no           
second. If you marry a “second” best, the sad         
consequences can last to the third and fourth        
generation. God in His grace will provide some        
“remedies,” if you could call it that, but you’d still suffer           
the dire consequences. You cannot call that situation        
“best.” 

Anything else aside from the best is of a lower caliber           
and should not be acceptable. It shouldn’t even be         
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called “second best”—if we’re serious about God’s       
perfect Will. And staying in Egypt can never be God’s          
second best, because if you settle for Egypt, you’re in          
for a lot of big, big troubles.  

Some may quote Romans 12.2: “Then it’s possible to         
discern God’s will—his good, pleasing, and perfect will.”        
They interpret this as God’s Will in 3 forms: good,          
better, and best. They say if you miss out on the perfect            
will, just wait for the “pleasing” or better will of God to            
come your way. If you still miss that, then just go for            
the “good” will. 

Umm, sounds good. But my question is, what if you          
miss even the good Will? What kind of will do you get? 

“Ah, you only have 3 chances,” they’ll answer.  

I don’t know. Sometimes I get a bit stupid. Does this           
mean that, forgetting the Promised Land and settling in         
Egypt, the Israelites now had God’s second best? And         
what if they missed even Egypt and settled elsewhere,         
like in Mesopotamia? Does this mean they settled for         
the “good” Will? Staying in Mesopotamia was God’s        
“good” Will? 

Now, if I were you, I’d settle for nothing less than God’s            
best. Others won’t suffice—no matter if they call them         
by beautiful terms. You cannot stay in spiritual Egypt         
or elsewhere, period—even if you call those places with         
more tolerable names, like God’s second best. 

Second bests are holes on our shield of faith through          
which the devil can shrewdly shoot fiery darts into.         
That’s why many today in church settle for “second         
bests.” They say there’s no perfect church, so there’s no          
use looking for one. Just settle for second-best        
churches. They say don’t look at the person; just look at           
Jesus. So you see everywhere these churches that are         
second bests and Christians who are second bests. Soon         
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they’d be singing about a semi-glorious church, with        
less spots and fewer wrinkles. 

But Scripture is clear that God wants a glorious church,          
without spot or wrinkle—blameless (Eph.5.27). And      
Jesus said we must be perfect like the Father is perfect           
(Matt.5.48). Not second-best perfect. So we ought to be         
no less than God’s best “glorious” church and God’s         
best “perfect” Christians.  

The deception of second bests will keep you rotting in          
spiritual Egypt. 

THE ENEMY IS UNMASKED 
After Joseph and all his generation died, and so did the           
friendly Pharaoh, things began to change. Egypt began        
to shed off its outer “second best” cover and showed its           
true color. It was the enemy. It aimed to build its own            
kingdom using God’s own people so that they can later          
help the enemy fight God. Smart plan. 

Today, the devil does exactly this. He influences a lot of           
church people so that many churches are “synagogues        
of Satan” (Rev.2.9 and 3.9). This has to do with being           
“liars” (Rev.3.9). When we say we are in Christ but our           
lives and characters show otherwise, we are liars. And         
“Christian” liars “have a reputation of being alive, yet         
are really dead” (Rev.3.1). Our worship may be        
expressive or solemn, long, and state of the art, but if           
we’re still in our spiritual Egypt, our worship is zero,          
garbage, pfft!  

Now, don’t think that the actual nation of Egypt is a           
wicked nation and Egyptians are really bad people.        
When we say “Egypt” we don’t really mean the nation          
as it is now. We mean the Egypt in the bible and how             
the devil uses or victimizes people to accomplish his         
plans using the ways of fallen man and the world. 
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From the very beginning, the devil has been aiming         
only to destroy man using everything he can get his          
hands on to perpetrate this. In Moses’ time, he used          
Egypt.  

First, “Egypt” seems a favorable place to be in. It really           
appears the right, perfect place. Often, “Egypt” looks        
like God’s will. Christians mostly fall for this. They bite          
into anything that looks good, effective, and applauded        
by people they respect. 

Just look at this. A pastor was praying for what church           
to pastor—he was given two churches to choose from.         
One church had what he saw as “good” members who          
welcomed him warmly and talked about being so eager         
to do ministry as soon as possible. The pay was just           
right, not too lucrative, but the members promised        
their full support once he accepted the ministry there.  

Thinking it to be God’s leading (he weighed things by          
what his physical eyes saw), he accepted. The first few          
months looked perfect. But after the honeymoon was        
over, the church unmasked. It was a church of         
rebellious members, always trying to control the pastor.        
During his pastorate, he did nothing but serve as         
referee between warring families in the church. Well, at         
least he ended up a skilled referee.  

He was diverted from his true call—which was to share          
the Gospel to the community. Instead, he was busy         
each year trying to patch up immature quarreling        
church members who were supposed to be helping him         
evangelize the community—which never happened. So      
you see, he was used quite effectively in that         
church—not by God but by the enemy. The enemy         
diverted him from his true call. 

Some would say that the pastor probably was called to          
that problematic church to fix it. Sounds good. But the          
church was never fixed. It was a decoy so that the           
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community would not be evangelized. The pastor       
wasted years doing nothing but referee there.  

Sounds familiar? Many pastors and churches of       
different denominations have this story. It’s a story I         
often hear about when fellowshipping with other       
pastors. I’d stay away from such church if I were you,           
and look for one that means real business with God. 

We’re called to look for lost sheep and lead them to the            
Master. We’re not to have any business whatsoever        
with lost goats. It’s like Jesus working with the         
Pharisees and Scribes and teachers of the Law. Can you          
imagine? Though these were solid bible believers (they        
looked spiritual), Jesus would not be able to        
accomplish anything with them.  

DON’T BUILD IN EGYPT 
In oppressive slavery, the Israelites started building in        
Egypt. We can easily see that anything they built and          
accomplished there only strengthened the enemy. And       
as their enemy was strengthened, the oppression       
became worse. “The Egyptians…worked the Israelites      
ruthlessly, making their lives bitter through the hard        
labor…and also used them ruthlessly” (Exo.1.12-14). 

FIRST, probably they built the pyramids—which were       
tombs. Imagine building massive graves. Do you want        
that for a ministry? We don’t, but most Christians are          
in this “ministry” without realizing it—building graves.       
Some call these graves church buildings. Some church        
buildings are good. They shelter a congregation of true         
believers. But most are plain spiritual tombs. And some         
build them really BIG, like pyramids—packed with lots        
of perishing souls active in the “ministry.” 

When you are still in Egypt—the land of your slavery to           
sin and the world—and you do ministry in church, what          
would you accomplish? Many, but you accomplish       
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them all for the enemy, never for God—regardless of         
how beautiful and growing your ministry is.  

Church members still in sin, carnality, or immaturity        
are sure to make other people stumble when they do          
the ministry. That’s for sure. People in sin or with          
rotten characters will never serve as a real blessing to          
others. Thus, as more people stumble because of them,         
the church becomes one mass grave where the souls of          
new Christians who stumble die spiritually.  

If worship leaders in church, for instance, are in sin,          
people who know what’s going on and see them         
“serving God” will develop the idea that serving God         
while being in sin is possible. That stronghold will         
develop in their subconscious and spread in church.        
Demonic power grows with the growth of a church still          
in the land of slavery. 

When you try to build anything while in spiritual Egypt,          
you just strengthen the enemy. 

SECOND, the Israelites probably built the grand palace        
and other posh buildings of Pharaoh. Christians       
enslaved by sin or the enemy make spiritual Egypt and          
Pharaoh attractive to others. Imagine a healthy-looking       
church with people actively doing the ministry, with        
good programs, beautiful services, and with several       
growing outreaches. Wow! 

But if the people running the show are carnal or living           
in secret sin or are rebellious or not submissive to the           
pastor, etc., they make the sinful life attractive.        
Outsiders will say, “So it’s easy to serve God. It’s          
possible to be in sin or rotten in character and at the            
same time be serving God! You don’t have to give up           
anything and still be considered ‘born-again’.” 

Consequently, many people join the church and       
become active. They give their tithes and offering so         
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that the church becomes moneyed, and more church        
ministries are set up because of this, but they just help           
make the devil’s work attractive and “correct.” The        
proliferation of sin goes on in church because they all          
believe that there’s no perfect church, anyway.  

DEMONIC MULTIPLICATION 
You remember Jesus’ story on the evil spirit going out          
of a person? When it went back and found the “house”           
clean but empty, it took along seven other demons         
more wicked and made the person 7 times worse. This          
happens to a lot of churches. They have revivals, they’re          
swept “clean,” but later return to their sins because         
their lives continue to be empty. Is this possible? OH          
YEAH! I’ve seen plenty of them around!  

And then pastors wonder why, despite decades of        
revival services, the people remain carnal. It’s because        
the people never left their spiritual Egypt—their       
spiritual bondage. They even keep building it.  

Is it possible to be born again and yet be empty? Can a             
Christian still be a slave of sin? Listen—true salvation is          
when we believe with our hearts (Rom.10.9-10), not        
with our heads. Many “Christians” just received Christ        
into their heads for fear of hell. 

So each revival service that a church member is swept          
clean (but remains empty, remaining in the Land of his          
Slavery), the demon that left him comes back with 7          
other worse demons. If the church has 50 members all          
“revived” or swept clean (but remain empty), this        
means also 50 demons left the church. But Jesus said,          
these demons are apt to come back to check on their           
former abodes. If the 50 church members remain in         
bondage, each of the 50 demons takes 7 other demons          
and goes back to the 50 members. That’s some “church          
growth” they got there! So how many demons do they          
have in church in all now? That’s 350 demons in          
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church, most of whom are worse demons. Wow!        
Imagine 350 super wicked demons against a single        
pastor and his wife! 

So the pastor has some peace of mind a few days after            
revivals or summer camp. His hope is that now, things          
would be different for the better. But after some weeks          
or months, the church becomes wilder and bigger        
problems pop up, aside from the old ones that         
resurrect, pestering the church anew. The pastor again        
plans another revival service. 

The second revival service again turns out good with         
(again) plenty of people going to the altar and crying          
and praying. This means from the 50 church members,         
some 350 demons left during the revivals. But then the          
350 would return to check on the church members. If          
the members still remain in spiritual Egypt, the 350         
demons will each take 7 other more wicked demons         
with them and ride on the church members or wreak          
havoc in their lives and characters. How many demons         
do they have in church now? That’s 2,450 very wicked          
demons against one pastor and his wife. Note that the          
degree of demonic wickedness also doubles each time        
the demons come back. 

As the scenario goes on annually, demons multiply in         
church. Funny how some “church revivals” and “church        
growth” programs only multiply demons in ministries.       
This will only stop if each individual in church realizes          
that he or she has to leave spiritual Egypt—the land of           
their slavery—right NOW—for good! The solution is not        
leaving and transferring to another church, but leaving        
the land of slavery. And this demonic multiplication is         
no joke. This is spiritual truth that no less than the           
Master Jesus has exposed.  

I often hear about churches which started right but         
later turned from bad to worse. “Our church used to be           
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like this and like that. But now, the new batch of people            
is different. Times have really changed.”  

No, don’t blame it on the “changed” times or the new           
batch of people. Like it or not, when a church worsens,           
its old members have a lot to do with the way the new             
membership is. They were the first generation who        
settled in spiritual Egypt and liked the place and stayed          
there—though they look more right than the present        
generation. The first batch of Israelites in Egypt in         
Joseph’s time also looked okay.  

Even some churches that seem to be growing fall into          
this trap. Let’s not be deceived by what the physical          
eyes see. The physical eyes easily appreciate growing        
membership, income, buildings, and lots of activities.       
You can have all these and yet remain in the land of            
slavery.  

The Israelites were growing tremendously in numbers       
in Egypt (Exo.1.7 and 12). They were fed well with fish           
and veggies (Num.11.5) and plenty of meat (Exo.16.3).        
Wow, what prosperity! And they had all kinds of         
activities—building massive structures! But all these      
were nothing while they remained in Egypt. 

Revivals are good when we know how spiritual        
Kingdom principles are made to work in our favor. If          
we unlock the secrets of the Kingdom, a door of          
revelations will open for us so we can see better in the            
spiritual realms, more than the enemy can. Problems        
come when the enemy sees well but Christians remain         
blind.  

Remember, it’s all spiritual warfare. We’re battling evil        
spirits. Some churches think revival will come if they         
have the best speaker, the best songs, the best bible          
study or Sunday school materials, or the best modern         
worship service. They tidy up the church building, paint         
it afresh, decorate it, put new versed posters and brave          
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spiritual slogans, plus some catchy banners and       
streamers—“King of kings! Lord of lords! El Shaddai!        
Prince of Peace!” 

They prepare this and that to make things look good.          
They try to produce a powerful (well, the right word is           
noisy) worship service. But they are ignorant that Satan         
cannot be defeated by these things because he is a          
spirit. We can only win once we discover the secrets on           
how to use God’s spiritual Kingdom principles to        
demolish demonic strongholds and deceptions in      
believers. “The weapons we fight with are not material         
weapons. Our spiritual weapons have divine power to        
demolish strongholds” (2 Cor.10.4). And among the       
principles is leaving our spiritual Egypt for good. 

THIRD, the Israelites built Pharaoh’s store cities       
(Exo.1.11). They kept the enemy’s supplies full. A        
church may have a big income—what with all the many          
members giving their tithes and offering! Wow! But if         
they remain slaves of the enemy, they just keep the          
enemy well supplied. I have seen churches like this         
whose members, deemed to be “strong givers,” control        
the church and the pastor. They play dirty politics and          
even have the clout to kick out pastors. They may even           
campaign for themselves during church elections and       
get angry when not voted to position. Yet, some pastors          
are happy to have them around because they keep the          
church income up, ensuring the pastor’s salary and        
good report to the denomination. 

Abraham had just defeated King Kedorlaomer and his        
allied kings. At once, the king of Sodom approached         
him offering some goods. Abraham refused to accept        
them and told the king of Sodom: “I have vowed to the            
Lord that I will not accept anything from you—not even          
a thread or a sandal lace—so that you won’t be able to            
say you made me rich,” (Gen.14.17-23). 
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Abraham knew the danger of having the enemy supply         
his needs. If church members are still enslaved in         
spiritual Egypt and they give their tithes and offering         
but control the church and the pastor, they are keeping          
the enemy well supplied. And if you are their pastor, in           
effect you receive your pay from the enemy, although         
everything, generally, is owned by God.  

Hence, whatever you do, DON’T build in spiritual        
Egypt. The priority here is get out of it, cross the           
wilderness, get to the Promised Land, and build        
THERE. 

GOD USED THE SITUATION 
But praise God because He can never end up the loser           
in any battle.  

We may end up demolished and enslaved by the enemy,          
but God still reigns overall!  

God’s plan was to raise up a new nation within a nation.            
God was about to do a new Move, and as characteristic           
of Him, He always uses a lowly vessel. He was to choose            
a nation among all the nations, and it had to be a weak             
nation.  

Look at God’s choices: Abraham who left Ur and         
became uncertain about his future, Isaac who was born         
to very old parents and persecuted by Ishmael, Jacob         
who was enslaved and oppressed by Laban, Joseph who         
was persecuted and sold by his brothers, Moses who         
was humbled in the desert for 40 years, Joshua who          
meekly and quietly followed Moses while staying       
low-profile, Ruth and Naomi who lost everything,       
Esther who was a slave orphan, David who was a mere           
shepherd and looked down on by his brothers, the         
prophets who were persecuted, John the baptizer who        
had nothing better to eat or wear, and Jesus who was           
poor and was crucified.  
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God has the proclivity to choose underdogs who have         
no ego, no self-importance, no self-plans and       
presumptions, are low-profile, have no self      
assertiveness, no rights or privileges, and no misplaced        
self-values. He chooses those that people look down on,         
those who know so little (but know their God so well),           
so that their dependence is entirely on God. God never          
chooses the experts. Paul, a law expert, was blinded and          
humbled by God before He used him. Paul had to throw           
away everything he had—even his theological      
erudition—so that he may gain Christ (Phil.3.7-11).       
Christ emptied Himself and made Himself nothing       
(Phil.2.6-8).  

I don’t know why some provincial or poor pastors often          
look up to city ministers with big and moneyed         
churches. Or pastors who always seek rich people to be          
their members. Or those who play slaves to their rich          
church members and are awed by their properties, cars,         
lifestyles, businesses or jobs, etc. Some pastors often        
put these people in church positions. God does not look          
at possessions. “What is highly valued among men is         
DETESTABLE or GARBAGE in God’s sight” (Lk.16.15).  

That’s why I also can’t understand people who are         
desperate to have degrees and titles and who always         
want to be first, when the Master already declared the          
first will be last. Probably I’m getting dull. 

In God, it’s always best to start with nothing so He can            
do everything through you.  

That’s why God didn’t choose strong and superpower        
nations in Moses’ time. They didn’t need God. He chose          
a people not yet a nation, and whose nationhood HE          
was yet to start. Everything should be started by God,          
so that He’d also finish it. He should be the Alpha and            
the Omega of everything. Anything He didn’t start, He         
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will never finish. He didn’t start the Babel Tower, so He           
even destroyed it.  

Imagine—starting a new nation within an established       
nation! Wow! Praise Him! Only He can do that! This          
has never been repeated in all history. Have you ever          
heard of another guy leading a whole nation out of          
another and then crossing dangerous vast lands and        
bodies of water on foot? And even fighting enemies         
stronger and more modern than they are, to settle to          
another place? Leading some millions of people like        
that on foot? That’s crazy! 

God always chooses “crazy” things to do. “God will rise          
up…to do his work, his strange work, and perform his          
task, his alien task” (Isa.28.21). All throughout the        
bible, if you haven’t noticed, God has been doing only          
strange things. Just imagine the virgin birth of Jesus. A          
star leading wise men to the child Jesus. The Red Sea           
cut in two. The Jordan River stopped flowing. The sun          
stopped moving in Joshua’s time (or the earth stopped         
rotating). The sun moved backwards in Hezekiah’s time        
(or the earth rotated backwards). Ezekiel cooked his        
food on manure. Hosea married a prostitute. Jeremiah        
bought a land when real estate was down. An iron axe           
head floated on water in Elisha’s time. Adam was         
created out of mere dust. And many more! 

Be sure you’re doing something new and strange in         
your ministry, by God’s leading, and not just being         
driven by what you’re used to doing—or what you’ve         
been doing for years. God does not want us just doing           
the same things or doing what other people are also          
doing (1 Sam.8), especially people who don’t know God.         
Do you worship in the same ways as they do? For           
instance, have you noticed how even Roman Catholics        
now have worship teams and are beginning to sing         
evangelical songs expressively? So, how else are you        
different from them? You say Christians have no idols?         
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Umm, you better look again. In many ways, they’re         
more idolatrous than Roman Catholics. 

Back to the enslaved Israelites in Egypt. God actually         
prophesied this way back Abraham’s time. You can        
never catch God by surprise. God has everything made.         
See here how He neatly placed His permissive Will in          
order: “Know for sure that your descendants will be         
strangers in another country, enslaved and mistreated       
for 400 years.”  

Now here is the important part, listen: “AND I WILL          
PUNISH THE NATION WHERE THEY SERVE AS       
SLAVES, then they will come out with riches”        
(Gen.15.13-14). 

You see that? God already decreed victory 400 years         
before the incident was to occur! He alone is God! 

The Israelites may have been defeated for a while but          
God used that interval to punish the enemy, brutally.         
Egypt’s idols were terribly tortured. Experts say that for         
every plague God brought to Egypt, an Egypt idol (or          
demon) agonized. The enemy can never win, so never         
side with him. Get out of spiritual Egypt! 

Now, don’t get these things wrong. Yes, God used the          
situation and even gained overwhelming victory over       
the enemy but this didn’t mean the Israelites did right.          
They still did wrong. They should have left Egypt earlier          
and proceeded to the Promised Land. But God knew         
beforehand that this was going to happen, so he told          
Abraham that the Israelites would stay in Egypt 400         
years. This also coincided with the total number of         
years the Amorites would take to complete the list of          
sins they should do (Gen.15.16) so that their        
“protection” (Num.14.9) would be gone. Yes, these       
cultic pagans had some protection from the demons        
they worshipped. So be careful—if you’re still a slave in          
spiritual Egypt, don’t go charging into pagan territory.        
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It has a “protection” from the demons worshipped        
there. 

But the Amorites’ progressive sins made the protection        
weaker and later disappear. God had everything       
perfectly timed! 

You see, if Israel had behaved properly, they wouldn’t         
have had the need to detour to Egypt in the first place.            
With Joseph with them, they had the potential to start          
God’s new move right there in Canaan where they were.          
But because they did what they did to Joseph, they had           
to detour to Egypt awhile, and God had considered this          
well into His great plan, l-o-o-n-g before time began.         
He never just reacts on the spot as situations arise. No           
sir, He never does that. He had foreseen everything         
happening even long before the world or the universe         
was created. 

God also foresaw that they would love it in Egypt and           
forget about the Promised Land. And probably He had         
said long ago, “Well, while these guys will be at it, I            
might as well have some fun by using the situation to           
punish the enemy! I will make it look as if the enemy            
will be winning against My people, but in the end, the           
enemy will be humiliated, devastated, and My people        
will be marching out of Egypt mucho dinero.” 

Now, watch this: the overall plan of God was really to           
have His people build a temple in the Promised Land. It           
was all about worship—a whole nation of them was to          
become God’s worshippers. To do this, the Israelites        
would need lots of money. Now God probably wanted a          
bit more of an adventure for His people and also to           
teach them something vital on obedience, so instead of         
pouring gold and jewelries straight from heaven as He         
did the manna (oh yes, God can do this easily.          
Nothing’s impossible with Him), He had probably       
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thought; why not get the money from what the enemy          
stole? 

And anyway, since the enemy had been raring for a          
fight—God foreknew that the devil would try to mess up          
His plans by capturing the Israelites in Egypt and         
making them build for him there—He would do a         
wonderful thing against the enemy so that the Israelites         
would leave Egypt “with great possessions” (Gen.15.14).  

God allowed the enslavement only to allow His people         
to recover what the enemy had been stealing from         
them. So when you mess up, just repent and rest          
assured that God will turn everything upside down for         
you so that you later emerge from the ordeal with          
double victory and power and the enemy gains        
NOTHING! Hahaha! 

Calculating the expenses for the long desert trip—like        
expenses for camping out in the desert, claiming the         
Promised Land, building the wall of Jerusalem and the         
temple, plus building the cities around—God saw that it         
was going to cost a lot. So the Israelites had to stay 400             
years in Egypt to earn enough. And God made sure that           
they got more than enough for what they worked for.          
The enemy became bankrupt.  

Hence, though the Israelites wasted their time and        
effort in enemy territory (imagine wasting 400 years!),        
God lost nothing but gained everything each minute        
that the enemy kept Israel in its hold. The longer the           
enemy held the Israelites hostage, the bigger his losses         
would be.  

No matter how you mess up, God will never lose          
anything from it. If you repent, you reap something         
substantial out of it, too. But this does not mean you’re           
off the hook. You will suffer the consequences,        
especially if you do not repent right away. Even after          
repentance, some consequences may still take effect.       
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But in the end, it’s always the devil who ends up the big             
loser. Praise my Jesus! 

In the case of Jesus, the enemy was at a loss whether to             
kill Him or let Him live. At first he thought killing Him            
would stop God’s redemption plan. So he tried to kill          
Jesus through Herod during Jesus’ childhood, and then        
in the wilderness by tempting Him to jump from the          
top of the temple and see if angels would come to the            
rescue. Later, he realized that Jesus’ death actually        
would spell the greatest victory for God and man and          
total disaster for him. So he tried to use Peter to           
dissuade Jesus from continuing to Calvary, to no avail.  

If he let Jesus live, he saw that more and more people            
would be following Jesus daily, and this craze would         
reach global proportions in no time. He could just         
imagine what would happen if Jesus would live to a          
“ripe old age.” Living or dying to Jesus was gain.  

No matter if the Israelites delayed in Egypt, fouled up          
in the desert, were hesitant to cross the Jordan, and          
messed up in the Promised Land. God remained        
victorious and the devil defeated. But whatever clutter        
and blunder the Israelites made, they had to suffer for          
it. Sadly, the old generation later all died in the desert,           
along with Moses—because they were fond of “second”        
bests. See? 

THE CROSS CLEARS UP EVERYTHING 
While in their comfort zones, the Israelites were lost         
from God’s reality. They were living in Pharaoh’s        
reality. You see how comfort zones affect believers?        
That’s why we have to pick up our crosses DAILY—so          
we can follow Jesus all the way. Without the cross we’ll           
easily be victimized by the enemy without our knowing         
it.  
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The cross is being poor in spirit. We should always          
value being meek, simple, and holy. Always be careful         
to shun all forms of materialism, worldliness,       
commercialism, and pride. Renounce the money-value      
system—giving value to things and people only in terms         
of how much money they make.  

We need things but we should remain as simple as          
Jesus. The cross is dying to self, to ego, to the flesh.            
When we live the very simple life of Jesus, we stay           
attuned with God’s Spirit and remain sensitive to his         
leading moment by moment. 

Many churches today pursue being a mega church,        
having all the latest equipments needed to make        
worship “alive.” So they get lost in the mad scramble for           
hi-tech musical instruments. They also see the need to         
have the best voice for worship, so they train extra for           
this. Amid the hype, they lose contact with the Spirit.  

When God’s people become so blind due to material         
comforts and conveniences, He gives them a good dose         
of the cross. The cross clears up everything so that          
people again see only the true essentials and get rid of           
the rest as garbage.  

When Pharaoh started persecuting them, that’s when       
they began to realize that Egypt was not the place for           
them. They realized this only after 400 years. Some of          
us stubbornly stick to a thing God disapproves until we          
see how it hurts the flesh later. If you learn only when            
your flesh is hurt, you are still carnal. There are wrong           
things that please the flesh, and carnal people will         
never see this. “There’s a way that seems right to a man            
but the end of it is death” (Prov.14).  

When the going was great, we never see the Israelites          
praying. When the evil Pharaoh started being a pain in          
the neck, they started crying to God. Check this guy out:           
There was this Christian, a church leader. He knew it          
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was illegal for him to stay in the US beyond what was            
permitted him in his visa. But he overstayed anyway.         
He surmised, it must be God’s will, because He         
permitted it. While he was enjoying his illegal stay, it          
was “God’s will.” But the moment life became hard for          
him there, he concluded that it was not God’s will after           
all and wanted to be back to the Philippines. So he           
asked Christians to pray for him. 

Check this other guy. He was a pastor used to a simple            
life. He saw the church building where he was invited to           
stay—small, dilapidated, ugly, and old. The members       
were few and belonged to the lower middle class. The          
church income was the pits. He was tempted to reject          
the offer, but then he opted to listen to what God had            
told him in his Word meditation one day: “It’s not how           
grand but how faithful. It’s not how big but how great           
the love involved is.” He accepted the offer. After a year           
or two, he didn’t grow rich or had a big ministry there.            
But he saw how the few members grew so rich in godly            
character and their spiritual lives. 

After a cruel life, the Israelites wanted deliverance.        
Now, what “deliverance” they wanted from God was not         
sure. The Word just says they cried out to God. We           
don’t know if they wanted to leave Egypt, or just          
wanted some reforms but stay in the land. God in His           
grace and mercy heard them, and raised up Moses. But          
God had a different plan in mind.  

ENTER MOSES 
In the Old Testament (OT) God began a Move through          
a chosen individual. In the New Testament (NT) He         
began the greatest Move through Jesus Christ. Today,        
God still does His Moves through the Son as He          
manifests in the lives of Christians. So God now uses          
the Church, the fullness of Jesus Christ (Eph.1.23). 
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To answer the cries of His people, God later raised up           
Moses. Here was another unique situation. Pharaoh       
ordered all Jewish male kids killed. Instead of stopping         
the Move of God, this edict helped protect Moses. He          
ended up being cared for in Pharaoh’s very family, in          
his palace, through his daughter. I can see God         
laughing here. I can see the devil so angry and          
frustrated. God can never fail. 

According to Stephen, Moses got quality Egyptian       
education, the kind fit for royalty, and was “terribly         
good in speech and action” (Acts 7.22). Now, don’t         
think that this happened because God was going to use          
an intelligent and very capable man for deliverance.        
Today, we often think intelligent people are church        
assets. We elect them to sensitive church positions. We         
often say of smart people, “God can really use him          
because he’s so smart.” So pastors plunge into a sea of           
formal studies to have degrees and titles. They want to          
be called Dr. Rev. Smart.  

God shows us in this portion of Moses’ life what a man            
fully equipped with the world’s highest credentials can        
do, versus a man who knew nothing except goat         
language and sheep country.  

MOSES AS A SMART EGYPTIAN 
Moses, young at 40, was so good in speech and action.           
This means Egyptian education really made him smart.        
Even today, you see how people are so impressed with          
good and smart talkers. They’re invited to a lot of          
gatherings to speak. And they think pastors should be         
like that.  

Most people today are also so awed by men of action.           
They love leaders who always have a plan that works.          
They bow to leaders who make things happen. Such         
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people are always appointed to high and sensitive        
positions—to make sure things are going to happen. 

So Moses had it all—speech, action, education, title (he         
was prince), and Egyptian citizenship—things     
worshipped by people, even most Christians, today.  

Oh yeah, Moses was equipped with the best citizenship         
in the world that time. He was an Egyptian. It was like            
being a US citizen today and educated there, too. That’s          
double wow! Imagine Dr. Moses—US citizen, graduated       
from Harvard or Yale, US Senator, top public speaker,         
an awarded achiever. What more can you look for?         
He’ll be an ideal instrument of God! 

But wait—what did he actually accomplish for God as         
Egyptian Senator? He killed an Egyptian to defend a         
Hebrew and buried him in the sand (nge!), then he          
tried to referee between two quarreling Jews, thinking        
that “his own people would see that God was using him           
to save his people” (Acts 7.25). You see, when the          
ministry you’re in does nothing to you except make you          
referee between quarreling brothers, you’re lost. 

That’s the problem with smart alecks, even today, who         
want to serve God. They use their own cleverness and          
efforts. Then what happened? He was hunted down by         
Pharaoh as a fugitive. Some “achievements” Senator Dr.        
Moses had there, huh? 

MOSES AS A LOWLY SHEPHERD 
In the wilderness where he escaped, Moses lived as         
Jethro’s (his in-law) shepherd. He spent days by the         
mountain. God humbled him there for 40 years, doing         
nothing except look after (or talk to?) goats and sheep          
the whole day. I think he actually learned goat language          
there and became so adept at it because after a while he            
complained that he spoke “with faltering lips”       
(Exo.6.30). He also said, “Lord, I have never been         
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eloquent (huh?), not in the past nor since you spoke to           
me, your servant. I speak very slowly” (Exo.4.10). 

The Egyptian citizen who was powerful in action and         
speech was now 80 years old, stuttering, and with low          
self-esteem—“Who am I?” he said daunted (Exo.3.11).       
“Why would Pharaoh listen to me?” he asked God         
doubtingly. (Exo.6.30). “What if they do not listen to         
me or obey me?” (Exo.4.1). “Please. Lord, send        
someone else” (Exo.4.13).  

This state of being “emptied” is so essential to really be           
of use to God. He chooses “what the world sees as           
foolish things to shame the wise and the weak things to           
shame the strong. In fact He loves to use the lowly and            
despised—things that are not, to cancel out things that         
are” (1 Cor.1.27-28).  

In Exodus, God is showing us the difference between         
what the world sees as strength and weakness, through         
Moses as an Egyptian senator, and Moses as a lowly          
shepherd, to make us understand His ways. But funny,         
we still bullheadedly insist being armed with the        
world’s equipments before charging out to ministry. We        
don’t believe the Word about how God ALWAYS opts to          
choose the things that are not to cancel out things that           
are. 

Goodness! Some churches cannot even worship without       
the latest electronic musical devices. They’re worried       
sick if the guy assigned for the opening prayer or          
presiding over the service doesn’t show up. They feel         
bad when all they have are old song books for worship.           
Guys, wake up! What matters is that God is around! 

What did Moses, the lowly flock keeper (or the         
mountain man?), accomplish? Well, nothing     
really—except that he turned the sea red, filled up         
Egypt with deadly plagues, made Pharaoh surrender       
unconditionally, led out a million or more people out to          
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freedom, parted the Red Sea, beat other powerful        
nations like Bashan and the Amorites—just to name a         
few. 

Just look at freeing a million people from a military          
dictatorship that was Egypt. Today, we hear stories of         
US special action forces well trained with the highest         
discipline and armed with the latest ultra hi-tech        
gadgets rescuing at most 20 or 50 people held hostage.          
Sometimes they fail and end up with lots of casualties.          
Moses rescued a million people by himself, armed only         
with a staff, with no casualty. It was because God          
backed him up when he had zero credentials. Exposure         
to God’s Presence alone makes us more than        
conquerors through my Jesus. 

NO WORD IN EGYPT 
As long as they were in Egypt, they received no Word           
from God. If you remain in your spiritual Egypt, you          
will receive no Word. Yeah, you may read the bible and           
join bible studies and listen to Sunday sermons, but you          
will NEVER receive fresh rhema Word straight from        
the Father’s mouth.  

Rhema Word is what really changes us from glory to          
glory, not mere bible studies or Sunday sermons.        
Rhema Word comes straight from God’s mouth—you       
hear God speaking to you directly and gives you         
tremendous power to live His Word. It is the spring of           
water welling up to eternal life. It is the Source by           
which man lives not by bread alone but by every Word           
that comes out of the mouth of God (Matt.4.4). In          
Egypt, Moses or the Israelites NEVER received such        
Word, except when Moses was no longer part of Egypt’s          
system. 

They had jobs in Egypt (though the pay was unfair),          
they had good food, water, and houses, but as long as           
they didn’t have fresh Word from God they were held          
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by the enemy and oppressed most severely. See? The         
Word is so vital to be free from oppression. “Know the           
Truth and it will set you free,” (Jn.8.32). “I will walk           
about in freedom, for I have searched your Word         
deeply,” (Ps.119.45). 

Without the Word, Moses just did what he thought was          
right. Yes, he had the feeling that God was going to use            
him, but he didn’t know how. So he killed an Egyptian.           
That made things worse. Many people in church know         
that God wants to use them, but because they’re still          
slaves in spiritual Egypt, they don’t get fresh directions         
from God through His rhema Word. So they just do          
anything in church and make things worse and end up          
a fugitive like Moses.  

FRESH WORD IN THE WILDERNESS 
As Moses was shepherding a flock on the Mountain of          
God the fresh rhema Word of God came to him. It was            
in the wilderness, away from Egypt, that God gave him          
all the details on how to defeat Pharaoh and free God’s           
people. God never gives instructions on how to defeat         
the enemy while we are slaves in spiritual Egypt.  

In the wilderness is where God trains us to be meek and            
humble, and low-profile. We learn to live a very simple          
life, without self-importance, satisfied with simple      
things, and at home with nature (not the busy city life).           
The quietude helps us meditate God deeply and become         
sensitive to His leading.  

It is also where we learn to give up our rights and            
privileges, and learn to ignore our station in life. The          
ego dies. Hence, after growing up there, we become         
immune to the effects of persecution. In fact, it is there           
we learn to love persecution and count every trial and          
hardship as “all joy,” says James. There, too, we learn          
what it is to trust God fully.  
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EGYPT, WILDERNESS, AND CANAAN  
KINGDOM PROCESS 

But we are not supposed to stay in the wilderness. After           
spiritual promotion in the wilderness, we should go        
back to Egypt now and then, not to live or be           
established or be comfy there, but to free captives,         
preach the good news to the poor, give sight to the           
blind, release the oppressed, and proclaim the Lord’s        
favor. As we do this, we gain spiritual stature. Then,          
after a while, God will make us go back to the           
wilderness again to train and prepare some more for         
higher levels of spirituality, so we can go back to Egypt           
and fight more powerful Pharaohs. As we do this,         
others also discover spiritual promotion in the       
wilderness and gain strength in the Lord there. Then         
they, in turn, help us free more captives in Egypt.  

Spiritual wilderness is when we are persecuted and we         
just keep mum, meek, and seeking God more. It is          
living an extremely simple life, living the Jesus LIFE         
and carrying His cross, without much complaints, for        
promotion. It is being submissive to your pastor. It is          
being cleansed of rotten characters and attitudes so        
that the devil has no more hold on us. Spiritual training           
and equipping is not through pastors’ or Sunday school         
seminars organized by men; it is mostly enjoying it out          
there in the wilderness through the Spirit’s power.  

As we keep doing this, we recruit well-trained soldiers         
to build God’s end-time HOLY army. The army is for          
attacking enemies in the Promised Land. Enemies there        
are more powerful than Pharaoh. The more souls are         
freed from Egypt, the more God’s spiritual Kingdom        
expands on earth, and the more powerful the army         
becomes to conquer the Promised Land. See how it         
works? 
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The spiritual Canaan (Promised Land) is our       
inheritance. It is learning to have God as our sole          
Portion. It is living God’s very LIFE and sitting on his           
Throne with Him (sitting on His lap forever). When we          
are about to possess this Promised Land, powerful        
enemies will do all they can to stop us—spiritual         
Canaanites, Jebusites, Hittites, etc. But God has already        
written and decided their end. 

It is God’s will that we continue working within Egypt,          
but not settle there, as Jesus went to earth to free           
people from the world’s kingdom. We are like the         
mustard seed which, though small “among the other        
plants in the garden” later becomes bigger than them         
all. We are planted “among the other plants.” God will          
make us grow big there, like Israel was raised up within           
Egypt and grew big there.  

God is now raising up a spiritual nation within a          
“nation”—or growing His Kingdom within this world.       
We are not to conquer lands here geographically, as the          
Israelites were not to conquer Egypt, but we are to          
conquer hearts and minds for Christ. The church is not          
sent here to conquer or obtain properties but win         
hearts and minds for Christ. That’s how the Kingdom         
truly expands influence. We work within enemy       
territory, and then when the time is right, we leave it           
and proceed to our Promised Land. 

It’s not setting up a walled territory and then the enemy           
also has its own walled territory, and then each         
kingdom war against each other. No. We work inside         
enemy territory like a secret elite brotherhood of        
revolutionaries with radical ideas and way of life and         
then gradually release prisoners to later transport them        
to their true inheritance. Get it? We don’t work with a           
territorial orientation. 
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Most church organizations want to plant “churches” by        
conquering or obtaining properties. They have local       
churches in every corner and district. There is a mad          
race to grab lots and properties today. But most never          
really conquer the hearts and minds of people to be          
really sold out to setting up God’s Kingdom on         
earth—doing His will here as it is in heaven. Even          
long-time church members are not sold out to doing         
this. They just want to be active in their local churches           
and expand their denominations--their own kingdoms. 

Setting up the Kingdom on earth means living the LIFE          
of Jesus—having His life, character, ministry, and       
power—while still in this world. Nothing more. Living        
very simple lives, possessing nothing in spiritual Egypt.        
It means leaving or fleeing spiritual Egypt for good         
while we remain in the physical Egypt for a while. So           
people see that, yes, we are in Egypt, yet we seem to live             
in another far-out world or dimension. Aliens and        
strangers. Weird guys. We have our own crazy culture,         
a unique culture found nowhere else in this world. The          
world may sometimes imitate it, but it’s so high and up           
there—yet remaining grassroots. Only the poor in spirit        
can relate to it. And this far-out Kingdom seems to get           
bigger and wider, though they don’t really see it. It’s an           
invisible visible Kingdom!  

But some do not get the idea and try to establish           
themselves well in Egypt, spiritually and physically.       
You look at them, and you see that they’re no strangers           
or aliens—they’re citizens of Egypt. They act and live         
like spiritual Egyptians. 

Anyway, as the Israelites were told to leave Egypt and          
cross the wilderness and then conquer and build up in          
Canaan, we should make sure that all forms and         
manifestations of the world, even materialism and       
commercialism, are rid from our system—our minds       
and hearts. As we do this we should strengthen with          
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God in the wilderness, cross it, and then set up God’s           
Kingdom on earth. 

Even as we rescue others still wallowing in Egypt, we          
should make sure that no trace of Egypt is found in us,            
daily. If we try to build the Kingdom while we still have            
traces of Egypt in us, no matter how small, we are still            
slaves in Egypt, and anything we build there (though         
we claim it’s for the Kingdom) just helps the devil.  

Understand that there are lots of Christians who are         
still in spiritual Egypt, and in fact settled comfortably         
there doing the ministry. Even pastors. They must        
realize that they are in spiritual Egypt helping the         
enemy. They’re still comfortable with the world, use its         
ways, enjoy its applause and recognition, and live its         
standards.  

PEDRO’S MINISTRY 
Watch Pedro. He’s heavily involved in church       
ministries. In fact, he’s well awarded for church        
involvement. Yet, when he’s at the secular office, he         
enjoys worldly company. Instead of influencing his       
officemates, he imbibes their language, culture, and       
lifestyle. They know he’s a Christian, but they find him          
“easy to get along with” not because he’s friendly but          
because he easily compromises to sin, showing how        
he’s as worldly as they are. He’s “harmless.” 

Then he takes the office culture and language into his          
church. Being a church leader, people he oversees catch         
his spirit, and soon the whole church has the worldly          
spirit derived from his office. And you can feel the          
atmosphere in the church—it’s not the atmosphere that        
we see Jesus or the Acts church had.  

If you were a newcomer in the church and didn’t mix in            
with Pedro’s crowd—didn’t agree with their ways or if         
you behaved totally different from them—they’d feel       
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uncomfortable about you and avoid you. They feel you         
don’t fit. You may even soon find yourself kicked out of           
it. 

Well, of course Pedro can talk churchy language. When         
the office guys happen to discuss something on God or          
the church, he can put in some very fluent churchy          
ideas. He can even tell them they have to accept Jesus           
as Savior and invite them to church. Looking at his life           
testimony in office, they see nothing much. In fact, they          
see very much of themselves in Pedro, not the Jesus he           
talks about. But they fear going to hell, so they attend           
his church. 

They hear the Gospel there and “accept” Jesus, not         
because they’re totally sold out to live the Kingdom life          
as seen in the Beatitudes, but because they fear hell.          
Moreover, wouldn’t it be fun to have the office gang          
attending the same church?  

Also, they see Pedro’s life and character and conclude         
something like: “Hey, it’s not too tough being a born          
again Christian in church! We may remain rotten like         
Pedro and stay “saved” from sin, be active in church,          
and even be awarded trophies!” So they end up being          
church members there, and later, very active church        
members doing the “ministry.” 

Well, sure, they may seem nice at times. They’re strong          
givers and always donate. But because there is no         
genuine life change in them (many times they appear         
sincere), the worldly spirit remains intact in them. And         
because Pedro rules in church, the church ends up         
having a more powerful worldly spirit, what with        
Pedro’s gang having the monopoly! 

That’s a classic example of how “ministry” is often         
done. We pastors and church leaders have to wake up          
to the fact that such “ministry” is one that’s being done           
in spiritual Egypt, no matter how “mega” or moneyed it          
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is or how big the membership is--even if it has planted           
many churches and has dozens of bible studies and         
outreaches. It’s not God’s Kingdom. Only Satan is        
helped by that “ministry.” Is your church a Pedro         
ministry? 

PEDRO’S PET DEMONS 
If you realize that you have a Pedro in church, he’s not            
the enemy. The demons controlling him and his ilk are.          
I remind everyone, it’s a spiritual warfare. Always. We         
should never have an eye for what is visible but for           
what is invisible. “Fix you eyes NOT on what is visible           
but on the invisible. Visible things are nothing. It’s the          
invisible things that have eternal consequences and can        
spell victory or disaster,” (2 Cor.4.18). 

So, how do we fight off Pedro’s demons? First, don’t tell           
him about it outright. You can’t tell a church hero, “Ah,           
Pedro, you’re so valuable in church, but you see, you          
have a demon on you.” Unspiritual people cannot        
understand these things, they’re foolishness to them (1        
Cor.2.14).  

The first step has to do with YOU. You have to make            
sure that you’re not a slave of spiritual Egypt anymore.          
Jesus says, it’s useless to attempt to take the dust off           
your brother’s eye without first taking the whole plank         
of wood off your own eye. Check even your immediate          
family. If they are still slaves in spiritual Egypt, they’re          
your first target, NOT Pedro.  

Exodus says God was about to kill Moses (or his son)           
because of an issue on circumcision (4.24) or        
disobedience. The point is, we should make sure that         
we’re really in the holy Move of God (and our          
immediate families) before we attempt to rescue       
anyone from spiritual Egypt. Check all aspects of your         
spiritual life. “There must be no hint...of any kind of          
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impurity...because these are improper for God’s holy       
people,” (Eph.5.3).  

Do you have a healthy relationship with God? How         
about your relationship with your wife? Remember,       
you’re one flesh with her. How about your relationship         
with your children? Your parents and siblings, if you’re         
still single? If your immediate family is not into this          
(more so if they have rotten characters), don’t venture         
out to spiritual Egypt to face the spiritual Pharaoh. You          
will be defeated!  

How about your relationship with people over you?        
Your boss in the office or church? Pastors, you should          
be submissive to your church leaders in all things.         
Some tell me they cannot submit to their church or          
denominational leaders or their office bosses because       
they know their leaders are doing wrong. I tell them,          
“As long as you’re under them you should submit. Not          
doing so is rebelliousness and renders you an open easy          
target for the devil.” 

In my case, I was finally free of spiritual Egypt after           
about 6 months to a year back in 1998. There was a lot             
of mind and life transformation that had to happen to          
me, though I had already been in the ministry since          
1980. New wine would burst and ruin old wineskins. I          
had to be a new wineskin, too, not just have the new            
wine.  

I had to fully see what spiritual Egypt looked like, how           
life there was, how the spiritual Pharaoh looked like         
(he’s good with disguises), his ways and tactics, and         
then finally leave spiritual Egypt for good.  

If you’re a pastor, and you are not a slave of the            
spiritual Pharaoh anymore, you should start by talking        
about God’s Plan to Pedros in church. If you’re just a           
church member, just live the life of Jesus daily,         
meditate the Word, and pray for your church, period.         
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Submit to your pastor. Don’t go around rebuking        
Pedros or telling them they have demons. If you do this,           
you’re like Moses killing an Egyptian instead of fighting         
the devil controlling Egypt.  

Remember, the demon is Pedro’s pet. If you fight the          
demon pronto, Pedro will be mad at you. He will defend           
his pet demon with everything he has. 

It is vital to have the church see God’s Plan first.           
identify the enemy and his territory later. When Moses         
told the Israelites of God’s plan (this was the first thing           
Moses and Aaron told them) they “bowed down and         
worshipped God when they heard how he was        
concerned because he had seen their misery”       
(Exo.4.31).  

God’s Plan for us today is to go back to Genesis 1 and 2              
and regain our place in the Spirit realms as God’s sons           
and daughters in Christ created after the very likeness         
and image of God. We must truly be like God          
(Eph.4.24).  

At first they were glad, but when they felt the increased           
cruelty of Pharaoh (5.6-20) the Jews reacted against        
Moses, saying, “May the Lord…judge you! You made us         
look bad in Pharaoh’s eyes. Now he’ll kill us!” (5.21). As           
I have told you, Pedro sees the demon as a pet. Beware. 

I have watched how angelic Pedros suddenly turn into         
demonic Pedros once you attempt to touch their demon         
pets. They want God’s plan and blessings, but they         
don’t want their demon pets getting hurt. Just do what          
you have to do to make the church better, “BUT DON'T           
EVER TOUCH MY PET!” Pedro would warn. 

Moses tried to explain further, but “they refused to         
listen anymore because of their cruel bondage” (5.9).        
You see that? Bondage for a long time makes the          
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enslaved person so attached to the demon enslaving        
him, even treating it like a pet—or a master.  

“Cruel” bondage?  

People long held captive and in shackles by demons         
may appear happy and accomplished with their jobs,        
friends, positions, possessions, and activities, but deep       
down, when they’re alone, they’re lonely. They suffer        
the demon’s cruelty and become cruel themselves. And        
often, you see their lives and families falling apart.         
Pedros may rule in church but they are fake rulers.          
They have nothing. They’re really powerless. They’re       
like worn out puppets dragged here and there by their          
demons. And there are many Pedros in the Land of          
Slavery needing rescue. 

Some smaller Pedros are plain sad and hopeless when         
you see them, with that permanent problematic look on         
their faces. They are so pessimistic and are sure nothing          
will come out good from anything the pastor does. They          
scowl at even the best miracles. They pray with you but           
are sure nothing’s going to happen. They always differ         
in opinion in bible studies. They may not be rulers in           
church but they make up the small forces that tilt the           
balance of power in church. They see which rulers or          
kingdoms in church are worth allying themselves with,        
and their numbers often decide who wins. 

These Pedros are all really controlled by demons riding         
on them, as a jockey rides on a horse and controls it. I             
say ride “on” (not “in”) because demons cannot possess         
Christians from the inside. But they can on the outside.          
Some call it carnality. This condition is marked by sin          
living on the inside, with demons pestering on the         
outside as they ride on the poor guy.  

I repeat, as we flee spiritual Egypt, the Land of our           
Slavery, and rescue others after, the Pedros are NOT         
the enemy. We should find a way to love them in the            
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right way. It is the devil and demons controlling them          
which we should fight in the spiritual realms.  
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THE WAYS OF EGYPT 
“Pharaoh gave him riches so that Pharaoh could have his          
wife…” (Gen.12.16). To simplify, Satan offers us riches,        
acceptance, and shortcuts so he may possess the church. 

The ways of this world—which is also the ways of the           
spirit that rules the kingdom of the air—are at work in           
anyone who is disobedient (Christians included),      
because the devil’s ways and the world’s ways are the          
same – Ephesians 2.2 

Now we tell Pedro about spiritual Egypt and Pharaoh.  

We can discern spiritual Egypt by its ways. But before          
anything else, we have to understand that Pharaoh        
didn’t want the Israelites to leave. He wanted them to          
stay and be his slaves forever. PHARAOH WANTS YOU         
TO REMAIN IN EGYPT! 

In Abraham’s time, the enemy had wanted him to         
remain in Egypt and take his wife, Sarah, for himself.          
That early, the enemy had been scheming to destroy         
God’s Plan by using Egypt. A famine broke out, forcing          
Abram to retreat (see the pattern?) to Egypt        
(Gen.12.10-20). Abram was on his way to pursuing        
God’s Plan when the devil, through God’s permission,        
of course, made use of a famine.  

EGYPT’S FAMINE 
Famine is severe lack of food and water due to the           
severe dryness. Many times, especially today, the       
spiritual landscape in many churches is characterized       
by a severe spiritual famine. Instigated by the devil         
(with God’s permission—because the devil cannot do       
anything without God’s permission. The devil is really        
powerless, remember that), most churches today lack       
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power because their spiritual food and water supply        
keeps being depleted. 

So we see pastors today crowding each and every         
conference or seminar being brought here from abroad.        
A famous minister or world renowned speaker, known        
for his big ministry abroad, comes here and sets up a           
big conference for pastors. Then another foreign guy        
does this, and another, and another and another….and        
pastors attend them like crazy, like “sheep without a         
Shepherd.” And Jesus said, sheep without a shepherd        
are always harassed and helpless.  

And see how pastors easily fall for the generosity of          
Korean or Japanese or European or US ministry aids.         
Yet the landscape remains dry. The famine remains.        
They remain “sheep without a shepherd.” 

When there’s severe drought, sometimes the      
government would resort to artificial cloud-seeding,      
and sometimes it works. There’s rain in some parts. But          
because it’s artificial, the drought remains until the real         
wet season comes in. 

The above conferences are good, and a lot of them were           
done in good faith, I believe—but the fact remains that          
they’re often artificial “cloud-seeding.” They rain some,       
but dryness prevails. Because what we need is Jesus’         
spring of living water bubbling up to eternal life, and          
anyone who drinks this will NEVER experience drought        
or famine (Jn.4.13-14). Jesus said, anyone who believes        
in Him “will never see death” or taste death. 

Just look at how most churches just borrow worship         
fads from other churches or other countries. They’re        
not led anymore by the Spirit—they just copy what         
works in others.  

King Ahaz went to Damascus and saw an altar he liked           
(and probably it worked so well, too, in Damascus) so          
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he had Rev. Uriah, the priest, do an exact replica of it in             
Jerusalem. He had it placed in the temple grounds         
beside the bronze altar of the Lord. He used both the           
worship style he borrowed from Damascus and the        
original style the Lord instructed in Jerusalem (2 Kings         
16.10-16). Smart, huh? 

And I often hear about pastors running out of sermons          
to preach so they get sermons from the Internet,         
theology books, books written by antiquated authors       
from past centuries, or sermons they have been        
preaching again and again since time immemorial.       
Messages today lack freshness because of the spiritual        
famine. Imagine what would happen, pastor, if you        
keep feeding your church spiritual sardines each       
Sunday.  

Some just use sermons that other pastors use. Some use          
the sermons they heard in conferences. The Lord says,         
“I am against prophets who steal from one another         
words they say came from me” (Jer.23.30).  

We’re not supposed to run out of new and fresh          
sermons—the bible, I tell you, is so rich and fresh in           
new insights. It never runs out! The word is eternal,          
says Psalms, and it has been around even before time          
began or prior the creation of the universe. And then          
add to this the voice of the Holy Spirit teaching us “all            
things,” says Master Jesus!  

Yet, spiritual famines and droughts are happening left        
and right in churches today. Amazing.  

When we’re doing things not in line with what God is           
doing, He permits spiritual droughts. Like the famine        
of hearing from God. “Men will stagger from sea to sea           
and wander from the north to east, searching for the          
word of the Lord, but they will not find it” (Amos 8.12).            
Isaiah similarly talks about the Lord bringing about “a         
deep sleep. He seals the eyes (of the ministers) and          
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covers the heads (of the preachers)…so that the entire         
vision is nothing to them but words sealed in a scroll”           
(Isa.29.10-11). 

When this happens, we should desperately cry out to         
God in sincere and total repentance. But others try a          
different path and end up in Egypt. 

Abram, for instance, was told to “leave your father’s         
family” (Gen.12.1), but he took his nephew, Lot, along.         
First offense. The famine in his time, first of all, was a            
test for Abram. Second, it was also a lure from the           
enemy. In Egypt, Abram failed the test. He told a small,           
white lie to save his neck. He made Sarai the bait to            
mislead the enemy. He feared being killed by Pharaoh         
so he and Sarai made a little strategy—they’d make it          
appear that Sarai was just his sister. Sarai then was          
“very beautiful” even at 65, and men were sure to          
desire her, he said. And Pharaoh did. 

If God had not intervened, Abram and Sarai would have          
stayed in Egypt and God’s Plan thwarted. But God did          
(Gen 12.17) and Abram was found out. In the end, it           
was the enemy who suffered everything. Pharaoh and        
his officials were inflicted by “serious diseases.” Yeah,        
Abram got out of the ordeal richer, but he would later           
suffer consequences through Lot. 

Many years later, the enemy would again use famine to          
try to defeat God’s purposes. So we see Jacob and his           
sons—and the Israelites—ending up in Egypt,      
persecuted.  

Egypt and famine. See the pattern? 

When there’s spiritual famine, be aware that it’s among         
Egypt’s ways. It happens because the enemy (permitted        
by God) wants us to detour to Egypt and stay there and            
forget about God’s Plan. Now, don’t think that the devil          
can cause a famine by its own power. The devil has NO            
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power. Famines, spiritual or actual, happen due to        
God’s permission alone. 

The first tendency of believers at the sign of a famine is            
retreat to Egypt. How do they do this? By resorting to           
their own efforts and ways rather than God’s ways.         
When they try God’s ways and nothing immediately        
happens, they abort and go back to the usual mode. 

Pastor Dick was inviting people to the altar for prayer          
and counseling after preaching. “Let the Spirit move in         
our midst. Be sensitive to His leading,” he said. Wow, it           
sounded so spiritual. After several songs had been sang         
and no one yet was at the altar, he signaled the           
“counselors” and each took a guy they thought needed         
prayer and escorted them to the altar. Worrying that         
the Spirit might not be able to bring anyone to the altar,            
Pastor Dick resorted to human effort. And it worked! 

Pastor Smarty figured out something better. He formed        
a team of accomplices and told them that if no one went            
to the altar for prayer and testimony, they were to act as            
if they were touched and led by God to go there for            
prayer or give a testimony. They were to start         
something to “encourage” others to follow suit. What a         
strategy! Did it work? Oh yes, more than what’s         
expected! 

The Word is clear that the work of God should not be            
marred by natural means, human decision, not even a         
husband’s will (Jn.1.13). It should all be God. Our only          
job is to live and declare Truth. Any human effort will           
only result to flesh, never to something spiritual. What         
is flesh is flesh; what is spirit is spirit. If you make an             
altar call and no one goes for prayer or testimony, then           
so be it. Leave it at that. If you wait for God, then by all               
means wait to the last second and don’t resort to your           
own effort. If nothing happens, then nothing happens. 
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Jesus taught us that true knowledge and wisdom are         
derived from God alone. We get them spiritually and         
supernaturally. We meditate the Word day and night,        
being careful to do them (Jos.1.8-10), and the Spirit of          
God teaches all things and reminds us of Jesus’         
principles (Jn.14.26). When this does not seem to work,         
we must “tarry ye in Jerusalem” and wait for the Spirit           
to come and pour all that we need. God wants us to            
wait. There’s virtue in godly waiting. 

Sometimes, God gives knowledge and wisdom pronto,       
right now, quicker than lightning. Sometimes we have        
to wait. And they that wait on the Lord shall renew           
their strength. Soon, after a patiently wait, they shall         
mount up and soar with wings like eagles—they will run          
or walk and never get tired (or never run out of new            
messages to preach). See? We should be like eagles,         
soaring in God’s awesome spiritual and supernatural       
wisdom, not chickens noisily and awkwardly scratching       
the ground for food, again and again. Have you seen          
how hens fly? Some Christians are like that. 

Daniel prayed for wisdom (10.12-14) and the moment        
he prayed an answer was immediately dispatched from        
heaven. But the angel who brought the answer from the          
Holy Spirit to Daniel was delayed for 3 weeks because a           
devil resisted him, but Michael came to his rescue.         
Then the wisdom Daniel needed was finally delivered.        
People wait patiently and get Word straight from        
heaven are “highly esteemed” in the spiritual realms        
(10.19). 

Sometimes, answers are not forthcoming due to sins.        
So we must check ourselves thoroughly while waiting        
for God. Job, when in terrible sufferings, prayed and         
waited for God. He checked himself as he waited for          
God’s answer. He didn’t go to Egypt. Neither did         
Daniel. Elijah, running away from Ahab and Jezebel,        
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ran to Horeb, the “mountain of God,” and waited there          
until he heard God’s whisper.  

We have to learn to patiently wait! 

Today, waiting patiently has become a rare virtue in         
people, even in Christians and pastors. Everything is        
made instant. If you’re running out of sermons, just get          
one from the Internet. Or get one from the books. You           
need to teach Sunday school? Just get a Sunday school          
material where the Scripture is explained, salient points        
are laid out for us, as well as the questions to be asked             
students. So convenient! No sweat! No need to        
meditate the Word day and night. No need to wait for           
the Spirit of God. Everybody’s too busy to meditate the          
Word day and night or wait for God.  

When famine makes us do the above, we have been          
lured to go to Egypt and stay.  

Of course, books and other materials are good. I use          
them now and then—I’m a terrible book lover—but I         
only use them for reference. For my spiritual main         
“dish,” I get tons and tons of wisdom straight from the           
Father’s own mouth, daily, each moment, by His grace.         
I swim in the river of LIFE! No kidding! Praise God! No            
drought. No famine. 

What’s unfortunate is when pastors just copy whole        
sermons, or use most of it, to feed to their flock. Or            
re-use or overuse recycled sermons from the past.        
Anything famishing comes from Egypt. And the       
intention is to make us stay there, and build there. 

I always say, Jesus and the Acts church never used any           
Sunday school material yet they were rich in the Word,          
even rhema Word. “The Word of the Lord increased”         
(Acts 6.7). The Greek word used here means God’s         
Word “grew.” In short, they never ran out of fresh, new           
sermons to preach! 
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Man’s reasoning, intellect, and logic seem good. But        
remember: the ways of this world can never go along          
with God’s ways. He is spirit, and His ways are all           
spiritual. Paul says, “I keep asking God to fill you with           
the knowledge of His Will by using all spiritual wisdom          
and understanding” (col.1.9). It’s ALL spiritual. 

EGYPT’S FEAR OF CHANGE 
An outstanding trait of spiritual Egypt is to fear change.          
So among its ways or methods is to always stop it. The            
Egyptians wanted the Israelites to be slaves forever, but         
they feared the increasing number of Jews in their land.          
If they continued to increase in number, the situation         
might change, the Jews ending up strong enough to         
fight them (Exo.1.9-10).  

The mindset of the enemy always wants to keep the          
status quo. Some may say the growing number of         
Israelites was what Pharaoh feared. Not quite. More        
than that, it was the thought of Israelites joining         
Egypt’s enemy and then fighting Pharaoh. Numbers       
game was useless as long as the slaves remained slaves.          
In fact, the more slaves with slave mentality, the better.          
The more projects for Egypt. What worried them most         
was the Israelites having a change of mind and         
heart—“they might join our enemies and fight against        
us.” 

Big churches and congregations do not worry the devil.         
Many people are amazed by big churches—peopled and        
moneyed. These only seem awesome in the natural. But         
in the spirit, they’re nothing if the people in them are           
still living in the Land of Slavery. The devil can even use            
them to build for him. 

When people in church fear change—especially big and        
real changes—they have a slave mentality, and they’re        
bound to fight the change “for God.” They’re controlled         
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by little demons who hate change and want things to          
remain as they are. 

One little example: There was this pastor who got a          
good-paying sideline job. He would be able to do his          
ministry better with the extra pay (the church wasn’t         
able to give him enough salary). Some from the board          
approved it, but some elders noted that the extra         
income would bless the pastor “too much.” They feared         
that the pastor might not be that easy to control          
anymore once he started getting more money. See?        
Well, it’s easy to see here who had the spiritual Egypt           
mentality.  

But we’re not just talking of changes in a pastor’s          
income here. We’re not even talking about changes in         
worship style, church or altar arrangement, worship       
songs, church equipments, church attire, church      
organization, church hierarchy, or how church income       
is to be used—issues which have caused terrible chaos         
in the past, even church splits, but which are really          
about nothing.  

We’re not talking about changing church doctrines       
either. 

We’re talking of a genuinely changed LIFE, mind and         
heart. This is what demons fear the most. A church split           
with half the members going to a more “correct”         
church, a person changing religion or going to another         
church, church people wearing too conservative or too        
modern attires, worship becoming very expressive or       
very solemn, a church changing its denomination, a        
church getting more membership, a church having       
more projects for the community—these “changes” are       
nothing in the spirit world. Zero. Spiritually blind        
people celebrate such changes, but they’re garbage. The        
devil even loves some of these “changes” because they         
serve as cosmetics that cover real spiritual issues. 
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What God wants are people changing from the inside         
out, living the LIFE of Jesus daily, having His         
character, ministry, and power, and yet staying       
low-profile and meek. This scares devils and demons so         
much! And this is what most people fear, especially         
church people still living in spiritual Egypt.  

FIRST, many Christians fear having this kind of change         
in them. I’ve seen how they hate the Jesus LIFE. This           
life, says Beatitudes, has no rights and privileges, never         
asserts the self, has no self-importance, stays meek and         
underdog, and often keeps you rejected, hated, and        
alone like Christ was. Yet it enjoys true joy and shines           
in kind and godly character. It never compromises        
where truth and real holy living is concerned. It’s a          
radical and revolutionary change. The kind that God        
really wants! 

Most church people are addicted to asserting their        
rights and their ego. They’d rather stay in spiritual         
Egypt than die to self. What change we’re often         
accustomed to are religious changes—people don’t own       
statues anymore, they stop going to an idolatrous        
church, they now read the bible, they’ve given up the          
rosary and novena, they’re more active in church, and         
the like. Anyone can do this, even those not in          
Christ—even demons. 

Or, we’re delighted to see people rushing to the altar          
and confessing sins with tears and wailing, or those         
worshipping so expressively. These are good, but often        
they mean nothing. What God wants is to produce the          
radical Jesus LIFE in keeping with repentance       
(Matt.3.8).  

SECOND, people start worrying when some people in        
church really start living the life of Jesus. There was          
one who had such radical life-change, and he started         
acting weird—well, to some of his churchmates, at least.         
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Let’s call him Luke. He ceased enjoying gossiping, he         
always wanted to change topic when the gossip was         
especially getting hotter and reaching climax, he       
became really submissive to the pastor, and he stopped         
joining schisms in church. Worse, he often talked about         
nothing but Jesus.  

Luke used to be among those who formed a little          
kingdom of influential members in church, often       
against the pastor, always petitioning and airing       
grievances, urging for emergency confrontational     
meetings to “settle” disputes, objecting to the pastor’s        
proposals, looking for weak spots and errors in other         
members and especially the pastor and his wife, and         
gossiping about all these. He was also easily hurt and          
offended. But now, they observed, he was not like this          
anymore. And they started to worry. 

Gradually the worry turned into irritation, and soon        
they had nothing but wrath for Luke—they accused him         
of playing favorite to the pastor, being the pastor’s         
minion, and becoming so “judgmental” lately, among       
other things. On closer look, I found that this was how           
they looked at genuine holy living and submitting to the          
pastor.  

Then, they also started accusing him of being        
“separatist.” Luke no longer lingered in their company        
but was always in the outreaches leading bible studies         
in slums and other dirty places. Consequently, he        
seldom appeared for choir and worship team practice        
now—and the more they got annoyed because he used         
to be among the best soloists and tenors. His         
“self-importance,” they said, was affecting the church’s       
worship life. In all these, Luke just kept quiet and          
meek, quietly apologizing for all his “sins” but        
maintaining that he now wanted out of stage        
performances--the worship team--and wanted to focus      
on the Word and outreaches. And that was another         
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thing weird about him—he now apologizes or keeps        
quiet in the face of false accusation, whereas before he          
was among the church’s fierce fighters! To them, it was          
a creepy change. 

This was what Pharaoh feared, that the Israelites might         
one day “join our enemies,” as Luke “joined” his pastor          
and true ministry. The devil wants you on his side as a            
slave doing his will. But once he sees you are being           
freed from slavery, he begins to worry, and then fear,          
and then finally gets so angry at you. He hates to see his             
slaves being freed and joining his Enemy—God.  

So what did Pharaoh do? He deployed “slave masters”         
to oppress the Israelites to forced labor (Exo.1.11). And         
mind you, at this point, the enemy is already dealing          
“shrewdly” with us (Exo.1.10). Beware. 

EGYPT’S OPPRESSION 
Most churches have “slave masters.” They make life        
harder for those who are radically changing for Jesus.         
In Luke’s case, they were his former “buddies” in         
church. They used “forced labor.” They expected the        
“usual” things from him.  

The enemy will use the same forced labor on us if we            
stop obeying him. How? People who still live as slaves          
in spiritual Egypt will expect us to do the usual things           
“ordinary” and “normal” Christians are doing. They       
expect us to abide by their standards (or meet the          
“quotas” they impose on us) because they are our “close          
friends.” 

Worship is good. We need it badly to be closer to God.            
But today, most worship is mere showmanship. Some        
young people enjoy it because they’re seen on stage,         
performing like their favorite rock singer or band. And         
they get popular among young people, the girls get         
crushes on them, and they love the celebrity feeling.  
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I’ve seen worship leaders or performers sing with        
expressive feelings and yet do sexually immoral things        
in private. Some nurture hatred or other hidden sin or          
rotten characters while “singing for the Lord” with such         
gusto on stage. They even have late night sessions,         
overnight practice, non-stop worship, and really tire       
themselves out to hone their voices and instrument        
playing to perfection. And they really feel they need to          
do this, despite their secret sins and rotten characters.         
Why? They’d say because they “love” the Lord.  

Umm, sounds good. I hate to demolish what they claim,          
but this is the truth: the real reason why they feel they            
need to do it is that, demonic spirit slave masters are           
making them do it, not God. And when these         
“worshippers” hear what I say here, they’d probably        
stone me to death. 

Anyone still enslaved in the Land of Slavery cannot do          
anything except please their slave masters. Even       
pastors who live in sin or carnality, or do things in the            
world’s ways, when they do any ministry and claim they          
feel they have to do it, are merely being driven by           
demonic slave drivers. Your religious service is not        
counted in God’s eyes so long as you build in spiritual           
Egypt.  

There were even quotas (Exo.5.14). And here’s a little         
revelation—demonic slave masters assign “foremen” in      
church (like Luke’s buddies) and assign them quotas        
without their knowing it. Hence, when they do not         
genuinely repent, these “foremen” will continue being       
cruel—they will become more rotten through the years.        
Quotas keep getting higher so that rotten characters        
also worsen.  

If the church “foremen” do not meet their quotas, they          
feel bad and tormented. They lose sleep over them. I’ve          
seen this happen. For instance, if they wanted Luke to          
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react violently by prodding him to, and Luke merely         
keeps quiet, they fail meeting their “quota,” and their         
failure to get even with him will torment them and          
make them so frustrated and furious that they even lose          
their appetite and it ruins their day. Some even suffer          
terrible headaches or migraines or health conditions.       
The frustration is carried over to their homes where         
they vent their anger to their spouses or kids or          
parents. Why is this? 

Because demonic slave masters “punish” foremen who       
fail to fill their quotas (Exo.5.14).  

But the good news is, the more cruel the demonic slave           
masters get, the nearer God’s deliverance is! “The more         
they were exploited the more they increased and        
spread” (Exo.1.12). This happened in China when the        
underground church was severely persecuted—but the      
more the church revived and the more souls were         
saved. Furthermore, God said, “I have heard their cries         
because of their slave masters…so I have come down to          
rescue them’ (Exo.3.7-8).  

Now, when God “rescues” it doesn’t mean we’re gonna         
live happily ever after. Just study Exodus and you’ll         
find out that the rescue will entail a lot of          
hardships—from Egypt to the wilderness to the       
Promised Land. Because God’s way is through the        
cross. But he promises to make our crosses easy and          
light. 

EGYPT’S PREFERENCE FOR GIRLS 
Pharaoh ordered all male babies killed and female ones         
spared. A church still in spiritual Egypt is        
obvious—only women are active, with the men just        
warming up the pews and attending church now and         
then.  
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Imagine if all the male babies were indeed killed. In the           
next generation of Israelites, they would be all women.         
There’s nothing wrong about women serving in church.        
The problem is when men become mere followers of         
their wives or don’t attend church altogether. Many        
churches fail to take notice of this and willingly live in           
the Land of Slavery.  

The Corinthian church was counseled by Paul to have         
the women kept silent and to just ask their husbands at           
home for any queries on the bible, not voice them out in            
church. They were not even to teach in church. And          
some denominations took this as a sign to prohibit         
women from church ministry or the pastorate.  

The main issue is that, God wants male participation in          
church more pronounced. He does not want the setup         
being more obvious wherein men in general just sit in          
pews listening and learning from women. It’s not        
because men are smarter or better but because such         
situations derive from Pharaoh's system. And spiritual       
Pharaoh wants that scenario continuing and spreading       
in church.  

What happens when wives are more assertive at home         
than husbands? Often, their sons become homos and        
daughters lesbians. I observe this a lot. Why is this?          
Some say it’s due to some psychological imbalance in         
the child. I say it’s because the principle of God in His            
Word is violated—wives should submit to their       
husbands and husbands should love their wives. When        
God’s principle is violated, demons gain access and a         
right to put strongholds in people. 

Thus, when women get more assertive in church than         
men do, they produce homo churches, or members that         
are homosexuals in the spirit. 

Spiritual Pharaoh wants the boys out so that the church          
will be made up of only girls. Remember, the woman          
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was created as a “helper” fit for the man. Some would           
say, “So the man needs help,” just as mentally         
disturbed people need help. Uhm, no, not that kind of          
help, of course. She’s there to help man in his work, not            
to make man her follower.  

I’m not against female pastors or ministers. But they         
should remain submissive to their husbands. And if        
your wife is called to pastor, it means you, husband,          
should shape up on your spiritual life MORE so that          
God’s principle still works in your life—and spiritual        
Pharaoh’s plan does not succeed. Husbands should       
have a higher spiritual stature than their wives have. It          
will be a big shame if your wife is the one feeding you             
spiritually. 

To my mind, if the wife is called to pastor, so is the             
husband. There are cases where the husband remains a         
“civilian” while his wife is pastoring a church. This may          
mean the husband has long been ignoring God’s call. To          
me, husband and wife are one flesh, so if the wife           
pastors, more so should the husband. 

Anyway, to counter spiritual Egypt’s preference for       
“girls,” God raises us Shiphrahs and Puahs, spiritual        
midwives in church, who “let the boys live” (1.17).         
Today, we need disciplers who raise up men for church          
leadership, not by just making them active in church or          
hold church positions, but by really discipling them        
(man to man) to be like Christ and be spiritually          
equipped to face the enemy and say boldly, “Let God’s          
people go!” 

When church people, especially young men, are not        
closely discipled as Jesus closely mentored His       
disciples, spiritual Egypt’s system of “killing the boys”        
reigns supreme in church, and the church is really still          
in the Land of its Slavery.  
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This is similar to offering children to the god Molech, a           
practice Israel later got from neighboring pagan       
nations, and which so irked God. Today, in the spirit,          
we offer our children and young people to “Molech” if          
we let them grow old unmentored in the LIFE,         
character, and ways of Jesus Christ. At a young age,          
when their “strength is their glory” (Prov.20.29), they        
must learn to cherish the cross of Jesus and carry it           
daily and follow Him. 

“It is good for a man to carry the yoke while he is             
young. Let him sit alone quietly and meekly, for it is the            
Lord’s burden for him. Let him suffer, dying to ego, for           
in this there is hope. Let him learn meekness and          
self-effacement, even enjoying persecutions for     
righteousness’ sake” (Lam.3.27-30).  

If they grow old in church just being active without          
being highly trained in the Jesus LIFE, days of trouble          
will come when they’d say, “I find no pleasure in them”           
(Ecc.12.1), like what is being seen in so many churches          
today. So, they should “remember their Creator in the         
days of their youth.” 

And this means not just training to play musical         
instruments in the worship team or singing so well         
while leading the worship or manning the choir. These         
are nothing if they don’t master the Word and live the           
LIFE of Jesus daily. If we fail in this, spiritual Pharaoh           
succeeds in “killing” the young generation, especially       
the boys, and this is equal to sacrificing their lives to           
Molech. Activeness in church is zero if it remains         
building in the Land of Slavery.  

The devil wants the next generation obliterated by        
making it irrelevant and ineffective. Pharaoh wanted all        
the boys killed. Herod wanted all the kids massacred.         
Why? Because out of the young generation will rise         
potentials for God’s Kingdom. Out of the youth will         
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come those whom God will raise up like He did Moses           
and Jesus Christ—powerful in the Word, potent       
weapons that can demolish the kingdom of darkness.        
And one of your young people in church may be among           
them! 

But if you fail to disciple your church people, you side           
with spiritual Pharaoh and become an accessory to the         
spiritual mass murders. 

Don’t be too engrossed in senseless and useless church         
activities. What really matters is to “Make disciples of         
all people.” That’s a command, not an option. Moses         
discipled Joshua so that the Israelites gained their        
inheritance in God. Jesus was discipled by His Father.         
Genuine, man to man, Jesus Discipleship is the order of          
the day, everyday! 

Many pastors want big churches. If you cannot disciple         
that big number, you’re terribly accountable. God wants        
all men to be saved, but He also wants quality life.           
Better a small church where everyone is closely        
discipled, man to man, than a big church where people          
remain enslaved in spiritual Egypt.  

The Jesus discipleship system (2 Tim.2.2) is designed        
to work in both small and mega churches. We should go           
for this NOW, before it’s too late! Jesus, the Discipler,          
is coming back soon. 

There’s a beautiful promise here. Anyone who disciples        
people, especially the next generation, will be rewarded        
by God with “families of their own” (Exo.1.20-21). If         
you are spiritually sharp, you’d see two things here: (1)          
God will give you a spiritual family of your own, and           
even biological, too. (2) God will protect your family         
from spiritual Pharaoh. Remember, Pharaoh wanted all       
boys harmed—which meant all Hebrew families were in        
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danger. But the midwives raised up their own families         
safely. 

It’s a big joy to see spiritual sons and daughters          
growing up in Christ-likeness before you. They are loyal         
to God and to you, their discipler, because they see God           
in you. Their only business in life is to obey. They are            
surrendered to the idea that they have lost their earthly          
rights and privileges in Christ. I cannot compare the joy          
with anything this world can offer. I cannot even         
compare it with having a big and moneyed church. 

EGYPT’S HARD WORKS 
Another aspect of spiritual Egypt’s ways (or the world’s         
ways) is burdening people with so much work to do.          
The Israelites were oppressed with hard labor.  

Beware of working too hard, even in ministry. God’s         
will is to enjoy His rest. “Since God’s rest is still true            
today, let’s make sure that none of us miss it..we who           
believe enter that rest” (Heb.4.1-3).  

When you’re always too busy or too tied up with          
activities and you have to beat so many deadlines (even          
in church)—chances are, you’re being tortured by the        
enemy and enslaved in the Land of Slavery. When         
you’re in God’s Presence, you rest in Him. “Come all          
you who are tired..I will give you rest,” said Jesus.  

Few things really matter to God. If we confine ourselves          
to His Will, our daily lives and ministries will become          
very simple. In summary they are only three: (1) Be          
deep in the Word and in God, (2) Disciple others in true            
Christ-likeness, (3) Train them to evangelize and       
disciple others also. That’s it. We do this, we hit other           
targets—worship, fellowship, church growth, missions,     
finances, etc. We don’t need other “special” activities.  

But spiritual Pharaoh hates seeing this wisdom being        
discovered by Christians. So what he does is make         
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busyness quite attractive, and many buy it. It feels so          
accomplished and successful to be doing a lot of things.          
In fact, if you’re just living a very simple life and resting            
in God, worshipping Him always, people (even       
Christians) see this as silly and a waste of time. Even           
sin. Just like how Martha saw how Mary was just laying           
“idle” at Jesus’ feet. 

When they told Pharaoh they had to leave Egypt to          
worship God, Pharaoh said something like, “‘You’re just        
lazy! That’s why you just want to be at rest and always            
worshipping God! Now, be realistic and get back to         
work. You must fill your quota of hard work!”         
(Exo.5.17-18). You see that? 

Pharaoh, or the devil, wants us to immerse ourselves in          
hard, excruciating work, accomplishing this and that,       
building here and there, all “for God.” 

And yet, after all the pain and efforts, nobody is being           
discipled man to man, one on one, to be really          
spiritually mature in Christ. We look around in church         
and see nothing but spiritual babies, carnal Christians        
who all want to have a role in church and be           
appreciated, yet so easily hurt or offended. Nobody is         
carrying the cross daily, denying the self, and following         
Jesus.  

But we keep on with the hard work, believing and          
hoping (blindly) that it will somehow be put to good use           
someday. That’s what the Israelites also hoped—who       
knows, someday Pharaoh would become a Jew, too,        
and Egypt might become the Promised Land.  

Beware of hard work also in your secular jobs—those         
frequent overtimes and rash hours, so that you never         
experience meditating the Word day and night. The        
bible never tells us to read the bible 5 or even 10            
chapters a day. A pastor once boasted he read the bible           
25 chapters a day. Praise God! But that also is not           
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biblical. The bible says to meditate (not just study or          
read) the Word day and night. And to pray without          
ceasing.  
Ask around. So few today know how to really meditate          
the Word. They think meditating is enrolling in the         
seminaries and earning degrees. 

With the way spiritual Pharaoh oppresses most people,        
even believers, into plunging headlong into hard work,        
daily, without them knowing it, day and night        
meditation and ceaseless prayers will remain fantasies       
found only in the bible. We may study or memorize          
them (even know their Greek translations), but not        
actually apply them daily. And this worldwide busyness        
makes churches die and make up for the death by          
appearing active. “You have the reputation of looking        
like you’re alive, but you are dead,”(Rev.3.1). 

Look at church anniversaries. They spend thousands       
for this. If we really want to thank God for His blessings            
and faithfulness, why not hold a simple yet heartfelt         
worship service where people live in true holiness and         
Christ-likeness? But they won’t buy this. They want        
hard work and lots of expenses, without which, they         
think, God won’t be pleased. They don’t realize that it is           
the spiritual Pharaoh oppressing them to work up their         
quotas of bricks. God can never be pleased with our          
works—but only by faith! He is pleased if we just live           
the LIFE of Jesus by faith.  

Well, some readers may see the point here and say,          
“Hey, isn’t that so true? We should stop obeying the          
spiritual Pharaoh and start evacuating from spiritual       
Egypt to claim our right place in God.” But then, it’ll           
just be intellectual consent. They won’t really change        
their life patterns to have the Jesus Pattern. They’re         
afraid of what the spiritual Pharaoh might do to them.          
The Israelites showed their fear of Pharaoh with these         
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words: “You made us a stench to Pharaoh and his          
minions and have put a sword in their hands to kill us”            
(Exo.5.21).  

EGYPT’S MISINFORMATION 
The truth is, the enemy fears us so much. “The          
Egyptians came to dread the Israelites so much”        
(Exo.1.12) so that they oppressed them ruthlessly.       
When the enemy oppresses us, it only means their fear          
of us is increasing. The more oppression the enemy         
inflicts, the more the enemy fears. Just make sure         
you’re not living in sin. 

If you are oppressing someone, it only means you fear          
him or her. And besides, it also means you’re still in the            
Land of Slavery. Hence, those who live in love are          
fearless. Those who are quiet, meek, patient, forgiving,        
loving, and yet firm in righteousness in the face of          
persecutions and oppression are brave warriors of God. 

People who oppress others (and there are many people         
like this even in church) are really powerless. They’re         
like Satan, a roaring lion. But these people are just          
trying to assert themselves, roaring and inciting fear in         
those they want to control, like Satan does. They look          
like their father, the devil. They fear whom they         
oppress. 

Those with real power don’t need to prove who they          
are. They just brush aside challenges and dares from         
the enemy with a holy confidence, always choosing the         
way of the cross than assert themselves. They look like          
their Master, Jesus. 

But if they were feared so much by the Egyptians, why           
were the Israelites still the underdog?  

Because Pharaoh conducted a misinformation     
campaign. This was done in two ways: 
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1. They kept the Israelites so busy to think of         
anything else but their quotas. 

2. They told the Israelites that God’s ways of just         
resting and enjoying worshipping Him was a big        
lie! They said it was nothing but laziness. 

“Make the work a lot harder for these guys, to keep           
them busy and pay no attention to lies” (Exo.5.9).  

No matter your potential in God, if you remain         
misinformed about it, you remain the devil’s underdog! 

It was ridiculous. The Israelites were like people sitting         
on a mountain of power-packed potentials, God’s       
favors, and blessings, and yet too blind to see this and           
preferred being Pharaoh’s underdog—because they     
feared him so much. They really thought he was the          
kind of lion that could kill God’s chosen. You see, they           
both feared each other—lion and prey! 

I hate to see Christians powerless in life and allow          
themselves to be the devil’s underdog. You see them         
helplessly backslidden, can’t even attend church,      
wallowing in sin, and so weak they can’t stand up by           
themselves. They always need the pastor and the        
brethren supporting them. And they’ve been in church        
like this for ages! And the pastors pamper them,         
thinking that pampering is the remedy. Some pastors        
are blind to see that what these people need is to know            
their place in Christ and stand there! 

The bible says we sit with Christ on the same Seat           
(Eph.2.6). “God…seated us with Jesus in the Spirit        
realms because we are in Christ.” We’re now really         
sitting with Jesus, as far as the Spirit is concerned. Do           
you feel it?  

Do you realize, this seat is His Throne? And this Seat is            
“much, much higher than all rule and authority, power         
and dominion, and every title that can be given, not just           
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in the present but more so in the age to come”           
(Eph.1.21). That’s why I say, I don’t need any title,          
except the spiritual one that I have in Christ! It defeats           
all enemies! 

No wonder the enemy fears us so much. We are SO           
POWERFUL in Christ. Even as we can defeat him now          
because we are seated with Christ and Jesus is fully in           
us, “God will soon crush Satan underneath our feet”         
(Rom.16.20).  

But many do not know this because spiritual Pharaoh         
keeps them busy with non-essentials instead of       
cultivating these spiritual and supernatural things in       
them and making these spiritual equipments sharper       
and more powerful.  

Being active in some church works (concerts,       
anniversaries, meaningless fellowships, outings,    
worship-showmanship, instrument playing to emulate     
rock star idols, and even human theology) can NEVER         
make people powerful to defeat the enemy. When        
potential or power is not used or sharpened a long time           
so that it becomes dull, “more strength is needed” when          
it is finally used (Ecc.10.10). Expert wielders of God’s         
power defeat the enemy “with a word” as my Jesus did.           
No effort. 

The Egyptians kept the Israelites misinformed to keep        
them in bondage. In the eyes of the Jews, the Egyptians           
were to be feared. They didn’t know that the Egyptians          
greatly feared them and had great reason to be so. The           
Hebrews were quickly spreading through the land.  

The devil keeps many so busy today so that meditating          
God’s Word becomes impossible in their lives. They just         
read the bible one chapter a day, or listen to Sunday           
sermons, or enjoy praise music for “strength.” They are         
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not well informed that meditating the Word makes us         
wiser than the enemy (Ps.199.98) and beat him. 

We’re empowered by God to command spirits and        
release God’s creative Word to influence the heavenly        
realms and change the spiritual atmosphere anywhere       
we are. These are just a hint of the inheritance we have            
in Christ. The problem is, most Christians do not know          
how to operate in these things. They’re just busy in          
church. 

EGYPT’S ACHIEVEMENTS-ORIENTATION 
Pharaoh kept the Israelites busy building and achieving        
for nothing. The deceptive lure of a sense of         
accomplishment takes our minds off major issues that        
needs real concern. The Israelites just worked and        
worked to achieve this and that, never once stopping to          
think, “Hey, wait a minute. What am I doing in Egypt?”           
As long as they were eating well, everything was fine. 

They built Pithom and Rameses. The city of Pithom was          
built for the god Atum and the city of Rameses was           
where grand massive buildings were erected propped       
with giant statues of their gods. Wow! Seeing these         
cities, one can’t help but marvel at such        
accomplishments! And who knows what else they built        
there—probably even some of the pyramids and       
sphinxes.  

As long as you’re accomplishing something, the       
spiritual Pharaoh tells you you’re okay. Some pastors,        
being hopeless with the sorry spiritual situation in        
church, just try to forget everything by busying himself         
with other things—joint fellowships, pastors’     
fellowships, smarten up the church building, bring in        
new equipments, increase membership, or anything      
that would get his mind off the major issue, hoping it’d           
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go away. Such things keep the pastor and the church in           
bondage to the Land of Slavery.  

EGYPT’S DEMONIC WAYS 
We won’t tackle the plagues and what the Egyptian         
magicians did in detail. You know them already. Suffice         
it to say that Egypt used demonic ways to ward of the            
Move of God then. The magicians were powerful, able         
to control part of nature, but not all. God’s power in           
Moses outdid them by far in everything. Occult power         
is nothing compared to what we have in Christ. And yet           
this power is seldom used because most Christians are         
ignorant of them. All they know is human theology.  

Don’t underestimate the enemy. He has supernatural       
devastating powers God allowed him to have—for a        
while. If you are unfamiliar about spiritual warfare,        
don’t venture out challenging the enemy, especially in        
his territory.  

Moses was able to command nature with God’s power,         
and the mighty miracle workers of Egypt were no         
match to him. I wonder how Christians and pastors         
today would fare against the powers of occult        
practitioners like witches, quacks, fortune tellers,      
psychics, mediums, and the like?  

Do we have to?  

Leaving spiritual Egypt for good includes beating these        
magicians in the spiritual realms—which is something       
many pastors and church leaders today are not aware         
of. All they know is how to get more people in church,            
preach ethically, and apply hermeneutics. But once       
these workers of evil attack, they don’t know what hit          
them. They don’t even know how to recognize occult         
attacks. Sometimes, they even send victims to the        
hospital, thinking the malady to be a physical sickness.  
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A lot of people who cannot get out of spiritual Egypt           
needs deliverance—discerning and identifying demons,     
casting them out, and sending them to the Abyss or          
somewhere else—just like what Jesus did. Some people        
in deep bondage need some mud and saliva spattered         
into their eyes to see. Funny, huh? I’ve seen pastors          
needing serious deliverance sessions—not because of      
demons in them, but demons riding on them for so          
long. And I know a group of pastors somewhere who          
ran like hell when they saw a demon-possessed person         
getting wild! 

How can Christians get out of spiritual Egypt when they          
aren’t able to operate in the spirit realms? God knew          
the necessity of moving in the spirit realms for genuine          
spiritual warfare, so He gave Moses spiritual and        
supernatural powers. That’s why my Jesus and the Acts         
church moved in spiritual and supernatural powers.  

I was in a youth camp once where pastors of a           
denomination could not deal with the evil spirit that         
kept transferring from one young people to another.        
They didn’t know what to do. But they were titled and           
degreed guys who could preach ethically and       
theologically correct sermons. The camp ended with the        
demon just lying low for a while and I never knew what            
happened to those poor young people. I was then a          
mere young camper. 

To set the captives free, Jesus drove out demons with          
just a word—not a lot of shouts and hymns and          
choruses and long prayers or non-stop worship. Paul        
was able to discern a demon in a young girl who kept            
praising his team and their ministry (Acts 16.17). 

Yes, the devil can praise, recognize, and even reward         
God’s workers!  

The girl followed Paul and his team while telling         
people, “These men are servants of God the highest,         
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and telling you the way of salvation!” If Paul had been           
like many undiscerning and spiritually dull pastors       
today, he probably would have said, “Oh, gee thanks!         
You’re so right. We are pastors.” And a lot of pastors           
who love praises from men would have felt elated by          
the comment.  

NOT Paul. He was “so disturbed.” He had a sharp          
discernment. You know, spiritual Egypt has so many        
strategically placed praisers to tickle egoistic pastors       
and keep them off tangent, beating the air and hitting          
nothing. Such pastors can never free captives enslaved        
in spiritual Egypt and are themselves still held captive         
by the enemy. Yet they have many “achievements.” 

The NT has so many stories depicting clearly the need          
for high expertise on spiritual warfare and the need to          
have sharp spiritual powers to face and defeat spiritual         
Pharaoh.  

The demonic can never be defeated by human theology         
or church achievements, no matter how high-sounding.       
Human theology can only impress intellects, not hearts        
and spirits. And real deliverance from Satan’s dominion        
involves liberation of the heart and spirit, not just the          
intellect. Many churches today are just intellectually       
impressed but not spiritually delivered.  

The ministry of Jesus is to set the captives free (and           
free indeed!) by a supreme, supernatural and Messianic        
anointing to preach the good news of the Kingdom .  

The seven sons of Sceva, the titled priest (Acts 19),          
tried to deal with demons the way Paul did. They tried           
to sound a bit theologically correct—“In the name of         
Jesus whom Paul preaches, I command you to come         
out!” They probably thought using this formula needed        
to be taken from its “proper context,” so the logical          
conclusion, with the right paradigm, was that driving        
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out demons in Jesus’ name should be taken from the          
context of Paul’s ministry.  

Hmm, sounds very educated! The result? The demon        
kicked them out! 

There are no worded formula needed here, just the         
right LIFE and connection with God. You can only         
defeat spiritual Pharaoh if you’re no longer a slave in          
spiritual Egypt.  

EGYPT’S NON-SPIRITUAL WAYS 
Though using magic and demonic powers, the ways of         
Egypt was primarily the ways of the world. The world’s          
ways basically depend on achieving things in this world,         
not so much the use of spiritual powers. Building         
something significant. Something the world would      
acclaim and reward and remember.  

Using the ways of the world (or being of the world) may            
not seem being spiritual, but it does have spiritual         
repercussions and ramifications. Basically, the spirit      
realm says if you do something in the world, you open           
up things in the spirit—good or bad. Jesus says         
whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven. If           
two believers agree on anything here on earth, it will be           
so in heaven because of the Father. If you do His will,            
you open up something in heaven. If you don’t, other          
things in the heavenly realms will be opened        
up—negative consequences, to be sure.  

ALL our earthly doings trigger operations in the spirit         
world. When we use the ways of the world, we open up            
channels for God’s wrath to fall on us spiritually         
(friendship with the world is enmity with God). I say          
“spiritually” because most users of the world’s ways        
look so successful in this world, and those who use          
God’s ways seem to be losers. But the consequences are          
really more spiritual than physical. 
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Just look at how successful Herod and Pilate seemed to          
be. Just look how Jesus ended up on the cross, with His            
disciples all hiding. Look at how the early church was          
persecuted by the successful and rich Roman Empire,        
and look at how underground churches in forbidden        
countries today are on fire in the Lord though very poor           
and persecuted.  

Thus, as long as you use the ways of the world in life,             
family, career, employment, ministry, church, bible      
studies, preaching, evangelism, or whatever, you are       
God’s enemy. You’re allied with spiritual Pharaoh.  

Now, let me clarify that. For instance, using PCs does          
not mean you’re using the ways of this world. PCs are           
God’s wonderful blessings. But if you use them without         
the Spirit’s guidance, we use the ways of the world. For           
instance, as I do my job as a web content researcher           
and writer, I always maintain contact with God—I        
constantly talk with Him, consult Him, and ask His         
permission. I even worship Him or meditate His Word         
while doing my work. I want everything done according         
to His will. 

When I talk to a congregation, I never prepare sermon          
outlines. Jesus didn’t prepare sermon outlines. No one        
in the bible prepared sermons outlines. When Moses        
talked with the elders of Israel, for instance, to tell          
them about God’s Exodus Plan for the first time, he          
didn’t prepare a sermon outline. Neither did he when         
he said his farewell speech (the Book of Deuteronomy)         
to the Israelites. Outlines often can be among the         
world’s ways. 

Or let’s put it this way. When God speaks, He never           
prepares a sermon outline. When you don’t do things in          
God’s ways, you’re doing it in the ways of the world.           
There’s no neutral ground here. There’s nothing       
in-between. Outlines may be good if you still rely on          
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God’s power, not on the outline or the preparations you          
have made for your talk.  

Be careful not to do anything, especially the ministry, in          
the ways of this world. I’ll give you another example:          
the world says it’s a good thing to work for your family’s            
welfare. God says anyone who does not “hate” his         
family is not worthy of Him.  

Now, I know smart ministers would raise their        
eyebrows at my mention of this. They’ll be ready to          
attack me with their sound theologies, like saying that         
the passage shouldn’t be literally taken, or that I’m         
taking it out of context. But Jesus’ words on “hating”          
the family is also sound theology--in fact, there’s        
nothing as soundly or more soundly. 

Doing things because we love our families triggers        
negative forces in the spirit realms that cause us to be           
enslaved more in spiritual Egypt. I’ve seen people        
working hard abroad because they want their families        
well provided here, only to end up with wrecked         
families or marriages. 

Your kids need you more than your money—and that’s         
how God wants it. In particular, God wants your good          
testimony in Christ seen by your kids daily so that they,           
too, will be attracted by the Jesus they see in you and            
surrender their lives fully to Jesus. That’s the whole         
point of family in God’s eyes, not just provide         
materially for them.  

The moment you work hard so that your kids get their           
dream life or career, you start living and working to          
please them, not God. And God will be jealous of          
that—He’s a jealous God. The best thing to do with          
family is give them up to the Lord, or “hate” them, as            
Jesus said.  
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The ways of this world (or worship of the world) have           
sent people, even some Christians and church leaders,        
rushing headlong to career or ministry success, or        
trying to earn more than enough, to have a sizeable          
slice of the much-craved comfort in life. Comfort and         
being well off is good. It’s among God’s blessings. But it           
shouldn’t take us out of God’s will in any way. Anything           
done to achieve something of this world is bondage in          
the Land of Slavery.  
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EGYPT AND GADARENES 
“They lived in a cemetery…” (Matt.8.28) 

Chapter 8 of Matthew is a succession of amazing stories          
of miracles and signs and wonders. The chapter starts         
off as soon as Jesus finishes His great and unique          
teachings in the Beatitudes. It’s like coupling unique        
teachings with unique supernatural proofs.  

It was like Moses releasing words of deliverance to the          
Israelites and words of rebuke to Pharaoh. In spiritual         
deliverance, words released should always be followed       
with signs and wonders. So Moses had to use powerful          
signs and wonders to free enslaved Israelites in Egypt.  

Remember, in dealing with spiritual Pharaoh, we need        
supernatural signs and wonders. God Himself said:       
“Yet, I know that Pharaoh will not let you go unless a            
mighty hand forces him,” (Exo.3.19). God added: “So I         
will stretch out my hand and strike the Egyptians with          
all the signs and wonders that I will do against them.” 

In ministry, we need the supernatural power       
demonstration of God if we want people in church         
thoroughly set free. Spiritual Pharaoh will never let        
them go unless a mighty Hand compels him. 

Paul said: “My message and preaching did not use wise          
and persuasive words, but used a demonstration of        
power from the Holy Spirit. If I had used mere human           
intelligence (or human theology), your faith would rest        
on human intellect, not on God’s power,” (1 Cor.2.4-5).         
Paul stressed that preaching, to be really effective for         
God’s purposes, especially spiritual deliverance, should      
have God’s supernatural power. Paul used the Greek        
word dunamis which is specifically “miraculous      
power.” 
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“We preach the Gospel, NOT with words of human         
wisdom, for fear that the cross of Christ would be          
emptied of its power” (1 Cor.1.17). Human wisdom, in         
any form, including human theology, empties the       
power of the cross to genuinely deliver and save. No          
wonder a lot of churches today remain spiritually weak         
or dying, always caught up in the cycle of death. They’re           
empty of real dunamis power, yet busy with activities,         
even with so-called “evangelism.” 

Powerful preaching without the demonstration of      
dunamis power is really mere forceful public speaking        
also done by politicians, speakers in secular occasions,        
and even actors and actresses. It impresses the        
intellect, but seldom does it end up in total spiritual          
deliverance. We see seminars on how to preach, teach,         
evangelize, etc., using techniques, strategies, materials,      
or systems, which are all based on human wisdom, but          
nothing on supernatural, Spirit-powered preaching or      
witnessing.  

Well, okay, they say the techniques should be prayed         
for prior application to make everything      
“spiritual”—and in fairness, they really do “rely” on the         
Spirit’s power when applying the techniques.  

A human technique that is “prayed for” is like Moses’          
staff being prayed for and then used for clobbering         
Pharaoh on the head. Of course, Pharaoh is going to          
shout, “Ouch!” with that, but I doubt if the Israelites          
would be delivered from Egypt. 

It’s not enough to tell the enemy to stop, or to tell            
captives that God’s way is effective. We must        
demonstrate. The way we evangelize people today is        
like Moses telling the Israelites in Egypt, “Hey guys,         
God loves you and has a beautiful plan for you!” 

Then the Jews say, “That’s great! We believe it!” They          
even cry. But then they continue being slaves in Egypt.          
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So they become Egypt slaves who know that God loves          
them. Now, the moment they begin to succeed at         
building pyramids and Pharaoh’s store cities, I don’t        
know what good that would do them. For sure, the          
achievements won’t please God. All God’s going to do         
for them—as Exodus shows—is still see their need for         
deliverance. Nothing else. 

SIMPLE BUT ANOINTED PREACHING 
However, there is a powerful spiritual preaching, even        
without signs and wonders, that results to mighty        
spiritual deliverance. Why? Because the preacher is       
heavily anointed with Holy Spirit dunamis power that        
is ready for releasing any moment the preacher decides         
to.  

There’s a great difference between preaching without       
intrinsic dunamis power and one that has—the first is a          
dummy explosive, the other can really demolish       
strongholds on ground zero.  

The preacher, by God’s grace, really operates in        
miracles and signs and wonders. In fact he lives a          
supernatural life. But sometimes, all he has to do is          
release God’s creative dunamis power “with a word.”        
People see it’s simple preaching. People simply receive        
salvation or deliverance through Christ. But actually,       
powerful things start happening in the spirit.  

In the natural, the audience seems to have only         
received Christ as their Savior, or have honestly        
repented. But what really happens is that, as the         
anointed speaker speaks, things get released in the        
heavenly realms—angels work overtime to battle      
demonic troops and demonic strongholds get      
demolished. Demons run out of the church or worship         
service with shrieks and painful cries (but unheard by         
mortals in church because they are all in the spirit          
realms). And captives are set free. Natural men don’t         
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see these things, but they take place in the spiritual          
realms as sure as earth is a planet in the solar system. 

While a truly anointed Christian shares the Gospel with         
someone, demons around them are struck by God’s        
lightning bolts and burned by God’s awesome flames.        
Devils get bashed on their heads by powerful angels         
wielding mighty mallets, and some devils even get        
violently thrown away, bouncing off spiritual walls, as        
angels toss them off. Some devils are beheaded with the          
Sword of the Spirit. Then the spiritual atmosphere        
clears and an open heaven is established so that         
everything comes crystal clear to the person being        
witnessed to. He understands the Word easily. And the         
guy surrenders his life genuinely to Jesus and receives         
Him. Then all the angels in heaven celebrate.  

But if the Christian doing the witnessing is just         
intelligent and knows the techniques--but without      
stature in the spirit realms--nothing of the above will         
happen. The prospect receives Christ because he’s       
afraid to go to hell, period. He thinks he’s born-again,          
but then remains being in bondage in spiritual Egypt.         
It’s like a dog deciding to wear a new collar—same old           
dog. 

TAUGHT WITH AUTHORITY 
People were astonished that Jesus taught with       
authority (Matt.7.29), and not like their Law       
teachers—those biblical experts in human theology.      
There was something powerful in Jesus, though He just         
simply taught the Sermon on the Mount.  

Sometimes, people sense real power in a person,        
though no sign and wonder is yet being performed.         
Jesus taught with authority; not at all meaning He         
ordered men around and was very strict and scolded         
people who didn’t listen.  
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He simply taught what He lived out and lived out what           
He taught. IT WAS POWERFUL! Dynamic! He didn’t        
entertain people or make them laugh, as some “gifted”         
speakers today do. In fact, what He taught them was          
what they least liked—carrying their crosses. Dying to        
self. No more rights and privileges. Being losers in         
men’s eyes. Being underdogs to Rome. Who would like         
a message like that?  

Yet, mysteriously people listened and thought deeply.       
The sermon was not liberating in the natural. It did not           
give relief to their social oppression. Yet, they were         
awestruck. It made them think and re-think. It even         
made some of them take risks. 

After Moses was disciplined to be a lowly shepherd, he          
went to Egypt and preached, and people began to         
re-think things over. How I wish we could visualize or          
imagine what millions of people leaving Egypt was        
really like and what defying high, powerful and rich         
Pharaoh meant. And don’t forget that Moses had        
nothing. He was a nobody, a poor shepherd. And he          
had no idea where the Israelites would go after leaving          
Egypt. Not a very convincing speaker. 

But the fact that Moses pulled it off speaks volumes of           
what kind of authority God gave him. It was not based           
on human standards. The Israelites, more than a        
million of them, though somewhat reluctant, chose to        
leave and go with poor Moses than to stay with rich           
Pharaoh. I hope you realize this fact. This can only be           
God’s powerful supernatural anointing working in      
Moses. Some may say it’s because of the plagues, not          
really Moses. Well, that’s exactly my point. Signs and         
wonders. And God uses His anointed man for these         
powers. 

This fact negates what most pastors and Christians        
think about ministry. They think it needs lots of money,          
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lots of degrees and diplomas and titles, lots of         
influence, and lots of achievements to prove oneself        
able for the task.  

STRANGE JESUS IN GADARENES 
With a strange teaching at the Mount, Jesus then         
displays yet a stranger behavior while in the region of          
Gadarenes. Earlier, He managed to “discourage” people       
who had wanted to follow Him all the way, including a           
Law teacher. Imagine that? It was strange! Pastors        
today would have been happy to have a converted rich          
and influential priest join their churches. They would        
have catered to the whims of such persons. They would          
have given them positions. But not Jesus. It was a          
strange attitude in ministry we’d rarely see       
today—discourage people? 

He also touched a leper (which was against the Law),          
helped a captain of the ruling Roman Empire (help the          
enemy?), pronounced the “subjects of the Kingdom”       
doomed to hell (very judgmental?) (Matt.8.12), allowed       
a mother sick just a minute ago to serve Him (no           
compassion?), and slept while the boat they were in         
was sinking (no care?). What more weirdness could He         
do? 

FIRST, He let demons worship Him (Mark 5 and Luke          
8). Very strange and yet interesting. 

Some may say it was the possessed men who         
worshipped Him, not the demons. Oh? Do you know         
what is meant by “possessed by a thousand demons”?         
Granted that it was the men, not the demons, then why           
did they shout, “Are you going to torture us before the           
right time?” Jesus, torturing men? Very unlikely. 

The demons controlled the bodies of the two men, and          
it was demons who ran and fell down and worshipped          
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Jesus. James says demons believe and shudder. They’re        
better worshippers than some Christians I know. 

We may take a peek, if you will (and if you’d believe) at             
why these demons, thousands or a legion of them,         
couldn’t but worship Jesus. With the Father’s       
permission, they hoped that Jesus and His party would         
die in the sudden storm at the lake while Jesus and his            
disciples crossed it by boat (Matt.8.23-27). No doubt        
they saw and were amazed at how Jesus controlled         
nature. 

So when Jesus landed on Gadarenes, they had no other          
recourse but to worship the King of kings. He is God.           
Even mountains and hills and trees worship God. All         
creation bow down to Him. This becomes more        
fascinating when we see that a long way off, the demons           
readily recognized Jesus. 

Do you know what it means to have Jesus seen in you?            
When Jesus is really seen in you, demons recognize         
Him a mile away. When Jesus is seen in you, you glow            
spiritually with the Jesus LIFE. “The light of the         
righteous radiates brightly, but the light of the wicked is          
snuffed out” (Prov.13.9). Angels and demons readily see        
who has and who has not the LIFE of Jesus. In spiritual            
warfare, you cannot fool the enemy, and the enemy         
cannot fool the righteous. 

But the worship by the demons—or the two men—did         
not impress my Jesus any. Mind you, it was an          
expressive worship. Why? Like the Israelites in Egypt,        
you cannot impress God with your worship while you         
“live in a cemetery” (Matt.8.28). The Israelites built a         
lot while in Egypt, to no avail. And they most likely also            
built the massive pyramids, which were also       
cemeteries. These two men worshipped excellently      
while living among the tombs or the dead, to no avail.           
Well, literally, there’s no problem with worshiping God        
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while in a cemetery. What we mean here is worshiping          
God with a dead spirit in a spiritually dead church. 

Christians with dead spiritual lives cannot please God        
with their worship. They only turn church buildings        
into “cemeteries.” 

SECOND, the devil requested Him two things: not to         
send them out of the country (Mark 5.10), and to send           
them into the pigs nearby. And Jesus let them. Why? It           
was a strange way to cast out demons. 

Jesus could (and can) “torture” devils before their time.         
If it were not so, Jesus would have rebuked the devil for            
saying something wrong. Demon-torturing is a vital       
secret to know. It would be good to know how to torture            
devils. If Jesus lives in you and takes charge of your life,            
you can also torture the devil through Jesus in you.  

When a demon of sickness is oppressing you, retaliate         
by torturing it in Jesus’ Name. You can, if you believe!           
And watch how the demon surrenders. 

But in this case, Jesus did not resort to torture but           
allowed them to enter pigs. The devil had been         
torturing the two possessed men, even making them        
run around entirely naked, says one Gospel version.        
God had created Adam and Eve naked, but this was          
different. They were not free in spirit to do this.          
Anyway, why didn’t Jesus torture them in return to         
avenge the two tortured men? 

I see a plan unfolding here. Jesus went to the region of            
Gadarenes, by hook or by crook, storm or no storm.          
What’s so special about Gadarenes? Nothing, except       
that this was the time of God’s visitation to the locality.           
When God visits a place, a person, or a church, He will            
give it a test—what would it choose, God or mammon?          
God or this world? God’s ways or man’s ways. God or           
man’s tradition? God or material things? God’s glory or         
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your glamour? “Simon, do you love me more than         
these?” Jesus would ask Peter later in John’s Gospel         
version, referring to material things. It was time for         
God’s visitation on Peter’s life. 

The devil thought it wise to lure Jesus into letting them           
escape into the swine herd, 2000 of them, so that later           
they could drown them and have Jesus blamed for it          
and hated by the people of Gadarenes. Smart, eh?  

But God works out everything for his own ends. He let           
that happen so that judgment, good or bad, could be          
brought to Gadarenes. Jesus didn’t fail here; He        
succeeded in testing the hearts of the Gadarenes folks         
and finding them wicked. It was prophesied of Jesus         
that, “This child is destined to…be a sign spoken         
against, and this would be a way of exposing the true           
intents and contents of the hearts of many”        
(Lk.2.34-35).  

In allowing the demons to possess and drown the pigs          
into the sea (or lake), Jesus was able to expose the           
people’s true hearts—they preferred pigs to my Jesus.        
And I’m not surprised. Many Christians today opt for         
the pig, too. If you choose the pig, you’ll look like it and             
behave like it. And you lose spiritual discernment and         
genuine God-wisdom because Proverbs says, “Do not       
give pearls to pigs; they’ll just trample on them.” God          
won’t give you spiritual pearls of wisdom and insight if          
you’re a spiritual pig. 

It’s a wonder why Jesus allowed the demons to enter          
and destroy the pigs, when He knew for sure that this           
would create dissension or opposition among the       
people, and possibly, His rejection. Wouldn’t this be a         
ministry setback?  

Ministries today would’ve done otherwise. They would       
surely take care not to offend people needlessly, and         
especially not businessmen. After all, business is where        
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the huge tithes and offerings and donations could be         
sourced. Many churches today give so much respect to         
rich businessmen. They’re sure to be given church        
positions. Money talks aloud in some churches.  

Why did Jesus have to jeopardize a multi-million        
hog-raising industry and a potential Gadarenes      
ministry just for two nobodies? Did He really have to? 

I mean, why not just send the demons elsewhere—why         
not into snakes or scorpions or wild monkeys or fish?          
Fish would’ve been smart. Nothing would get drowned        
and people would have loved Jesus’ ministry. 

One day God told me that Jesus here showed us all His            
utter disregard for man’s work and accomplishments       
compared to spiritual freedom. He intentionally      
allowed havoc on the people’s livelihood to       
demonstrate His preference—“good News for the      
poor…and freedom for the prisoners” (Lk.4.18). Being       
poor in spirit means preferential option for the poor         
and for things looked down by the world. Preferring         
things the world sees as weak or nothing—what the         
world despises.  

Pharaoh was like the businessmen of Gadarenes. He        
valued work more than freedom. “Moses and Aaron,        
why do you want these people out of their work (or           
labor)?” (Exo.5.4).  

Job or God? Business or God? Money or God? Material          
things or God? With these choices, Satan easily wins         
with people who do not see spiritually—those who see         
only money, money, money. It’s a tough choice. Narrow         
or wide door? Many choose Satan’s option. 

Hence, I always say, many people, even Christians, can         
do sacrifices, like being early for work or their business,          
but not for Word sessions. It’s because their jobs         
translate into money on the 15th and 30th, while Word          
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sessions do not. Without knowing it, they are just like          
the people of Gadarenes, and Pharaoh. They exert effort         
at being good at their jobs—mastering their skills—and        
yet find no interest being experts in the Word.  

Does God hate business or jobs? Nope. His Will is for           
all to be prosperous. But His priority is freedom of the           
prisoners and the oppressed, spiritually. 

Gadarenes folks’ solution to oppression was more       
oppression. They bound the possessed men with chains        
and shackles and kept them under guard. To them,         
being spiritually blind people, that was “sound       
doctrine.” When they saw the two men later freed by          
Jesus, they were disappointed and angry, because all        
they saw was their ruined business. 

Remember the rich, young, ruler? No wonder Jesus        
said the rich will find it difficult to enter God’s          
Kingdom. Jesus later said, “with men it’s impossible.”        
But today, the rich shout and claim the second part of           
the verse—“BUT WITH GOD ALL THINGS ARE       
POSSIBLE!” So they sit back and relax, reassured in the          
thought that because they are “born again” they can         
remain comfortably rich and store more worldly wealth        
and enjoy a good place under the sun and still go to            
heaven without a sweat. They have both heaven and the          
world. Impossible? No, with God, “all things are        
possible!” Right? They don’t realize they’re in spiritual        
Gadarenes or spiritual Egypt.  

Just maybe, I imagine Jesus earning the title “business         
destroyer” or “money hater” after this incident. Imagine        
millions lost in just a few minutes all because of Him.           
Add to this Jesus’ insistence on the rich young ruler to           
sell all and give to the poor. And His strong demand           
that anyone who wants to follow Him should give up          
everything he has.  
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Today, Jesus is known for blessings—making life richer.        
They say if you’re still poor after receiving Christ, you          
must be doing something wrong. So, church people        
disdain poor pastors or poor small churches. They        
marvel at big, rich churches—even most pastors. Jesus        
to them is a Santa Claus giving material gifts to anyone           
who does not pout or isn’t naughty. So Christians today          
try to behave to find their stockings filled with more          
goodies. What most churches today preach is Santa        
Claus masked as Jesus, and vice versa.  

God does bless richly. But His priority are those poor in           
spirit.  

It’s ridiculous—finding the two mad men well and “in         
their right minds,” was nothing to the Gadarenes folks.         
They saw more vividly their ruined business. When        
Pharaoh made brick-making more cruelly oppressive to       
the Israelites, the Israelite foremen started blaming       
Moses and Aaron—“May the Lord look upon you and         
judge you!” (Exo.5.21). And why not? Moses and Aaron         
could’ve looked for a more diplomatic and safer way to          
deal with Pharaoh. Not like this—they were now in a          
worse situation! 

You see that? When God genuinely moves in your life,          
yeah you would be blessed so much spiritually, but you          
will also be put in worse situations, often materially.         
God does this to show that you cannot have the best of            
both worlds and to test your heart which world you’d          
choose. You cannot enjoy worshiping God and       
worshiping mammon at the same time. You don’t just         
choose one between the two—you also have to get out of           
one and be entirely owned by the other.  

Pastors should preach about the great cost when a         
person receives Jesus Christ, not just the free salvation.         
While salvation is FREE, genuine Jesus Discipleship       
has a cost. We have to lose our lives ENTIRELY to gain            
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the Jesus LIFE. A lot of churches trash this truth today.           
They preach salvation without giving up anything. 

THIRD, Jesus allowed the demons not to be thrown out          
of the area or country (Mk.5.10). Wasn’t it better to          
have the demons driven out completely—out of the        
country? Or even to the Abyss or Pit? Why let them           
remain? 

Demons and devils and other evil spirits are allowed to          
remain here for a while to serve some purpose. One is           
to test people’s hearts. Testings and trials produce        
patience and strength. The Lord’s Prayer says, “Do not         
lead us to the test, but the deliver us from evil.” Testing            
and evil have some connections. It is in testings that          
evil can influence us more to turn off track if we’re not            
rooted in Christ. If we pass the tests, we see how rooted            
we are in Christ and we are given higher anointings. No           
tests passed, no higher anointings. We defeat the devil         
in the wilderness, not in comfort zones. You see the          
connection now between tests and evil and why Jesus         
sometimes allows devils to remain? 

Why pray “lead us not to the test”? Although God          
allows us to face temptations, and sometimes even        
leads us to them (the Holy Spirit led Jesus to be           
tempted in the desert), we must not challenge Him to          
expose us to them. Though winning against       
temptations make you spiritually stronger, you cannot       
pray, “God, give me more temptations!”  

God will decide what dose of temptations to allow your          
way, and when and how long. Don’t ask for it. 

Revelations say, “Let him who enjoys and does wrong         
continue to do so, and those who are vile to be so            
continually” (22.11). For this, demons are needed. 

So devils and demons remain some more time here so          
we can go up higher in our anointings, while those who           
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side with them become more wicked. You see, if you are           
spiritually sharp, you’ll see devils and demons as        
stepping stones on the uphill climb to higher spiritual         
powers—defeat them spiritually through Jesus in you       
and you can step on their heads. God allows them to           
remain here for that and because He loves us and wants           
us to be more and more like Jesus Christ. 

FOURTH, Jesus didn’t defend Himself or His ministry        
when the Gadarenes folks got a wrong perspective of         
everything He did. Churches or pastors today would’ve        
defended themselves or at least explained the events        
that happened to shed light on the matter and save          
face. 

Jesus was not interested about image or what people         
thought of Him and His ministry. So what if they          
thought He was a Business Destroyer? So what if         
people thought He was under Beelzebub? He was not         
offended and He didn’t care one bit. He didn’t appear          
on “national TV,” as it were, or any national or global           
forum explaining misconceptions about Him so that the        
world would accept him. All He cared about was that          
He did what the Father wanted. Period. How it was          
taken by the people was none of His business. We          
should have the same attitude. 

God wasn’t concerned about image either when He        
called Moses. God had to erase everything Moses        
gained or earned from modern and hi-tech Egypt.        
Egypt had provided him with the best education in the          
world. The best credentials. But God dumped all that         
into the garbage. God preferred a goat-smelling and        
sheep-minded Moses than an intellectual Moses. And       
God didn’t care if the Israelites were going to lose their           
jobs en masse once they got out of Egypt. Who cares? 

And this ought to be the Word in our times of global            
economic crisis. If you’re in the Move of God, who cares           
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about financial crisis. Who cares about image? Who        
cares whether people would accept us or not? Enough         
with spiritual Pharaoh’s fear-stratagem! GOD WILL      
PROVIDE! 

Many churches worry about finances. Finances only       
become a problem the moment we begin to do other          
things God is not telling us to do. What God wants us to             
do is simple: Be so deep in the Word, live the Word,            
evangelize and disciple others to do the same. Period.         
Begin with yourself, your immediate family, your       
extended families, relatives, friends, extended friends,      
sphere of influence, and then community. You can do         
this even without a big budget. Once everyone, and I          
mean everyone, in church does this—my goodness! 

And worship? No, we don’t really need modern, costly         
equipments for worship. A guitar will do. Once we’re so          
deep in the Word, and so advanced in the Kingdom,          
worship becomes so spiritual—not anymore dependent      
on any material equipment or singing quality and        
instrument playing (which are often of the flesh). We         
will become so FREE to just enjoy GOD! 

Some people think being “advanced” means having the        
latest sound system and equipments. This is how        
spiritual Pharaoh wants it, and they’re giving it to him.          
Thus, churches today worry about not having this        
equipment and that gadget and those popular chorus        
songs or this kind of drum-playing. They worry about a          
lot of things! 

Some people will comment negatively at our extreme        
simplicity, saying we’re not blessed with money like big         
churches out there are, and we don’t have exciting         
programs like others have, and our worship system is         
primitive. But so what? As long as we’re living the LIFE           
the Father really wants.  
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In the church God is entrusting to me, we enjoy simple           
and also expressive worships. We are comfortable with        
heavily instrumented worship, we’re also okay with no        
instruments. We’re comfortable with modern praise      
songs and also with hymnals. Sometimes we just hum         
tunes or clap or tap our bible covers rhythmically and          
the Spirit touches us and makes us wild with deep          
worship. Sometimes we just keep quiet and bask in His          
grace. The vital thing is that God’s manifest Presence is          
really there—not just His omnipresence. 

FIFTH, Jesus didn’t allow the healed “man”       
(Mk.5.18-20) to go with Him all the way. He told him to            
just witness to his family instead. This is strange. Many          
churches would send willing people to the bible schools         
or seminaries pronto. They will never say, “Forget it.         
Just stay home and witness to your family.” 

And we often encourage people who feel called to go          
abroad to do missions. And we think people who         
dissuade us from going abroad to do missions are         
unspiritual. Well, there are those who really go abroad         
to do genuine missionary work or a ministry. But, let’s          
face it, most others just go for the greener pasture. 

Imagine Jesus telling you, “Um, forget about going        
abroad for missions. Just stay home and witness to         
your family.” That’s like killing enthusiasm “for God!”        
The real Jesus IS strange.  

The man obeyed without questions or complaints. And        
he witnessed, not only to his family, but to the ten           
towns (or cities), the Decapolis, which was really ten         
localities in the Gadarenes region. “The people there        
were all amazed” (Mk.5.20). 

Again, we see here God’s grace giving the Gadarenes         
folks a second chance.  
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Jesus is seen in Matthew chapter 8 as a very strange           
fellow, a strange Lord, and a unique God. And this is           
just one chapter. We can never predict His next move.          
That’s why we have to go with Him all the way. He may             
tell us to stay in a place, but spiritually, we must go with             
Him all the way.  
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PHARAOH’S STRATAGEM 
REFORM OR TRANSFORM? 

I remember what God taught me years back about         
reform and transform. In 2 Cor.3.18, Paul tells us we          
need to continuously transform from glory to glory into         
Jesus’ likeness. The Greek renders this “metamorphoo”       
or metamorphose in English—like what happens to a        
caterpillar transforming into a butterfly. It is total        
radical and revolutionary change. But no one pays        
attention to this. 

The same word, “metamorphoo” or transform, was       
used in Jesus’ Transfiguration. This means our aim or         
target is to someday soon transform into something        
which Jesus became in the Mount of Transfiguration.        
Glorious. And this is possible from glory to glory or          
ever-increasing glory, says other bible versions.  

No, we don’t wait for the Rapture to have this happen.           
We start right NOW, says Paul, doing it everyday in          
spiritual gradations. We start from holy, then holier,        
then much holier, then much, much holier, and so on.  

Reform, on the other hand, when used in Jer.7.3, is          
rendered “yaw tab” in Hebrew, meaning “make well” or         
make things “sound” or “beautiful.” The “change” God        
wanted here did not carry the radical dynamism found         
in the word “transform” used in the NT. The Israelites          
in the OT were merely required to “make well” or          
“make beautiful” of what they were already doing, not         
totally change the system or life. 

Reform often means a change from bad to a bit bad,           
then good. The endtime Move of God is transform. 
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God told me He wanted transformation these last days,         
nothing less. A kind of transformation that increases in         
degree as the person matures in Christ.  

God wants a TOTAL CHANGE, a very radical one. It is           
not just a new worship style, a new doctrine, a new           
church, a new fad—it’s a new LIFE. A new citizenship.          
A new culture that is out-of-this-world. 

Well, when I was born again in 1980 (and started heavy           
ministry a year after), I thought I had it. But in 1998, I             
was so radically and drastically transformed. I really        
began feeling I was not from here. I was a real alien.            
The world began looking like an ugly strange place to          
me. I started hating living or accomplishing anything in         
this world or being established here. I didn’t want to          
build anything in this material world. And I still don’t. 

I do God’s will using God’s strength in me but I don’t            
care about being recognized or not for my        
accomplishments in this world, if any. It has lost         
meaning to me. My interest is to accomplish things in          
the spirit. 

Some counsel me that we should not show ourselves         
too different from the others because this would        
discourage non-Christians from joining us. Well, I don’t        
care if I scare them and if they won’t go back to the             
church entrusted to me! I don’t want to just put up a            
show.  

Now I fully understand storing up wealth in heaven, not          
here. Well, former churchmates, born again friends,       
and family are worrying about me and my family. By          
God’s grace, my wife quickly adapted to this present         
Move of God—being radically transformed into His       
likeness--and my sons are catching up.  

Back then, well-meaning church people from different       
denominations (my “friends”) began hating me,      
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scoffing at my transformation, and avoiding me. They        
see me as stupid and uninitiated in man’s theological         
disciplines. Well, that’s okay. I don’t mind. As long as          
I’m not Pharaonic.  

What’s Pharaonic? Of course, I coined this term, and         
here’s what I mean: There are 11 aspects we should          
understand about the Pharaonic nature. 

I. PHARAOH’S “DECENT” REFORMS  
What spiritual Pharaoh wants is for believers to stay         
decently changed or reformed. Now, “reform” is a past         
move of God. It’s not the “present” Move of God          
anymore. I guess you could start out with reform for a           
while, but don’t settle for it. Move on quickly to          
transformation.  

God doesn’t want mere reform, He wants radical        
transformation. Like when a worm turns into a        
butterfly. The change is so drastic and total. Extreme.         
And extreme is a term many Christians today        
fear—they want a safer and tamer term. They prefer         
Pharaoh’s decent reforms. 

I want to be extreme in transformation to be in His           
likeness. I don’t care what people say. If it takes being           
odd, I want to be odd. If it takes being indecent, then I             
want to be indecent. If it takes being a nerd, I want to             
be a nerd. If a geek, then a geek. 

The devil put in many Christians the fear of being          
branded, and they think it’s good to have the fear. They           
think it makes them safe and balanced. But “safe” in          
God’s eyes, is at the cross, and the cross is indecent. It            
is radical. It is extreme.  

David became indecent, dancing in the streets when he         
saw the Ark of God. He stripped off his outer garments           
and leaped and danced wildly with all his might.         
Michal, his wife and Saul’s daughter, thought him silly         
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and indecent doing that. Royalty was not supposed to         
be like that. She described him as “vulgar.” 

Indeed, as Michal said, David “distinguished” himself.       
When you give yourself totally to God’s present Move,         
you become negatively distinguished or infamous or       
defamed, as Michal had intended the term to be. Many          
prefer to be deceived by spiritual Pharaoh into staying         
decently reformed, like Michal was. And she was barren         
till the day she died.  

Staying decently reformed sometimes produces     
barrenness, though it makes you well-accepted by       
people.  

Some may discredit David’s indecency because he       
sinned with Bathsheba. Well, look at Jesus then. He         
spit on the eyes of the blind. He spit on the earth and             
produced mud out of that and splattered the thing on a           
blind man’s eyes. He touched with his bare hands the          
tongue of the mute, saliva and all. He touched the          
leprous and those with issue of blood. Then the         
Pharisees were angry at Him because, after touching        
stuffs, he didn’t wash His hands when He ate. You call           
that decent? 

YOU GOT TO HAVE A DECENT JOB 
Pharaoh told Moses and Aaron, “Why are you stopping         
these men from working?” when they told Pharaoh that         
the Israelites ought to leave and worship God.  

The first stratagem is the job or work issue. And this is            
a very effective weapon Satan uses in these times of          
global financial crisis. People today, including most       
Christians, equate respectability with jobs, and often,       
what kind of jobs. If you don’t have a job, you’re not            
respectable and responsible. If your job is low-paying,        
you’re not respectable or responsible. They weigh a        
person’s worth in terms of money value. 
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People often ask me what my job is, especially when          
they see that I wear shabby shirts and old pants. Then,           
they ask how much I’m paid. When people see a small           
church, they ask the pastor about his pay.  

In a big denominational gathering, I often see moneyed         
and titled pastors and church people given major roles         
in worship. Provincial and poor pastors either just sit in          
the pews with me or run errands for big-time pastors.          
It’s easy to say, the greatest is the least. Then why is it             
we look down on the least? 

There was once a pastor (without any title) who was          
invited to speak in a Christian organization event. He         
was paid P500. On another occasion, the same        
organization invited a college professor with a       
doctorate degree in some field. The prof was paid         
P5000.  

Now, how would you feel if you were to pay the college            
prof P500? I’m sure you will have no qualms about          
paying the pastor P500. But Dr. College Prof?  

I would probably pay them both P5000. If the Christian          
organization could pay Dr. College Prof P5K, why not         
the pastor, too? Or any other guy who serves as main           
speaker of a major event for that matter—a high school          
dropout, a street scavenger, or a security guard. This is,          
if we do not weigh people based on the Pharaonic          
standard. 

II. THE PHARAONIC STANDARD 
The Pharaonic standard says that (Exo.5): 

1. Employment is everything. 
2. Work is more important than worship. 
3. If you have no work you’re lazy. 
4. If you prioritize God so much, you’re just lazy. 
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Under number 1 is the item “How much does your job           
pay you?” Even if you have the highest position but if           
you get a low pay, you won’t get the respect you           
deserve. That’s why doctors here study to be nurses         
because nurses get paid well in the US. Respect is not           
anymore how honorable but how much money is        
involved. 

So woe is he who is jobless! The janitors, messengers,          
taho vendors, carpenters, and house helps get no better         
treatment than the jobless because they earn so little.         
They have little chance, if any, of receiving high respect          
or treatment from people—or getting a P5000       
honorarium when invited to speak in special events.        
They’re lucky if they get invited at all.  

That’s why in church, you don’t see taho vendors or          
street scavengers getting elected to major positions.       
Only those who have titles, degrees, or money. It’s all          
the Pharaonic standard of valuing things and people in         
terms of money and worldly standards. In simple        
terms, you don’t have a job, you’re nothing! If you do           
have a job, how much does it pay you? 

Worship, as Exodus portrays it, is getting out of Egypt,          
or even leaving your source of income (if it hinders you           
to obey God) to worship God in His terms. It won’t do            
to worship Him in spiritual Egypt, especially on        
spiritual Pharaoh’s terms, even if you use hi-tech        
equipments there.  

When I began to really prioritize God and His Word          
(true worship, by the way, is through the Spirit and his           
Word alone) and did nothing else, some folks started         
thinking that I was getting lazy. This was when I          
entered God’s present Move and began to do ministry         
starting from scratch. I asked God, “How do I start a           
ministry?” He told me, “Do nothing. Just know ME         
more deeply.” 
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Hence, no more traditional inviting of people from the         
community and dragging them to church each Sunday.        
No more visiting and pestering them to attend church.         
No more planning of activities and goals for the next 3           
or 5 years. Just plain worshipping God.  

They thought my Word meditation and worship were        
just idle times, just looking at the sky or staring blankly           
on the wall with my mouth agape. I was like that half            
day or sometimes whole day. They thought I was         
“jobless.” 

On Sundays, my wife and I would just sing to God,           
discuss the Word in depth, and then trust Him for          
provisions. Oh, we had lovely worship times together!        
The same with my kids. In terms of pay, I had none.            
But I had a job—it was doing what God wanted me to            
do. It was a serious full-time job nobody understood,         
even pastors. They insisted that I was jobless. God         
didn’t give me any salary—He gave me provisions. But         
to people, as long as you don’t have any salary, you           
don’t have a job. You see? It’s the Pharaonic standard          
working everywhere. And it’s tough trying to resist it. I          
fought for God’s standard! 

People who thought I was jobless didn’t see that I          
deserved respect. They treated me as they would a         
jobless, idle person. Now, a jobless person is one who          
did no work. Sometimes jobless people prefer to be just          
idle and waste time. I’m not for that. Everyone should          
have a job. Paul said that he who didn’t work should           
not eat. I agree! 

But how do we, as Christians, define a job? To some, a            
job is one that pays well. If it does not, they ask, “Is that              
a job?” 

When you’re doing what God wants, especially if he         
calls you to a specific task, you have a job. I don’t care if              
you have no salary. In fact, it’s the highest kind of           
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job—even if no one’s paying you. But God will provide          
your needs. It may sound foolish and ridiculous, but         
believe me, you have a serious job! It’s more serious          
than the job of a regional or national sales director of a            
multinational and multi-million company or the US       
president. You have to believe it! You have to act like it            
and not pay attention to spiritual Pharaohs who insist         
that you are jobless because you don’t have any salary.  

Those who don’t work should not eat, says God in the           
bible. God provided for me and I and my family ate. So            
to God, I had a job. See? 

In my case, it went on like that for more than two years.             
There was a time I and my wife had no money, but still             
God provided food on the table. We even had a house           
helper. Imagine? And I maintained that I had a job with           
God! I was not jobless.  

Sometimes I did other odd jobs on the side—did some          
sales, worked as call center agent for a while, or a           
draftsman and interior designer. These were for very        
short periods. My full-time job remained being deep in         
God and His Word, spending super quality time for         
this.  

One day, I just saw people coming to my Word          
sessions, very willing to be my disciples and sons and          
daughters in faith. Today, my wife has a job and I too            
have a good sideline as web content writer. And God          
has been blessing the small church He has given me.          
Praise him! 

IT’S NOT HOW GRAND BUT HOW FAITHFUL 
Pharaoh always wants it grand. God always wants it         
faithful. God does not measure the size and worth of a           
thing in money terms. He weighs the heart quality.  

And don’t worry. God will reach souls that He has          
pre-determined should be saved. Don’t worry that some        
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people might not get saved because you haven’t        
witnessed to them. There are many other workers in         
His vineyard. God will reach all souls He wants saved.          
He is God. He will never fail.  

This does not also mean we may become idle because,          
anyway, God will save all whom He wants saved. We          
must be in His work all the time because we’re fully           
employed. But we must make sure to do only the things           
He wants us to do. You can only have people whom God            
draws to you (Jn.6.44 and 65). Church people you have          
whom God has not drawn to you will only end up           
backslidden later.  

Most pastors want to collect as many souls and then          
own them as his church members, packing them all in          
his church building like sardines. This was Pharaoh’s        
style. He wanted to keep all the Israelites whom God          
did not give him. If you keep people to yourself out of            
greed (more members, more tithes and offering) you        
are like Pharaoh. You’re still in bondage in Egypt.  

Some pastors are given many flocks by God. Praise Him          
for that and be happy for these pastors. Don’t envy          
them and then try to imitate them, or outdo them. That           
is self-aggrandizement. Seek God and imitate Him. This        
is all you have to do.  

Sow the Word everywhere but never force a big harvest          
for yourself—even a small one. Our job is to sow the           
Word, the whole Truth. Nothing more. The rest is up to           
the Spirit of God. There may be souls we sowed into but            
whom other pastors would later reap. There may be         
souls we never sowed into but whom we are now          
reaping with so little effort. No one owns these souls          
except God. Always release souls, don’t keep them.        
Keeping them is Pharaonic stratagem.  

Many pastors lose peace and rest in God when they see           
how small their churches have been. Or how their         
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church membership is dwindling. Satan’s number one       
scare tactic among pastors is dwindling membership.       
You see pastors panicky over this. Conference speakers        
goad them into making their churches grow big by hook          
or by crook. So the pastors try every trick in the book.            
Of course, the book is sold for a high price. 

Pastors, do your job well, but just be thankful for what           
God has given you. You cannot have anything except         
what God releases to you. If you try to do more, it            
means Pharaoh is oppressing you to fill your quota of          
bricks. Just rest in God and know him more deeply.  

Church growth is very important. God wants all men to          
be saved. But it should not be done by the flesh. It            
should be done with the purest of heart. Why do you           
want to grow the church? For the money? For a good           
report to the denomination? Are you building in the         
Promised Land or in Egypt? 

If you closely disciple just 3 or 5 persons and they turn            
out real quality in God’s eyes by His grace, genuine          
disciples of Jesus, ready to live where you live, do what           
you do, go where you go, and die where you die, you            
have done God’s Will. You will be great in God’s          
Kingdom. Compare that with a 5000-member church       
where Christians are still in bondage in Egypt.  

PRODUCE FRUIT—Life and Character 
To God, the main thing is produce fruit that will last           
(Jn.15.16). We were “appointed” or “ordained”      
(“tith-ay-mee”) by Jesus to this, meaning, this is our         
main task as pastors and Christians. This is our life.          
Producing much fruit alone gives glory to the Father         
(Jn.15.8). Producing fruit shows us to be Jesus’ true         
disciples. 

FRUIT means two things: character change and       
disciples. To produce fruit equal to repentance       
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(Matt.3.8) means proving through a complete character       
change that you have indeed repented. So that’s        
character. Now, when we “bear much fruit” (produce        
increasing Godly character), we prove to be Jesus’        
genuine disciples (Jn.15.8). So that’s discipleship.  

So bearing fruit in God’s eyes is manifesting the         
character of Jesus ever-increasingly (from glory to       
glory) in you and producing your disciples whom you         
mentor in the same. 

Thus, bearing fruit is not a numbers game or growing          
big churches. It’s producing the quality LIFE of Jesus in          
you and in your disciples by God’s grace in the Spirit’s           
power.  

So pastors and church leaders should relax and focus         
on this. Forget about growing big churches and        
planning glamorous or gimmicky events to grow church        
membership fast. Look for the lost sheep—people with        
potentials to be a good disciple. 

I hope we get it through our thick skulls that big           
congregations are nothing if they do not enter into a          
genuine Jesus Discipleship. Pharaoh wants us to build        
big congregations in Egypt. He hates seeing us        
discipling sheep in the Promised Land.  

I have taught this principle in my other books, but it’s           
worth repeating here. I always repeat vital Kingdom        
principles to stress their importance. Repeated      
pounding drives the nail into wood, even into concrete.  

You can only have what God gives you. If you get more            
than what is rationed or appointed to you, they turn          
into maggots the following day. Remember the Manna        
in the desert that some Israelites collected greedily?        
Many churches today are peopled, but a lot of them are           
just maggots—rotten and rebellious. Some pastors force       
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so much people into their churches so that they get          
more than what God has drawn to them.  

Please remember this vital and powerful evangelism       
and discipleship Kingdom principle; it will free you        
indeed: Tell yourself that, “No one can come to me          
unless the Father who sent me draws him, and I          
will raise him up at the last day” (Jn 6.44 and 65).            
Go ahead, face the mirror and say it to yourself          
repeatedly three times a day. If Jesus was limited to          
what the Father apportioned to Him, what makes us         
think we can have more than is drawn to us? 

The verse says only people the Father draws to us are           
those we can “raise up” (or disciple) to prepare for the           
last day. The rest will “not believe and even betray” us           
(Jn.6.64). Jesus says, “Hence, I told you, no one can be           
my disciple (or come to me) unless the Father has          
enabled him” (v.65). 

Sow the Seed everywhere. Share the Gospel to all. We          
all should. But you can only have people the Father          
gives you—in the mean time. If you remain faithful to          
God, He’d grow the church soon. Well, probably not in          
your lifetime, but your descendants—your     
disciples—will reap what you sowed. Abraham was       
promised millions of descendants but he never saw        
them in his lifetime. 

Jesus had only 12. That’s small. His 12 had thousands.          
Yet, those thousands are all credited to Him. Later,         
those thousands had thousands and thousands—all      
credited to Him. 

The same with us. For now, we may only have 3 or 5 or              
10 genuine disciples. Let’s use 5. Later, if we disciple          
the 5 closely and properly, they will produce 5 each, by           
God’s grace. That’s 25. The 25 will later produce 5 each,           
so that’s 125. The 125 will produce 625, and then          
3125—all credited to your heavenly account! It’s not an         
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individual performance; it is a family endeavor and the         
benefits, residual. 

Biologically, if your son becomes a success in business,         
does he alone get all the credit? No, you share it, too,            
and the business is also as good as yours. Just be           
careful not to greedily or selfishly own it all to yourself.           
Don’t manipulate or overpower your own son. The        
success is to the family. It is shared. NEVER usurp your           
being a father. The same in ministry.  

A church that grows en masse without genuine and         
thriving inter-mentorship or inter-discipleship is like a       
big statue. It is big because of the amount of wood or            
cement used. No life. A body with life grows because of           
the interaction of cells in it. 

Is your church small? Remain faithful to God in all          
things. What matters is that you have genuine disciples.         
Is your congregation big? Praise God! But make sure         
they are all discipled well. Make sure they’re living the          
Jesus LIFE. Otherwise, you, pastor, would be terribly        
accountable.  

GOD’S 100, 60, AND 30 FRUIT LEVELS 
God has appointed us to a particular fruit level in time.           
Some, for now, are given 100 yield fruit level, some 60,           
and some 30. You cannot go beyond what is given you.  

Does it mean that the one with the 100 yield is better            
than the one with the 30 yield? No, they’re all good and            
faithful servants. Look it up in Matthew 25 in the          
Parable of the Talents.  

We may be given the 30-fold yield now, but we may           
someday be also given a 100-fold yield—if not in our          
lifetime then in the next generations of our disciples         
and sons and daughters in faith.  

Some pastors are appointed by God to have a 100-fold          
yield. Praise God! But some of them do not understand          
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the grace given them. Because they grow mega        
churches they urge all pastors to also build mega         
churches and teach them their techniques.  

Mega churches are not due to techniques. They are due          
to God’s fruit apportionment. Not all pastors can be         
given a 100-fold yield. Remember, the verse says, the         
yield is entirely dependent on “what was sown”        
(Matt.13.23).  

What “was sown” is the Word on the Kingdom. In the           
Spirit, Jesus is the Sower (Matt.13.37), though He may         
use people. The proportion of Word sown in you is the           
proportion of your fruit level. It is the Word that builds           
up your faith—“faith comes from hearing God’s Word”        
(Rom.10.17). God determines your faith level through       
His Word.  

Now, when you’re given the 30-fold fruit level, your         
faith is designed for that. That’s all you need—to bear a           
30-fold yield. While you stick to that, all will be well.           
You’re a good and faithful servant. You have peace and          
rest in God perfectly. You’re able to disciple everyone in          
your fold well and accurately. Everyone is living the         
Jesus LIFE. You don’t need to do more. Never mind if           
others say you’re just on maintenance mode.  

Also, when you’re given a 30-fold fruit level, the         
finances provided you would be designed for that,        
nothing more, nothing less. If you try to do more than a            
30-fold yield, finances start being a problem. 

When your ego becomes too ambitious after hearing        
the urge of some guy blessed with a 60-fold yield (and           
when you see how his lifestyle improved because of the          
blessings accompanying a 60-fold yield), you will want        
to hit the 60-fold yield, too. And you think it’s God’s           
leading. 
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Here comes the problem—when you wanna hit 60 but         
God just designed you for 30. Because God has not          
given you the faith for 30, you’d start to use your own            
efforts. And this will start the decline of your         
spirituality. You will start using man’s and the world’s         
ways. You will start using marketing principles like        
many churches do today.  

When we’re doing fine with 30, and then we see a 60,            
we begin to see the 30 as being poor performance and           
lackadaisical ministry. This is because of ego. A 30         
becomes “sinful” to us and we feel we have to go for the             
60. But says who? It might be Pharaoh telling you so,           
burdening you with a quota. 

Anytime ministry becomes a quota, it’s Pharaoh telling        
you to hit a higher fruit yield level. If it’s endowed from            
above, Spirit-led and Spirit-powered with NO human       
effort, it’s God-given. Simple, isn’t it? 

Soon, according to God’s timing and Will, or to “what          
was sown,” our 30-fold level becomes 60-fold. Not        
because of ministry gimmickry or smart programs we        
came up with, but because of faithfulness. Just remain         
being deep in the Word, high with the Spirit and          
discipling everyone in this manner, and soon God        
would draw people to you.  

I know this is quite hard to really apply in actual           
ministry (it doesn’t seem to make sense), and what         
smart church growth “experts” say seems easier and        
more practical to do—especially when we see that they         
have mega churches in their folds.  

But mind you, those outside God’s Will can also easily          
build mega churches. Mega churches often mean       
nothing except that more people like them.  
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It’s not how grand or glamorous. It’s how faithful. God          
won’t say in the last day, “Grand and glamorous         
servant” But, “Good and faithful servant.” 

Rev. Smart built a mega church which became popular         
worldwide. “So, how did you do it?” asked one pastor.          
“I researched and studied well and came up with some          
super new ministry techniques! Here are some tips on         
growing your church. Err, uh, mind you, these are not          
surefire formulas. They’re just tips.” 

Then we see multitudes of pastors and church workers         
attending his conferences for the “new” church growth        
techniques. 

But you see, for decades and even centuries, ministers         
have actually been doing those “new” techniques, to no         
avail—in case Rev. Smart haven’t noticed. New       
techniques come and go. Old techniques recycle and        
come back as “new” ones some smart fellow        
“discovers.” As Ecclesiastes says, nothing is really new        
under the sun, that is, except God’s present Move.  

There will always be big and small ministries. And it          
doesn’t matter. Because the fact is, there’s only one         
CHURCH.  

For decades, pastors have been wondering why their        
churches or denominations do not grow in number, or         
why they’re so small. They worry because some smart         
guy told them if their number remained the same for          
years—zero number growth—God was not happy. Or,       
something was wrong. So this fear kept haunting them         
and they frantically looked for win formulas for        
ministry. 

Today, some worry because no church growth means        
less money. Some worry because the smaller you are,         
the more you will be looked down on. And they fear the            
thought of that. They fear rejection. 
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You see, we’ve all lost the value system in the Sermon           
on the Mount—that blessed are those who are looked         
down because of Jesus, blessed are you when you are          
insulted, blessed are the poor in spirit, etc. And how          
about what Paul said about God choosing the despised,         
the weak, and the nobodies? 

Pastors, it’s not because of new techniques or        
smartness that mega churches are built. It’s because of         
God’s 100, 60, and 30 principle, all by grace. If God           
designs you for a 30 and you just produce 30, God           
doesn’t turn sad. To Him, you’re a good and faithful          
servant. If you’re designed for 100 but just produce 30,          
then worry.  

PERCENTAGE AND FOLD-YIELD 
(COMBINING SEED AND TALENT PARABLES) 

A servant was given 2 talents and produced two more.          
In terms of Talent percentage, that’s 100 percent. But         
in terms of Seed fold-yield, that’s 30-fold yield. Another         
was given 5 talents and produced 5 more. In Talents          
percentage that’s 100 percent. Excellent! In Seed       
fold-yield that’s 60-fold yield. 

Notice that both servants had 100 percent Talent        
effectiveness, although they had different fruit-level      
yield. In simpler terms, your church may have a         
thousand members while my church may just have 20         
members. But if we both disciple them all properly in          
Christ, we both have 100 percent Talent standing. So,         
when we face Christ, we’re both “good and faithful         
servants,” and Jesus will add, “I’ll give you more to          
handle. Come share in My happiness!” More to handle         
may mean promotion to 60 or 100, or more         
persecutions and trials.  

Now, I’m not talking about a church with immature and          
carnal members who stay that way for years and never          
change because they say they’re only given a 30-fold         
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yield. Don’t think it’s like this or I’m gonna poink you           
on the head.  

CAREFUL ON LIFESTYLES 
Now, say, as a pastor you have 10 disciples. You nurture           
a Ruth-Naomi or an Elisha-Elijah discipleship with       
each of them—real close. This is not just through deep          
bible sessions but more so through quality life        
impartations.  

Let’s say, the 10 give a thousand each as tithes and           
offerings a month. That’s God’s provision. That means        
you limit your lifestyle to what God provides. Don’t live          
beyond that. If your neighbor-pastor gets P50T a        
month, be happy for him. Don’t get carnal and aim to           
build your church to the size of his church to get what            
he gets. He’s designed for 60-fold, you’re designed for         
30-fold. Is it because he’s better or smarter or more          
favored by God? NOPE. It’s because it’s the way God          
wants it to be, period. 

While at the beach, Peter asked Jesus about John.         
Jesus said, “What I wanna make him do is none of your            
business. Just do what I tell you to,” (Jn.21.20-22). 

If you’re just 30-fold and you aim for 60 and fail, you            
get frustrated and cry to God and feel like you’re lesser           
than the 60-fold pastor. I see the Pharaonic tormenting         
spirit here forcing you to eat brick quotas. 

If God draws 500 people to you, and they all get           
discipled well, and each give P1000 as tithes and         
offerings monthly, you get P500T a month. Now, don’t         
change lifestyle. God’s provision should be used for        
building His one glorious Church, without spot or        
wrinkle. The big money-blessing is not so you can live          
in luxury and build a comfort zone out of it. Just use            
what you really need. Have a small savings, and the rest           
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of it you have to give away. Blessings are to be given            
away, not horded. 

The bible prioritizes the poor. A considerable sum of         
church income should go to the poor. So start looking          
for poor pastors and poor families to bless. Even         
pastors of a different denomination. Bless them! Bless        
poor missionaries. Forget about “missionaries” who      
stay in air-con offices and earn in dollars in a          
Third-World country. 

The extra money blessing is not for posh “church         
projects” either, like new sound systems or equipments,        
a new carpet, a gold cross, a theater system, new          
air-con units, new church vehicles, etc. –unless you’re        
quite sure God is leading you to buy them.  

And don’t make your pastor-neighbors envious by what        
you get by telling them they should be 60-fold when          
they’re just 30-fold, and then you teach them some         
techniques. 

Now when you have 3 members who are not discipled          
and who are rebellious and don’t give tithes and         
offerings, that’s’ another story altogether. If you have a         
megachurch with mega income but whose members are        
rebellious and undiscipled, you may have a high        
lifestyle but you’re nowhere among God’s 100, 60, or         
30. You’re just building a golden calf. 

NOT WHAT WE SEE WITH OUR EYES 
This is not just about ministry growth or how many are           
being discipled. Some in the Move will get Christ’s         
LIFE, character, and power in 100-fold yield, some in         
60, some in 30. They’re all perfect! The important thing          
is, everyone’s getting something substantial. 

Rev. Bert has a powerful ministry that grows spiritually         
and numerically. He has several mega churches. God        
also does terrible signs and wonders in them. Yet,         
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up-close, when you talk with him, Rev. Bert is so lowly           
and meek. He remains low-profile. He has lots of         
wisdom but he does not put himself forward. In fact, he           
seldom talks except when asked something. He’d rather        
listen.  

Rev. Bert has a 100-fold life, character, and power         
(LCP) of Jesus. 

Rev. James, on the other hand, has the life and          
character of Jesus, but operates less in signs and         
wonders. He has deep wisdom in the Spirit, but not like           
the revelations Rev. Bert get from God. In this sense, he           
has a 60-fold Jesus LCP. 

Rev. Jack just assists Reverends Bert and James in the          
ministry. Still, the life, character, and power of Jesus is          
also seen in him. He has a 30-fold Jesus LCP. 

On judgment Day, all three will be pronounced good         
and faithful servants. They all have 100 percent Talent         
results. Rev. Bert was given 5 and produced 5 more.          
Rev. James was given 2 and produced 2 more. Rev.          
Jack was given 1 and produced 1 more. Different Talent          
results but all are equal in God’s eyes.  

Or, who knows, it might be that in God’s eyes it’s Rev.            
Jack who has the 100-fold Jesus LCP and Rev. Bert the           
30-fold Jesus LCP. You never know. God judges        
differently. One thing for sure is that, all are equal in           
His eyes and judgment. It’s not according to how big or           
grand or glamorous. It’s how faithful.  

Now, check out Pastor Pobre. He’s not a Reverend. He          
has only 4 members, and he always gets the insults and           
mockeries of other pastors because of “poor       
performance” in ministry.  

People also often treats him badly because he has no          
money. He and his family live on the handouts of those           
who pity them, and some good-natured Samaritans.       
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They live in a squatter colony. And this way of life has            
been going on for years. His fellow pastors look down          
on him, seeing him a “failure” in ministry. He’s their          
errand boy, though he’s already old.  

But then, Pastor Pobre disciples his wife and kids well.          
Accurately. Deep in the Word and Spirit. His wife is          
really super submissive to him and is perfectly content         
with the life God has given them. Like him, his wife is            
also quiet and meek. His kids are all obedient and          
compliant. They’re meek and respectful but never bows        
down to money despite their plight.  

Pastor Pobre also disciples his 4 members well.        
Accurately. Deep in the Word and the Spirit. They are          
ripe for evangelizing and discipling other people. In        
fact, they’re ready to start. They’re eager to do the          
discipleship ministry seriously.  

In all the persecutions and insults, Pastor Pobre stays         
meek and forgiving. He never once retaliated or        
defended himself or asserted his rights or privileges. He         
is known as a pastor with very few words to say. He            
doesn’t look like the intelligent type. 

In God’s eyes, however, he has a 100-fold Jesus LCP. Of           
course, nobody knows this, not even himself. People        
around him don’t know that he is recognized in heaven          
as a “highly esteemed one,” along the ranks of Daniel,          
Mary, and David. 

Then Pastor Pobre dies, still a poor man. His 4          
members soon leave and settle in other places, his kids          
grow up and have their own successful secular careers.         
His wife also dies some years after.  

After some time, his 4 disciples each have booming         
mega discipleship ministries in different localities, his       
sons have big careers in major companies, and their         
sons—Pastor Pobre’s grandsons—have powerful    
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discipleship and fathering ministries flowing in God’s       
present Move.  

All the contemporaries of Pastor Pobre have also died,         
and nobody knows that these dynamic churches and        
ministries which his grandsons and disciples handle are        
his fruits that last. Nobody except God, his sons, and          
his disciples. What the people in his time knew was that           
he was a failure.  

By now, we should have a good idea of the Pharaohic           
standard and how we should not let ourselves be         
measured by it. Simply build in the Promised Land. 

III. PHARAOH’S  FIRST LIE 
When Pharaoh saw that his magicians could not        
eliminate the plague of frogs (they unwittingly helped        
Moses multiply the frogs all over the land, even in their           
houses, but could not get rid of them), he agreed to let            
the Israelites go to worship God. But it was a big lie.            
When Moses asked God to get rid of the frogs, and He            
did, Pharaoh “hardened his heart” when he saw the         
problem remedied.  

At first, Pharaoh will seem to agree with the radical          
change that genuine surrendering to Jesus produces.       
Church people will like Christians who become humble        
and pursue Jesus Christ like fanatics and freaks. But         
later, some people will eat their words and begin to see           
“wrong” in the radical Move of God.  

They’d see that the Move can come too close to them           
and soon knock on their doors for a radical change on           
their part. God’s Move is hot. It will soon get too close            
for comfort and you soon feel it’s heat. You either be on            
fire or get burned. Church people genuinely in the         
Move will NOT mind other people’s spiritual business.        
They should not be the pestering kind. All they do is           
simply live out the Jesus LIFE and pray for others.  
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You see, people still enslaved to Pharaoh will hate Jesus          
fanatics. Jesus fanatics to them are alarmingly very        
extreme—of ill repute. Pharaonic people want decency.       
Once Jesus fanatics start living “indecently,” like Jesus        
or even David was, they’re going to earn the ire of           
“decent” Christians.  

There was a church where the Move of God came and           
lighted a great fire of revival. Almost everyone hated sin          
and loved Jesus like never before. At first everybody         
loved it, even the decent Christians. People began to         
feel the need to pray for other members. But soon, even           
being prayed for gravely offended the decent       
Christians. They said they felt being singled out as         
“backsliders” by these fanatics. The decent Christians       
saw more “wrongs” in the fanatics that God’s Move         
touched. And soon, only 3 persons remained in the         
mighty Move of God.  

You see, Pharaoh lies all the time. He may seem to           
approve of the radical spiritual change, but soon he         
takes off his mask and shows his true color. In the           
church mentioned above, the Move of God was tagged         
as “the devil’s move” by some Pharaonic members.  

People (even church people) are shocked to see that         
their former “buddies,” now turned fanatics, do not        
want to lie anymore for them. They get offended when          
their friends, who are in the Move, are strictly living a           
holy life. Jesus fanatics don’t fight the pastor anymore,         
they don’t want to lie anymore, they don’t want to cheat           
anymore, or they don’t want to take sides anymore         
when church factions are at war.  

Do they have a holier-than-thou attitude? No. They just         
seriously live the LIFE of Jesus and have His character.          
In the process, fanatic-haters get offended and start        
calling the Jesus freaks judgmental, holier-than-thou,      
know-it-all, and what have you.  
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Tom (not his real name) was used to having Jake (not           
his real name either) vouch for him to cover up his           
unfaithfulness to his girlfriend. Tom would date other        
Christian girls aside from Lea, his girlfriend. When Lea         
got suspicious, she would ask Jake to confirm Tom’s         
alibis and Jake would tell lies for Tom. So went the           
little conspiracy. Tom and Jake were active worship        
team members. 

One day, God’s present Move visited Jake and he         
surrendered fully to Jesus, becoming a rabid Jesus        
fanatic. When he went to church, people started to see          
weird changes in him. He seemed simpler, quieter, and         
humbler. This went on until the time he made them          
uncomfortable by his changed life, more so by his         
honesty and stubborn insistence on the truth when they         
made him give his opinions. He was not preachy or          
judgmental. In fact, he was getting much quieter and         
refused to argue. He was also so engrossed in the bible.           
You see readers, this kind of worship was “detestable to          
the Egyptians, and once they see this kind of worship          
they will stone (Jake)” (Exo.8.26). 

When they asked Jake what he thought about the         
pastor’s “silly” project, he’d commend it and vote to         
approve the project. Before, he was known to side with          
the dissenters. But now, he just submitted to the pastor.  

He would be the first guy in church for the Sunday           
school and the pastor would always cite him for his          
punctuality and perfect attendance. And this irked the        
habitual late-comers so much, and they began to think         
he was the pastor’s pet.  

Now Tom, son of the most influential church board         
member and the richest, began to lose an ally in Jake.           
Jake now told the truth to Lea when she asked her           
about Tom, exposing Tom’s foolishness. And soon Lea        
exposed Tom to her friends in church. And soon the          
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issue exploded and Tom’s parents complained to the        
pastor about Jake’s “gossip.” 

In the process of interrogating Jake, the church board         
soon found out from him that their worship team had          
smokers—because Jake wouldn’t tell any lie. So the        
whole church ended up hating Jake, and the sinners in          
church were the “offended and hurt” party. So Jake had          
to apologize for the “damage” he caused. People said,         
Jake should’ve at least prevented the matter to blow up          
by protecting his friends. They said his “squeal” showed         
what kind of a friend he was.  

Pharaoh hates the Move because it sets the captives         
free. Pharaoh aims to kill the Move through lies. He          
wants people enslaved forever in Egypt. If you think         
you’re like Moses God is calling to start a genuine          
revival fire, make sure you live the truth. Don’t go out           
in church and start killing Egyptians. By your life and          
character, tell Pharaoh to his face, “Let God’s people         
go!” 

IV. PHARAOH PUSHES FOR A DECENT REFORM 
Then Pharaoh, seeing that another plague, the plague        
of flies, was so severe that the whole land was ruined,           
agreed to let the Israelites worship. But they should         
worship in Egypt (Exo.8.25).  

Okay, you go ahead and worship, but don’t leave Egypt.          
This is what Pharaoh wants for all churches. And many          
churches do worship, even with high quality, in Egypt.  

You see decent reforms happening. New worship styles,        
new equipments, new songs, longer praise and worship,        
more frequent bible studies for the young people,        
young professionals, and adults, and even the board        
members are requesting a once a week bible study.         
Wow! 
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The prayer meeting gets well attended, as well as the          
vesper service. More people are helping in the        
outreaches and church giving is increasing. What more        
can you ask for? But all these remain decent reforms          
powered by Pharaoh if no one is really living the LIFE           
and character of Jesus daily. In most decent reforms,         
sin submerges for a while below the surface, but they          
lurk there in the deep just gaining more strength. Later,          
it will resurface in a worse manifestation. Why?        
Because the decent reform was made in Egypt, not in          
the Promised Land. And what’s really needed is        
transformation! 

V. PHARAOH DOESN’T WANT US TO GO VERY FAR 
In a reworded version, Pharaoh told the Israelites, “I         
will let you leave Egypt and do some changes—even         
some transformation—but don’t go very far,”      
(Exo.8.28).  

Minimal changes are tolerable to Pharaoh. Like the        
minor changes mentioned above. What he hates is a         
genuine spiritual maturity that go high and in deep         
places in the spiritual realms. He hates it when: 

1. Christians begin to deeply know the truth about        
themselves through the Word—who they really      
are in Christ and what they really have in the          
Spirit—and who the real enemy is and what he is          
really like. The devil doesn’t want Christians to        
know the he is powerless against Jesus and that         
he fears Christians. To the devil, harmless bible        
studies, powerless sermons, fun Sunday schools,      
gamely memory verse, showmanship singing in      
the choir or worship team, and the like, are okay.  

2. He hates it when church people begin to discover         
how to spend quality time in the Throne Room         
with the Father where He tells us His deep and          
secret supernatural Kingdom principles in the      
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Spirit. The enemy cannot hear such things when        
we’re in the Room, and the more we know of          
these principles (and the less the enemy know of         
them) the more we become powerful spiritually.       
We begin to know the Holy Spirit personally        
through the Son and enjoy His gifts and powers.  

3. He hates it when we begin to understand that we          
sit in the same Seat where King Jesus sits. That          
Seat is higher and more powerful than where        
Satan is.  

4. He hates it when we fully realize that sin and the           
devil’s temptations are really ugly and that they        
have no power over us. To many, sin is         
impressively attractive, but to us it’s a cheap,        
silly ploy of the enemy that we have learned to          
disdain through the Spirit. We easily see through        
the devil’s schemes and thwart his plans through        
the Spirit’s power. 

5. He hates it when we have learned the powerful         
secret of resting in God all day each moment,         
and letting God in us finish His mighty and         
strange work. He hates it when we see no need          
for hard works or useless busyness. We just        
focus all day on knowing God and His Kingdom         
more. 

6. He hates it when we begin to really see and hear           
in the spirit and start to understand the        
workings of the spirit world. For instance,       
naturally, we cannot see spirits. But when we        
learn the Kingdom principle of hiding in the cleft         
of the Rock (or hiding in God), we realize that we           
can appear invisible to the devil. We can do         
things, go places, and even see demons and find         
out what they’re up to while they remain blind to          
see us. Like, when we pass by and a demon          
doesn’t see us and asks, “Is anybody there?” We         
also begin to see angels, sometimes myriads of        
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them, battling demons around us. When we see        
these things, we become invincible. All in Christ        
Jesus our Lord! 

7. The devil hates it when we begin to learn God’s          
secret of commanding spirits and nature and       
objects around us—especially devil-torturing.  

These are just some of the deep and high things in God            
that Satan doesn’t want us to know. The devil doesn’t          
want us to “go very far” in our walk with God through            
the wilderness and into the Promised Land God has for          
us. Satan wants to keep us ignorant by keeping us busy           
with minor, non-spiritual, inconsequential, and useless      
religious activities. Many Christians and church leaders       
are ignorant about how to operate in the supernatural. 

VI. PHARAOH’S SECOND LIE 
To make a decent reform really look like it’s headed to a            
genuine transformation, Pharaoh will tell a second       
deadly lie. “Okay, Okay, I will let you leave, and you           
won’t have to stay any longer” (Exo.9.28). Hmm,        
sounds promising. Seems final. But don’t let it fool you.  

When the thunder and hail were too much for Egypt to           
bear, Pharaoh gave in. But only for a while. Yet, he           
made it look like he was really serious about repenting          
this time. It sounded like a promise from a sales          
agent—“you won’t have to stay any longer!” Like, all the          
days of miseries will be soon gone. Wow! 

Most church revivals seem to be it! They seem to be           
what we’ve been waiting and praying for. They seem         
lasting. They start out so well, with lots of crying and           
regrets and promises. But after a few weeks, the church          
ends up worse. It’s a never-ending cycle. Pharaoh        
tricked us into believing it was the real thing—again.  

What’s the lesson here? That Pharaoh is never serious         
about letting God’s people go. His first lie is not his last.  
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Make sure the church leaves Egypt for good. Don’t be          
fooled by looks—crowded altar calls, people crying,       
powerful singing, good preaching, responsive     
congregation, etc. 

VII. PHARAOH LETS THE MEN GO (huh?) 
This time, Pharaoh agrees to let the Israelites go, but          
only the men (Exo.10.11). Pharaoh wants to keep        
women and children working for him, and this is what          
men in church should know. They should not let         
Pharaoh have their wives and kids.  

FIRST thing here is, men too immersed in God’s work          
or in God’s Move should be careful to make sure that           
their wives and kids are also into it. Many great          
ministers were so absorbed in their works that they         
didn’t realize until too late that they have neglected         
their wives or kids spiritually. Especially the kids.        
That’s why there are many rebellious pastors’ kids        
around. They grew old in church, took part in the          
ministries, even became church leaders, but did not        
grow up in Jesus. It’s a terrible thing to be in the            
Promised Land while seeing your wife or kids left         
behind and perishing in Pharaoh’s land.  

God’s Plan is for the whole family to leave Egypt, cross           
the wilderness, and claim the inheritance. Don’t be        
sidetracked by useless church programs. Stick to       
church programs that have to do with leaving the Land          
of Slavery and claiming the Promised Land BY THE         
WHOLE FAMILY. Satan has been out to destroy the         
family. He started it in Genesis and is still doing it           
today without any letup. Don’t rest assured that the         
men are finally joining the Move of God. It should be           
the entire family.  

SECOND, men ought to understand that they are a key          
to their family’s freedom. Like Moses and Aaron, they         
should not agree with Pharaoh that the women and         
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kids are to be left behind. What the men decide or allow            
is a gateway or opening for spiritual activity, whether         
God’s or the devil’s. How the fathers live their lives,          
holy or wicked, determines what spiritual inheritance       
their kids would have.  

THIRD, when the men leave without their families, it’s         
a useless endeavor. They are sure to go back for them.  

VIII. LEAVE THE FLOCKS AND HERDS BEHIND? 
Now, Pharaoh agrees to letting everybody leave—except       
the animals (Exo.10.24). Very clever. How were they to         
worship God without the offerings? 

The offering is the main thing in worship, and I’m not           
referring to the money in offering plates or bags. Some          
pastors say the money offering is quite consequential.        
Meaning, it is the factor that produces results in         
worship.  

Umm, probably. Money offering is needed. Especially       
the tithes.  

But what “offering” I’m talking about is the body. In the           
OT, flesh needed to be burned. Without that flesh,         
worship was nothing. The priests, the priestly       
procedures, the priestly garments and utensils, and the        
temple itself were all necessary for receiving the        
offering. But without the offering, everything was       
empty.  

The first Offering was Jesus’ body. Without that,        
worship is useless. That’s why communion is       
proclaiming the death of Jesus till He comes (1         
Cor.11.26). That’s remembering the body He sacrificed. 

The second offering is our bodies. “I urge you brothers          
and sisters, and I plead God’s mercy—offer your bodies         
as living sacrifices. They should be holy and acceptable         
to God. This is our true spiritual worship” (Rom.12.1).  
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Without the sacrifice, worship is nothing. Pharaoh can        
tolerate any worship as long as no holy and acceptable          
sacrifice—our holy lives and characters—is involved.      
The devil even enjoys non-stop worship sessions and        
worship teams (even joins them) practicing for long        
hours on Saturdays to give a good “performance” on         
Sundays.  

And when I say “sacrifice” I don’t mean the way some           
Christians sacrifice their time, money, efforts, health,       
family, or what-have-you, just to be active in church.         
Activeness in church is also good, but we need holy and           
acceptable sacrifices. 

The sacrifice God wants is holy and acceptable lives.         
“The sacrifices pleasing to God are a broken spirit         
(meek character) and a contrite heart (true       
repentance). These, Oh God, you will never despise”        
(Ps.51.17). “Worship by offering the sacrifices of       
righteousness…” (Ps.4.5).  

It’s not how grand but how faithful. Some think         
“sacrifices” means a prolonged and tiring worship or        
non-stop worship. Or a modern expressive worship.  

Listen to this: “You offer too many sacrifices in your          
worship. But what are they to me?” (Isa.1.11). This         
passage is where God belittles their “quality” worship        
(they even used imported things) because of their        
rotten lives and characters.  

Again, in Jeremiah, God reminds the Israelites that in         
the time of Moses, God’s real intent on worship         
requirements was for His people to have a pure heart          
for obeying Him and walking in all His ways (7.21). But           
Israel remained stubbornly insisting on its own ways of         
worshipping, thus they “went backward instead of       
forward” (v.24).  
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When will we ever learn and stop stubbornly insisting         
that worship is okay even without the needed offerings?         
YOU are the offering, and you must present yourself to          
God holy and acceptable, EVERYDAY, which is your        
spiritual worship.  

I’m not against expressive and modern worship. I love         
them as I love traditional, solemn worship. But worship         
style is nothing. Today’s generation puts too much        
emphasis on styles, as if worship styles are decisive in          
defeating the enemy. In fact, the devil enjoys watching         
different empty worship styles in church. Sometimes,       
he gets bored of them, too.  

There are churches that take pride in having 3 worship          
services per Sunday—one for an expressive and loud        
worship, one for solemn and traditional, and another        
for a mixture. This is pure ignorance of what worship is           
for. They think worship is for church people so they try           
to satisfy their preferences. This is idolatry—catering to        
the people’s wants.  

When we fully grasp that worship is for God alone and           
should be done on His own terms, it’s a glory to           
experience God coming to your expressive or solemn        
intimate worship, hugging you, dancing with you,       
running with you, laughing with you, and having real         
choirs of angels around you. Take it from me, this is           
pure spiritual ecstasy. But this does not happen when         
the offering is not right. 

In the OT testament, the offering should be spotless         
and without any defect. That principle still stands.        
Sometimes I attend a church and see only egoistic flesh          
worshipping. Everything is done to please people.       
Perfect spotless flesh without any defect is the right         
kind to be burned whole. You see, even perfect flesh is           
good only for burning. 
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If you leave Egypt to worship God and yet you are           
without the right offering, you’ve been deceived.  

Roy thought it was just about leaving Egypt per se. He           
saw the power in the present Move of God, the signs           
and wonders, the genuine repentance, and brand new        
powerful lives of those who joined the Move. So he          
wanted in. 

He imitated the worship style, spoke the Move lingo,         
sang the songs often used in the Move of God, and           
didn’t want to go back to traditional worship. He         
thought these things were it. He didn’t understand that         
the Move was really about the right, holy offering to          
God, not the methods. You have to offer the right          
offering. 

Roy thought he was “out of Egypt.” He thought he was           
finally on his way to the Promised Land. He didn’t          
know that he was a victim of a spiritual illegal recruiter.           
He ended up caught and deported. Not long, he was          
back in Egypt.  

IX. PHARAOH’S SON MUST DIE 
The only way to really escape Egypt is to have          
Pharaoh’s son die. There are two important deaths to         
have a genuine freedom from bondage: the death of         
God’s Son, and the death of Pharaoh’s son. 

The death of God’s One and only Son is plain enough.           
But who’s Pharaoh’s son? Who else, YOU! 

Jesus told bible-believing Jews who hated idolatry that        
“The devil is your father; you belong to him” (Jn.8.44).          
I don’t care if you claim to be born-again or you’re so            
good with the bible. If you still live in Egypt you’re           
Pharaoh’s son (though a slave). All who live in sin are           
still the devil’s children.  

If you (1) don’t hold to the truth (really living it), (2)            
habitually tell lies, (3) cannot believe deep bible truths,         
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(4) and cannot hear God’s voice, you’re Pharaoh’s son         
(Jn.8.44-47). And you should die—to sin, the ego, the         
world, and to the devil’s ways.  

Until you die to the flesh, Pharaoh will always have          
control of you—because you’re still his son or daughter.         
When Pharaoh’s son died, he became so powerless to         
control the Israelites. He had no choice but to let them           
all go unconditionally.  

You see, the moment you die to self, sin, and the world,            
the devil’s stronghold in you crumbles into dust and the          
devil loses any power over you. Dying to self cuts off all            
connections and strings attached to Satan. It keeps you         
out of coverage from Satan’s cell sites.  

I’ll tell you a secret: when both you and your wife gets            
totally disconnected from Satan, your conjugal spiritual       
authority becomes a powerful covering against evil       
forces that can protect a lot of people connected to you,           
not just your immediate family.  

Pastors and their wives who are not yet totally free from           
Pharaoh cannot provide safe covering for their       
immediate family or church. Every member they have        
becomes Egyptian slaves.  

X. PHARAOH’S ONE LAST DESPERATE TRY 
As the Israelites started out their journey into the         
wilderness, Pharaoh had a second thought—he was a        
fool to let his slaves go. Who was gonna do the dirty            
works in Egypt? Pharaoh had designed his slaves to do          
the nasty works. See? 

Who’s gonna clean the oven? Who’s gonna clean the         
toilet? So he mustered his army and went after the          
Israelites. But to no avail. Because Pharaoh’s son was         
already dead, all Pharaoh’s plans against the Israelites        
failed.  
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If you die to sin, self, and the world, does that mean the             
devil won’t attack you anymore? Not quite. Expect last         
desperate assaults now and then. “The devil left Jesus         
until an opportune time,” (Lk.4.13). While always       
powerful and victorious in Jesus, watch out during your         
unguarded moments. Those last attempts may still       
wreak havoc. And be careful not to let Pharaoh’s son          
resurrect from the dead. If he does, you’re back on          
square one. 

XI. BUT EGYPT KILLED THEM ALL IN THE END 
The sad story of the Israelites was that after having          
traveled considerable miles away from Egypt—and      
being a few miles from their destination—they all        
eventually died in the wilderness because of Egypt.        
Only the generation of Joshua penetrated and claimed        
the Promised Land.  

As they rebelled against Moses in the desert (Miriam         
and Aaron included) God eventually killed them off.        
Though out of Egypt, they longed for their former lives          
in the land of their slavery. They took pride in the           
melons and cucumbers and spices of Egypt, as well as          
the fish and meat they enjoyed there.  

In short, they never got rid of Egypt in their hearts and            
minds—in their systems. Physically they were out,       
spiritually they were still in. They let Pharaoh’s son         
resurrect anew in them. 

Hence, beyond Jordan, God completely cut off all        
memories of Egypt from the new Joshua generation        
after they were all circumcised. “I have eliminated the         
reproach of Egypt from you today” (Jos.5.9). Today,        
true circumcision is circumcision of the heart. The        
“flesh” is cut off, signifying no more flesh. When we live           
the LIFE of Jesus daily, the flesh is eliminated. Our          
hearts are renewed daily from glory to glory.  
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Another thing—the Joshua generation was unique in       
that it had no memory of Egypt. They grew up in the            
wilderness hearing nothing but the Promised Land. So        
in their hearts, they treasured the Promised Land,        
never Egypt.  

Well, they heard about Egypt from the rebellious        
Israelites as they journeyed through the desert, but it         
didn’t interest them—not when they saw that the        
Egypt-propagandists were all dying in the wilderness       
from tragic, violent deaths.  

It’s important to get rid of all memories of Egypt. That’s           
why I strongly preach against worldliness and the ways         
of man. All traces and memories of Egypt, and I mean           
ALL, must be rid from our systems and replaced by          
God’s supernatural Kingdom wisdom and principles.  

We should be extra cautious in this; remember, even         
Moses died because of this.  
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AARON’S GOLDEN CALF 
“I threw it into the fire, and this calf came out” (Exo.32.24) 

Any trace of Egypt, no matter how small, if ignored, will           
cling to you wherever you are, even if you’re already in           
the middle of your wilderness journey. Even Aaron, a         
leading spiritual leader of the Israelites, failed to get rid          
of Egypt totally in his system. He made a golden calf for            
worship.  

Believe it or not, Egypt’s sting lasted even ages or          
generations after. When Jeroboam escaped to Egypt       
when Solomon wanted him killed (1 Kings 11.40), he         
came back from that country with a Pharaonic mindset.         
He, too, built two golden calves (1 Kings 12.28). He          
even used the same words Aaron had used ages before          
him: “Israel, here are your gods, who saved you from          
Egypt” (1 Kings 12.28 and Exo.32.4).  

Egypt’s influence can be far reaching and still deadly no          
matter the time span that lapsed, especially when we’re         
outside God’s Will. One small step off the area of God’s           
Will makes us easy targets for attacks.  

HOW AARON’S GOLDEN CALF STARTED 
Let’s review Egypt’s influence to see how the golden calf          
was born. First, it was due to the absence of an           
anointed man of God leading the Israelites.  

Moses was enjoying the very awesome Presence of God         
on Sinai when the people grew impatient. “What        
happened to the old man?” they asked. “He probably         
died up there on Sinai. Or probably he burned from the           
eerie fire and black smoke atop the mountain. So what          
are we gonna do?” 

They told Aaron, “Make a god for us!” Well, in the           
original version it says, “Make us gods.” It’s either they          
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wanted Aaron to carve idols for them or they wanted to           
be gods themselves. They wanted to be in charge. 

When the people get fed up of obeying or submitting to           
the man of God and want to be in charge, they want to             
be gods. In God’s eyes, they automatically become        
idolatrous. Beware of churches run by mere board        
members and not by a pastor. Beware of churches not          
run by a true man of God living in genuine holiness.           
They’re guilty of idolatry even without having idols or         
statues, or even if they’re the most biblical church.         
Aaron and the Israelites were bible-believing people.  

If you’re like Pastor Aaron, not yet an anointed man of           
God (his ordination came in Leviticus), you’d go with         
the people and give them what they want. I’m an          
ordained pastor, but I’m not talking about man’s        
ordination, though it is good.  

Moses’ ordination was supernatural. So was Aaron’s.       
Real ordination is supernatural, not just man-ordained.       
God Himself should give you His call, mandate, and         
supernatural powers through an ordination confirmed      
with signs and wonders. Ordination should have       
prophetic utterances like declarations and prophecies,      
as done in Scriptures.  

Most ordinations today are cheap. Some pastors want        
to be ordained because they want titles decorating their         
names to be respectable. They hide in titles. Moreover,         
such titles often come with a higher salary, especially         
abroad. Well, some ordained pastors are genuine. 

Anyway, Aaron just went along with what the people         
demanded. And that’s what some pastors today       
do—give what the people want. They say we ought to          
fish on the fish’s own terms. “Ah, sir, what do you want            
in a church? We’re building a new church at the corner           
that caters to your whims and demands.” Of course,         
people are gonna fall head over heels for your church,          
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as the people went wild over the golden calf of Aaron. It            
was their wish come true! 

So Aaron said, “You want a church on your own terms?           
No sweat!” Actually, what he really said was, “Give me          
your gold earrings.” Then he formed the golden calf.         
Some versions say “calves.”  

Then Aaron announced, “Tomorrow we’ll worship the       
Lord” after saying, “Here are your gods!” He really         
thought what he was doing was God’s Will. God’s gold          
and man’s gold can sometimes be confusing. And you         
know how excited they were? The Word says, “They         
woke up early in the morning and worshipped…”        
(Exo.32.6). Then they treated themselves in revelry.  

You see, excitement “in the Lord” is not enough. We          
have to do everything in God’s terms. Church and         
worship is for God alone, not people.  

When they were without a genuine man of God, it was           
an easy thing for the enemy to attack the Israelites even           
if they were already out of Egypt. If a church is without            
a genuine man of God, the same thing happens. To          
God, as soon as you do away with His anointed servant,           
you “have been very quick to turn away” from His Word           
(Exo.32.8).  

With this wild and wicked scenario developing, both        
God and Moses disowned the Israelites. God told        
Moses, “Your people whom you brought out of Egypt         
have become rotten!” (Exo.32.7). Moses countered that       
with, “Why be so angry with your people whom you          
brought out of Egypt? (Exo.32.11).  

Where did the gold earrings come from? It came from          
the loot the Egyptians gave them when they were about          
to leave Egypt. The Lord blessed them with the ability          
to take what the enemy had been depriving them for so           
long.  
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What was the gold for? God intended it for building the           
His Tabernacle and the furnishings in it, like the Ark of           
the Covenant, the Table of Shewbread, and the lamp         
stands, to name a few. Read about this in Exodus 35           
starting verse 4.  

Bear this in mind—To God, gold is solely for         
worshipping Him. It has no other use. As long as there           
is a genuine man of God leading His people, all the gold            
goes to worshipping Him. But the moment the people         
has no true man of God, the gold automatically goes to           
worshipping idols, no matter if we have exciting        
worship programs and are so “bible-based.” It’s vital for         
churches to be led by truly anointed men of God living           
God’s holy life. 

When God gives you gold, you should know what it is           
for, if you are in God’s present Move. 

FROM GOD’S MOVE THEN BACK TO EGYPT 
I’ve seen them—Christians and pastors who once tasted        
the goodness of God’s present Move, flowed in it, grew,          
even matured, only to fall back to square one—being         
enslaved in Egypt again.  

And once you fall from such height, it’s difficult to be           
restored back to the Move. Remember the thing Jesus         
taught about an unclean spirit getting out of a man? It           
goes back to its former house. If it finds the house           
empty, it brings with it 7 other worse demons. The          
result is a worse Christian who claims to be in the           
present Move of God. This scenario is more deceiving.         
This Christian will lead other Christians to perdition or         
taint the Move with his trash. 

Few survive the onslaught of the enemy once the Move          
is abandoned in favor of going back to Egypt. David          
managed to recover from his fall. The Prodigal Son did,          
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too. But the devastation was long-term. The Moses        
generation never recovered except Joshua and Caleb. 

“It is impossible for people who have once been         
enlightened and tasted the spiritual gift, who have        
joined the Move of the Holy Spirit and have tasted the           
powers of the rhema Word of God, to repent again once           
they have fallen away” (Heb.6.4-6).  

Second Peter 2.20-21 says it’s better for people not to          
be in the Move of God at all rather than be in it and              
then be back in the “corruption of the world,” ending          
up “worse than they were before.” 

God’s present Move is no joke. It’s so powerful both if           
you use it right or misuse it. Lucifer, once the best of            
the angels, misused it and ended up the ugliest. The          
power can render you in either of the extremes. If we           
are not aware of spiritual Egypt and its designs, more          
golden calves will be built by even well-meaning church         
leaders in our time. 

IT’S A “GOLDEN” CALF 
It’s too easy to fall for it when you are not deep in the              
Move. You see, it’s a golden calf. Who’d not be blinded           
by the glitter of gold? Judas easily opted for silver than           
for the Messiah, and that was just silver. What more if           
it were gold? 

Gold. It signified Deity in the OT. So it can be so            
powerfully deceptive. Many people easily mistake      
anything gold for Deity. If it looks and shines like gold,           
it must be God. 

That’s why prosperity Gospel preachers today easily       
become a hit to people. They grow huge churches.         
People think anything that brings in blessings,       
especially money, is God’s favor. So today, it’s all about          
money.  
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Well, it’s true that God blesses. God owns everything         
and He is One mighty Rewarder and Blesser—in fact,         
lots better than Santa Claus. But gold in the wrong          
hands always translates into the golden calves of Egypt.         
And “wrong hands” are people who are so impressed         
with Pharaoh and Egypt’s ways and cannot forget them.  

Aaron claimed the “thing” just came out of the fire          
when he threw the gold in it. I beg to disagree. The            
“thing” had been there in his heart all along. It did not            
just popped out of the blue. Jesus says what comes out           
of the heart is what defiles us.  

The truth was that, Aaron “made the gold into an idol           
molded in the shape of a calf, fashioning it with a tool”            
(Exo.32.4). See? The first thing that came into his mind          
when he held the gold was Egypt’s golden calf. That          
image had been kept and treasured in his heart. It          
popped out of his mind the moment he held or even           
touched the gold.  

If Egypt’s golden calf is in your heart, it hides there           
until the right moment. When gold is put in your          
hands, you automatically build a golden calf. Where        
your treasure is, there is your heart, too.  

There are poor and humble pastors that change so         
negatively the moment they begin getting some gold,        
like when the church income ups a bit. They change          
lifestyles. They get expensive stuff through credit. They        
buy a car. They make the church building look so grand           
so it can compete with other grand church buildings.         
The golden calf is formed and worshipped. 

Now, when the gold is gone, the credit or loan they’re           
paying for remains, so is maintaining a sophisticated        
church and church lifestyle, and they begin to        
desperately seek means to pay for their payables. That’s         
when they begin to crave for more new church         
members to up the tithes and offering. They react with          
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temper when any of their members transfer church,        
“snatched by other pastors from them.” They begin to         
“own” the souls of their members. One guy with a big           
ministry once said his members were being “stolen”        
from him by other pastors. The only thing that can be           
stolen from you is what you own. You cannot own          
people. You cannot own souls. Only my Jesus can. 

It’s hard to distinguish between God’s gold and a         
golden calf. What you see is just gold. If your spiritual           
eyes are not sharp, you’d see that they both glitter. No           
matter if you use special devices to check their         
contents. They’re both pure gold.  

God’s gold becomes distinguishable only when you go        
closer to Him. Like in the tabernacle and temple, only          
the high priests and priests saw the pure gold inside          
them. Outside were polished bronze—a likeness of gold.        
Some people find out too late that what they thought          
was God’s gold was really mere polished bronze. Worse         
is that some people find out too late that what they have            
is a golden calf. 

Now, when you’re so close to God and become familiar          
with Him and His Kingdom, you often see His gold.          
Soon, you become quite familiar with it and easily         
identify it even a mile away. One look and you say, “Ah!            
That’s God’s gold over there!” And when you see bronze          
or a golden calf, some people may applaud wildly at          
them but you just stay calm and unmoved and tell          
yourself, “Nope, that’s not it.” 

So, even if you’re not the main anointed man of God in            
your church, and the pastor is out or on vacation on his            
“Mount Sinai,” you don’t become impatient and look        
for a golden calf—even if the rest say it is God’s gold.            
You remain loyal to the man of God. You get what I            
mean? 
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You say, “So what if that golden calf glitters? I don’t           
care! To me it’s God or nothing!” 

Woe to pastors who, like Aaron, cater to the whims and           
wishes of the church people, especially if these people         
do not know how to submit to their pastor. Such church           
people are often so religious. They can’t stand doing         
nothing “for God.” They always want to be busy. When          
the church seems at a stand still, they backbite the          
pastor and bypass him. Then they start looking for a          
new pastor who’d make a god fit for them. Such people           
control their pastor. “What did they do to you that you           
led them to such a silly fiasco?” Moses asked Aaron.          
Such control is witchcraft.  

Pastors anxious for God like Moses was will always feel          
God’s call to go up the spiritual mountain of God and           
receive fresh Word from Him there. Churchy people        
have the tendency to decline going up with their pastor          
there and would rather wait below. Then they indulge         
in wild revelry down there.  

Rebellious churchy people see the spiritual mountain as        
scary—with fire and black smoke and thunder and        
earthquakes—so they tell the pastor, “Uh, just go up         
there yourself and tell us what God told you,         
“(Exo.20.18-21). I find that weird—people who are       
active in church yet see God’s mountain as “scary.”         
They don’t wanna go up there; they’d rather stay below          
and do non-stop and expressive worships there. 

They reasoned that, “Only Moses can go up there; we’d          
die if we go any closer.” Umm, not exactly. Yes, they’d           
die if they went ahead of God’s instructions. But God          
did say they could all go up once the ram’s horn blast            
was sounded long (Exo.19.13). And the blast did        
happen, but nobody climbed up with Moses.  

At one time, the 70 elders finally went up and saw           
GOD! They really saw GOD! They expected to die any          
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second but didn’t (Exo.24.9-11). Why? Because they       
went up with Moses. You see the protective spiritual         
covering of a man of God? If the man of God “brings            
you up” to God’s mountain, you won’t die (Exo.19.24).         
You’ll even see God and eat and drink with Him          
(Exo.24.11). Even some pastors do not know this        
Kingdom principle.  

ENJOY THE GOLDEN CALF BELOW OR  
GO UP WITH MOSES? 
They were already at Sinai yet Pharaoh still controlled         
many of the Israelites (talk about spiritual remote        
control!), especially when the golden calf was made. We         
should be aware of demonic strongholds and influence.        
Having any vestige of Egypt left in the heart is a deadly            
pitfall. Spirits have a way of transmitting strong signals         
through the air. They communicate faster than our cell         
phones do. They also flow or beam their powers         
through the air. Don’t forget that Satan rules in a small           
kingdom he set up in the air for a while (Eph.2.2). 

While you have anything of Egypt in your heart, it acts           
like a homing device. The devil can easily track you          
down. Devils are not all-knowing. They have limited        
access to anyone’s spiritual files. But if you have that          
demonic homing device in your heart, devils always        
know where you are and what you’re doing. He can          
control you, even from a distance. He can easily         
dispatch a horde of demons near you by remote         
communication. 

HOWEVER, if you are hidden in God with Christ, devils          
have zero access to your data, files, etc. You appear          
invisible to them, and they get scared. When they         
search, they get nothing but, “The page cannot be         
displayed.” Or, after typing in your name, they wonder         
why they’re always linked to     
JESUSCHRIST@hallelujah.com.Kingdom. 
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When they try the link, yes, they see the website but           
could not access any info on you. They lack the          
password (Rev.2.17). Imagine such frustration. 

The Israelites preferred “worship” on the      
plains—earthly worship. Hence, the devil could      
pinpoint their exact location and attack them easily. If         
you operate on enemy territory and you have no         
covering, woe to you! If Moses, the man of God, is up            
the mountain worshipping, don’t remain on the plains!        
You’re dead meat! Go up and join him there! 

If GPS (Global Positioning System), an electronic signal        
receiver, can pinpoint accurate positions of a target        
through satellite technology, how much more spiritual       
equipments? GPS is primitive compared to spiritual       
gadgetry.  

Humanly speaking, the function of a pastor is preparing         
sermons, bible studies, running a local church,       
planning programs, meeting the board, checking the       
finances, etc.  

What many pastors do not know is their spiritual         
functions. Spiritual to them is preparing sermons,       
preaching, praying, the like. Praying, yes, but the others         
are all earthly activities. Pastors ought to know that         
they should serve as spiritual protective coverings,       
discern the spiritual climate in church, know how to         
operate in spiritual warfare, to name a few. If you are a            
pastor deep in the present Move of God, living the LIFE           
of Jesus and having His character, you are a huge and           
powerful covering. You protect people connected to you        
from Satan’s attacks. 

As a covering, people who seek shelter in your         
protection are kept safe and invisible to the enemy. But          
you ought to go up God’s mountain and bask in His           
Presence there often. Anyone who goes up with you         
gets powerful protection. Those who stay on the plains,         
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away from you, especially those who get impatient        
because of you, lose protection, build an idol (a costly          
one), get easily attacked, and later die in the wilderness          
journey.  

In Moses’ time only Joshua kept going up with him on           
Sinai. Joshua went wherever he went. Joshua was loyal         
to the man of God and got full protection even if it was             
risky to go up Sinai with Moses. Caleb, though not seen           
physically pursuing the man of God, did so spiritually.         
The holy, anointed man of God is a powerful protection          
against the remote-controlled wiles of Pharaoh and the        
deadly lure of Egypt’s golden calf.  
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GOD’S STRATEGY 
“I have made you like God to Pharaoh” (Exo.7) 

God’s strategy was simple—pit the small against the        
giant. We have to get this Kingdom principle to get the           
mind of God. This always results to tremendous victory         
in the spirit.  

The world is so used to survival of the fittest. In fact,            
even some churches operate on this principle. Do they         
win? Oh, yeah! Most of them look so much a winner in            
people’s eyes.  

In World History Egypt is hailed as a great, superpower          
ancient civilization. So are Assyria and Babylon. In        
Scriptures, these nations were nothing to God. He        
could have chosen any of them to be His people, but He            
chose a non-entity instead, a people deeply oppressed        
by slavery and tyranny. A zero people. This has been          
God’s surefire win strategy. In the beginning He chose         
mere dust to create man with. This creation of mere          
dust was to rule the world. Dust was to carry God’s own            
image and likeness. And through this dust, God’s Son         
would assume Messiahship to demolish Satan and let        
man-in-God (or God-in-dust) rule supreme.  

Just wonder—no matter your great accomplishments      
and riches, you return to dust. All your effort and hard           
works disintegrate in dust at the end of your life. Dust           
is powerful! 

“But this mere man fell into sin!” some would say. For           
now. But very soon, man of dust will also have Satan           
under his feet when God crushes Satan. 

God’s design is to crush the fittest with the weakest in           
survival—as long as the weakest dwells and stays under         
the shadow of the Almighty. This then became (and is)          
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God’s win formula—terrible power in appalling      
weakness. God in dust.  

GOD IN DUST 
First, Moses was to be like God to Aaron (Exo.4.16).          
Second, Moses was to be like God to Pharaoh (Exo.7.1).          
The God-in-dust principle was to be applied in        
discipleship and spiritual warfare. This proved fatal to        
Pharaoh. This simple Kingdom formula beat the most        
powerful enemy of that time, and it will beat the enemy           
in the last days. 

God can always intervene directly in any situation,        
anytime He wants. He is sovereign. No one can stop          
Him from doing anything. He did this in creating the          
whole universe—the galaxies, solar systems, stars, black       
holes, heaven itself, angels, spirits, and earth. He        
directly took charge in making all things come into         
being, calling into existence that which was not.  

But after He created man, He stopped direct        
intervention. He rested on the seventh day. He had told          
man to have dominion of all creation. Man was now to           
take charge of everything, because God was then        
partially in dust, in man. Man was created in His          
likeness so he can dominate creation.  

In Jesus, God inhabits dust fully forever.  

God can still directly intervene today, but He        
purposefully chooses not to—though in a sense He still         
does when He lives and operates fully in a man. In His            
awesome sovereignty, He has chosen to let man handle         
everything—though not fully yet. His idea is for man to          
use the God-ability in him to manage creation. This         
happens full-scale when God lives wholly in man. And         
this will happen soon! In fact, it’s already been         
happening in part. 
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So, in a sense, God has relegated creation to man. In           
another sense, God sees that only He can remedy         
everything in creation which man messed up. This        
principle was demonstrated in Exodus when God chose        
to do it all by being with Moses—and having Moses act           
like God.  

God saying, “I have made you like God,” is so powerful.           
Some versions say, “I have made you a god.” God          
creating a god? That’s weird. Yet, this goes well with          
Psalm 82.6 where God declares all who hold the Word          
as “gods.” 

And God making Moses like God to Pharaoh was the          
sure win formula that would demolish the enemy and         
his kingdom. Sure enough, Moses appeared like God to         
everyone. He performed awesome signs and wonders       
that astonished even the mighty sorcerers of Pharaoh.  

To set people free from the land of slavery, the          
instrument God would use should be made like God by          
God.  

BEING LIKE GOD TO PHARAOH 
Being like God to Pharaoh means confronting powerful        
Pharaoh after giving up everything of man and of the          
world. You confront the devil with nothing except God’s         
raw LIFE, character, and power.  

It’s a lot comfortable to face life or ministry challenges          
when you have a lot of money, rich tithing members, a           
stable job, a title, a position, a degree, your intellect,          
accomplishments, and ministry “experience.”    
Sometimes, we see pastors facing ministry challenges       
“boldly” by using the above—I mean a ministry that         
operates in the world.  

They’re familiar with using church budget, teaching       
Sunday school, preaching sermons, setting up the       
church board, setting up church organizations,      
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planning programs and goals, doing revival meetings,       
crusades here and there, the like. These are good but          
they are all earthly operations, or functions in the         
world. When the enemy attacks, they serve no purpose.  

These things have no real power to free people from          
spiritual bondages. Entertain people and make them go        
back to church the next Sunday, perhaps. But free them          
from the enemy? NO. That’s why we see churches with          
serious and chronic spiritual illnesses that won’t go        
away for good. We see Christians active in church yet          
always slaves of the devil.  

Churches keep wanting to add more people into their         
membership, yet the spiritual climate in church is not         
altered to trigger an open heaven that will usher in a           
swift Kingdom invasion in the church.  

To free people, we have to free them from the enemy           
and his strongholds—not entertain them. To do this, we         
need genuine spiritual power. Only God can demolish        
Satan, so we need to be like God to Pharaoh. And we            
need God doing this in us ENTIRELY, each step of the           
way. For God to do this in us through Christ, we need to             
empty ourselves to be filled with GOD! We need to give           
up EVERYTHING! 

EMPTIED TO BE FILLED 
No in-filling will happen unless we empty ourselves        
first. Many Christians do not know “emptying self”        
because of their exposure to western culture. Most of         
them think emptying self is just being humble.  

Western culture enshrines self or the individual, being        
too particular about rights and privileges. Many Asians        
have found this very appealing. Nothing wrong about        
this in the natural, but in the spiritual realms Jesus          
emphasized emptying self. He did not count His being         
equal with God (equal rights and privileges) something        
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He should pursue, but emptied Himself, made Himself        
nothing, and took the form of a servant. And this was           
what endeared Him to the Father.  

God’s strategy is that before He can make us like God to            
Pharaoh, we must empty ourselves first. Emptying       
should always precede in-filling.  

It’s not just being humble. Emptying is giving up         
everything we have. Jesus told all who wanted to follow          
Him in Luke 14 that they should give up everything          
they have, everything they got from the       
world—lifestyles, ways, procedures, administration,    
value system, priorities, preferences, positions, etc., in       
fact every benefit the world has given them. Paul, in          
Philippians 3, gave up all his religious       
accomplishments, that he may gain Christ. 

Moses had to be drawn to the wilderness and there          
spend 40 years unlearning everything he got from        
Egypt. I thought I was so smart and equipped in my           
pastorate. But God told me to trash everything—and He         
meant everything! He wanted me to learn His spiritual         
and supernatural ways and systems alone. But before        
that could happen, He needed me to be emptied. He          
doesn’t want us using His and our ways jointly.  

When Moses was empty enough, he could not even         
speak straight. That was when God made him to be like           
God to Pharaoh. Anything Moses released with his        
mouth or did with his staff God accredited. And it was           
something no devil had yet witnessed in their lifetimes.         
Man acting like God Himself? “What kind of wisdom is          
this?” the devils probably asked among themselves.       
They could not stand the power in Moses.  

When the disciples saw how Jesus commanded the        
waves and the wind, they asked among themselves,        
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“What kind of a man is this that even the wind and the             
waves obey him?” 

Jesus taught that we must tie up the strongman before          
we can rob his house. But who can tie up Satan? God            
told Job that mere man cannot win against the         
Leviathan. “No one on earth is equal to him—he fears          
nothing.” Then what more of Satan? 

But God can easily pulverize Satan with His finger, or          
even with His stare, if He wills. So only God can destroy            
Satan, not as a rival, but as a mere miniscule, dust-like           
creature squirming under His footstool.  

Pharaoh’s gods were no match to Moses the moment         
God made him like God. Here was a fellow who was not            
rich, a mere lowly shepherd, no army, no weapons, no          
money—I mean Moses had ZERO means and       
credentials! Yet Pharaoh surrendered to him      
unconditionally! 

Setting people genuinely free from sin does not have         
anything to do with posh church buildings, money,        
titles or degrees, position, modern equipments, or       
man-made plans. It’s all about defeating Satan. And        
this through emptying self and being filled with GOD         
Himself! 

As long as you keep or retain even a tiny bit of stuff in              
you that isn’t of God, you cannot be filled. Especially          
sin. 

It’s easy to have people respecting you if you have          
money, influence through money, or even a title. If you          
keep bragging of your being a Reverend or pastor or          
Doctor, you can easily gain people’s respect. But that         
respect is earthly. It has no real power. Some people          
conveniently hide behind these adornments, enjoying      
earthly prestige.  
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Can you imagine the devil leaving a possessed man and          
shouting with fear and trembling, “Oh no! The pastor is          
a doctorate degree holder! We’re dead!” Or, “Oh no! It’s          
Reverend Doctor Smart! He’s so good in Theology and         
Greek and Hebrew! We’re finished!” 

A pastor confidently commanded a demon to leave a         
person. “Why should I fear you?” the demon asked. The          
pastor returned: “I have a big church!” 

It’s a whole lot different when people respect you even          
if you have NOTHING! They see that you’re just         
ordinary, yet they discern the powerful God fully living         
in you. It’s like Jesus getting respect from people         
though He had nothing, so that even Pharisees—with        
all their earthly riches and prestige—envied the respect        
He had. This is what people in the present Move of God            
call “spiritual stature.” This alone is what we need         
today. 

Why this phenomenal respect?  

GOD FULLY IN YOU IS RESPECTED BY THE SPIRIT WORLD 
The whole world is under the power of the evil one           
(Eph.2.2). When God is fully seen in you, the demons          
controlling people recognize this and bow down to the         
God they see in you. As the demons do so, the people in             
their control also feel the deference their controlling        
demons give to the Jesus in you. So these people          
likewise become somewhat tame in your presence,       
though you have nothing material to show for it. 

Spiritual people genuinely in Christ also discern the full         
Presence of Jesus Christ in you so they give the respect           
due you because of the Jesus they see in you.  

Rich, influential, or titled people without spiritual       
stature or who do not derive respectability directly from         
God, also get respect, but only as a result of demons           
telling people they control or oppress to do so. Demons          
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do this to deceive people to believe that respect comes          
from wealth, titles, or anything given by the world.  

Some people get respect by force. They brandish their         
titles around or their position or connections, so people         
respect them. I’ve seen pastors who tell people they are          
pastors and should be respected.  

If you have genuine spiritual stature because of God in          
you, you are highly esteemed in the spirit world. Spirits          
know you and respect you. The evil spirit in Acts 19 said            
it knew Jesus and Paul, but not the sons of Sceva, the            
titled priest. Spiritual stature cannot be earned by        
seminary degrees or titles—it is earned by losing        
everything, even your very life, and gaining God alone.  

It even means losing your very family, aside from         
careers, ambition, and possessions, and even church       
prominence—and gaining God as your sole Portion. 

Pharaoh in Exodus was controlled by powerful       
Egyptian gods. Yet, when he faced Moses, he could do          
nothing. So were the sorcerers empowered by the same         
Egyptian gods. They were all inconsequential. A piece        
of cake. Mere dust under God’s feet. 

In these last days, no ministry or church can be          
genuinely victorious without God making His people       
like God to the devil.  

LIKE GOD TO AARON 
A lot of church people think discipleship is just another          
church program to keep people busy. Real discipleship        
is making Moses like God to Aaron. To be precise, God           
said, “You will speak to Aaron and put the right words           
in his mouth. I will enable you both to speak and coach            
on what you should do. He will speak to the Israelites in            
your behalf, like Aaron were your mouth, and you will          
be like God to him” (Exo.4.15-16).  
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Discipleship that beats the enemy and his stronghold is         
done like that. You teach your disciple and put words          
into his mouth, so that he doesn’t use his own words           
but yours. And you in turn use only what God puts in            
your mouth. When discipleship is done this way, God         
promises to enable both to speak and perform signs         
and wonders. Discipleship is not just studying the bible         
together with your “disciples,” and especially not just        
using a bible study material in the process. This is          
probably what you do in Sunday school, but not in a           
genuine Jesus-style discipleship. Jesus never used bible       
study materials.  

In a true discipleship, you teach your disciples to learn          
your ways (which is God’s ways), especially how you get          
the revealed Word straight from the mouth of the         
Father, and how you release it to influence the spiritual          
realms. Jesus said, “I gave them the Word you, Father,          
gave me and they received the Word” (Jn.17.8). Paul         
said Timothy would “remind you of my way of life in           
Christ Jesus” (2 Cor.4.17). Timothy learned not only the         
ways but even lived the life of Paul, because Paul was           
living the LIFE of Jesus. So in the process, both of them            
were living the Jesus LIFE. Just as God told Moses that           
“I will enable both you and Aaron to speak and teach           
you both what you should do” (Exo.4.15-16). God        
enabled both of them to learn His ways.  

True discipleship means you, as a discipler, will become         
like God to your disciple. Without this God-formula        
working, any discipleship will remain powerless.      
Mordecai told Esther, his disciple, to face King Xerxes         
with their plea. Although Esther knew it could be fatal,          
she obeyed Mordecai. That’s treating your discipler like        
how you would treat God in obedience. 

Ruth vowed to follow Naomi wherever she went, even         
in death, though Naomi had urged her to stay in Moab           
and look for a new husband. Ruth never knew that she           
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was going to be rewarded because of her loyalty to          
Naomi. She just kept on being Naomi’s faithful        
“disciple,” something like what faithfulness we should       
give to God.  

Isaac saw his father Abraham poised to kill him to be           
sacrificed on God’s mountain, but he just trusted his         
father or “discipler” to the end. He didn’t fight or run           
away. That’s the kind of trust we reserve for God alone.           
But God also wants it in a genuine Jesus-style         
discipleship. We must trust the discipler God makes        
like God to us. 

Elisha left everything to follow Elijah. In the end, he          
never left Elijah’s side though his father in faith or          
“discipler” urged him to stop. He followed Elijah until         
he saw him raptured in a spiritual whirlwind. That’s         
being loyal to your discipler like how you should be          
loyal to God.  

Without this God-anointed dynamic discipleship     
connection, Pharaoh will not be defeated.  

Churches have been doing other things to try to get          
people out of spiritual slavery, to no avail. They think          
making people busy in the choir, worship team,        
fellowship, missions, evangelism, bible studies, or      
Sunday schools will do the trick. They do everything         
except the genuine Jesus-style Discipleship.  

The only way slaves can be set free is when they learn            
the ways of the Master through the Jesus Discipleship.         
Slaves remaining slaves can never defeat Pharaoh.       
“Slaves cannot rule over princes!” (Prov.19.10).  

Thus, when Moses told Aaron, “Throw the staff so it can           
turn into a snake,” Aaron did so, without thinking         
whether what Moses said was logical or possible. Turn         
a staff into a snake? That sounded more cultic than          
biblical doctrine. It smelled of sorcerers’ evil magic, like         
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how quack doctors and witches would do things. But         
because Moses said it, Aaron did it. It was God’s system           
of bond-breaking discipleship.  

You do that today to your “logical” church member and          
he would probably protest: “Say what? Produce a        
snake? Who am I, God? And why should I believe you?           
Anyone can see that wooden staffs can never turn into          
snakes!” 

Logic is good but it cannot set people utterly free. It can            
make people agree mentally, but they will remain in         
bondage in Egypt.  

A pastor in the present Move of God went with some of            
his disciples to a man dying with a liver ailment. When           
they got to the house, the patient didn’t look good. The           
pastor declared the total healing of the man, just as God           
declared the aged body of Abraham and the dead womb          
of Sarah would produce new life!  

When they left the place, the disciples started talking         
about how they knew the man wasn’t going to last long.           
They said something like, “Pastor, we believe in prayers         
and God’s power. But with the way that man looked, we           
discerned that he was going to die soon.”  

They got a serious (though mildly spoken) rebuke and         
scolding from their pastor. Even without discernment,       
anyone could have easily seen that the man would die          
soon. Even sinners could have seen that. But what you          
see in the natural is not important. You should be able           
to see in the spirit. That is what God needs from           
us—not our smart-aleck intellect. 

The pastor was angry that they did not believe his          
words which he got from God. He stressed that he had           
seen similar serious cases of illnesses but God moved         
and healed the patients completely. Don’t look at the         
ailment—look to God! But they chose to believe in their          
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logic. A few days after, the man did die. It was a big             
lesson to them. 

Peter was able to walk on water, but then he chose to            
believe the scary waves and wind around him. He         
started to sink. What we see physically are often what          
we see as “real.” We do not realize that physical things           
are lies. Only spiritual things are real. 

Next, Moses told Aaron to stretch the staff in his hand           
over the waters and “make frogs” leap from them and          
fill all Egypt (Exo.8.5). That’s tantamount to       
commanding frogs to get out of the streams and rivers          
and go to the heart of the city! Sounds again like cultic            
to me! Sounds quackish and witchy. Honestly, would        
church people and leaders today call that sound        
theology? 

If Aaron were logical, he’d probably tell Moses, “Umm,         
why not do that yourself? It’s your idea, anyway.” But          
no, Aaron obeyed Moses, though the thing sounded        
weird and foolish.  

Once, a lady came to me asking what was better,          
staying with the present company she was working for         
(she was promised a regular status if she stayed), or          
transferring to a new company without any assurance        
of tenure? I asked God and He told me to have the lady             
transferred to the new company that didn’t offer tenure         
assurance. 

Logic would have said to stay. Being promised a regular          
status plus raise was rare and anyone would be foolish          
to exchange that for something unstable. The lady,        
though not my disciple, took my advice. Soon, the         
former company she worked for was swarmed with        
deadly SARS cases, and she found herself safe in her          
new work—plus promotions. 
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It’s not just weird, it’s illogical to make frogs conquer          
the city. Can you tame frogs to do tricks like that in a             
second? I don’t think it can be done even in a month.            
But that was what happened. The frogs obeyed        
Aaron—and I can only imagine Aaron’s reaction. Right        
before his eyes, that very moment, frogs by the millions          
started coming out of the ponds and creeks and         
proceeded straight to the city, filling every house, even         
Pharaoh’s bedroom! They were all obeying Aaron! 

Not one frog got lost in the woods or along the highway.            
They all responded submissively to Aaron. See? If we         
just believe in God’s ways, especially in discipleship,        
cities can be conquered and the spiritual Pharaoh’s        
hold on the city will easily be dismantled quickly.  

I know a lot of logical minded Christians will mock at           
this “fairy tale” stuff, but this really happened—and for         
a purpose. It aims to teach us that God’s ways, though           
weird, is the only thing that will beat Satan. Logic          
won’t. 

Moses obeyed God, and Aaron obeyed Moses, and the         
frogs obeyed Aaron. The result? Pharaoh was defeated!        
In the Jesus Discipleship, the same submissiveness and        
obedience is required for it to work. The discipler (or          
pastor) obeys God, the disciples obey the discipler, and         
the people discipled by the pastor’s disciples obey them.         
Then the city is conquered! Of course, the pastor needs          
to have someone to disciple him closely, too—man to         
man. And the guy discipling him should also be         
discipled by someone, and so on. It’s a long lifeline, like           
how the Israelites needed to be lined up to a particular           
tribe or a son of Jacob.  

Now, imagine if the frogs start getting logical. First,         
Aaron tries to reason with Moses but finally is         
convinced, though half-heartedly, because of his logic.       
He still thinks it silly to talk to frogs. Then, he speaks to             
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the frogs and the frogs tell him, “Go to the city? Fill up             
homes there, even their bedrooms? Are you nuts? We         
don’t do that. And you’re not supposed to be talking to           
frogs!” 

But some frogs take Aaron’s suggestion and try to see          
the city. Some end up in residential gardens, some in          
the streets, and a few at Pharaoh’s doorstep. Do you          
think Pharaoh would give up? 

When Jesus left earth and went home, the 12 disciples          
became 120. We can imagine how the 12 each got 10           
disciples and ended up being 120 in all. And the 3000           
was divisible by 25 disciples for reach 120 disciples. I’m          
sure they took Jesus’ instruction to make disciples of all          
people very seriously. So they turned the world upside         
down in Acts 17.6. 

Traditional church membership as churches do them       
today will never amount to any powerful Move of God          
that would rock whole towns and cities and nations         
violently as the Acts church did. Or in the degree that           
9-11 seriously and genuinely rocked all of the US and          
the world. 

Yes, some churches manage to come up with superb         
tricks and gimmicks, put in some bible verses to make          
everything sound biblical, and they grow big, peopled,        
and moneyed. They are the envy of many misled         
pastors. But big and rich as they are, the world remains           
unaffected by them. The only guys marveling at them         
are envious Christians and church leaders. 

Some leaders of these big churches are even used by          
politicians for their own ends. I’ve seen some of them          
pursue after politicians. Jesus and the prophets and        
apostles in the bible made sure they were never used in           
any such manner; instead, they were much sought after         
by world leaders because of their God. 
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We should go back to genuine discipleship and        
fathering. Again, as stressed in this topic, it should be          
the kind where God makes Moses like God to Aaron.  

PAUL WAS LIKE JESUS TO THE GALATIANS 
The Galatian church warmly accepted Paul as they        
would Jesus Christ Himself (Gal.4.14). This kind of        
treatment to a discipler, father in faith, or pastor is so           
vital to make a church work. The discipler should be          
like Jesus Christ to the disciple. Paul even said he was           
like an angel of God to the Galatians.  

Now, I doubt if a church would kick or vote out an            
angel of God. Churches today just kick out pastors left          
and right once the pastors fail to fulfill certain         
“expectations” of them. In other words, “Pastor, we        
expect you to please us.” I’ve never read any         
“expectations” required of any man of God by mere         
men in the bible. I wonder where they got the idea. The            
discipler should be the one expecting something from a         
disciple. 

A guy tells his pastor, “Pastor, disciple me. And I expect           
you to be good!” That sounds silly. 

Paul urged the Corinthian believers to imitate him as he          
imitated Jesus Christ (1 Cor.11.1). In one instance, he         
told Galatian believers that not accepting a man of God          
as they would Jesus Christ would mean their joy in the           
Lord had vanished (4.15). He had urged them to         
“become like me” (Gal.4.12). Paul exhorted the       
Ephesians to imitate God, their Father (Eph.5). 

In all these, we see a discipleship pattern—God making         
Moses like God to Aaron, or God making the discipler          
like God to a disciple. And the disciple should do          
likewise—with God’s grace and power, be like God to         
another disciple and train him to become the same to          
another.  
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Now, just imagine if all Moseses are like God to Aarons           
and all Moseses are like God to Pharaohs. Not only will           
we generate more than the signs and wonders produced         
through Moses in his day, but free more people from          
bondage than Moses and Aaron did, by God’s enabling         
grace! 

This was why Jesus, entirely God, became man. The         
Gospel shows us what God in dust or man in God can            
do if man just truly believe. Imagine a church full of           
believers like this! That’s why Jesus said anyone who         
believes in Him will do the same things He did, and           
even greater things! 

WORD AND POWER 
We cannot divorce the spoken Word of God from His          
dunamis power. What God has joined together let no         
man put asunder. Word and power is God’s strategy for          
total and real victory. Jesus did both. What makes us          
think we can do without signs and wonders? 

The OT is replete with incidence of signs and wonders.          
And these are all centered on God’s system on         
discipleship—raising up sons and daughters of God       
who are like Him. 

In the last days, the Word says God is going to send the             
spirits of Moses and Elijah to bring about one final          
global revival before Jesus comes back. “Remember the        
Law I gave to Moses my servant…See, I will send you           
Elijah the prophet before that great and dreadful day of          
the Lord” (Mal.4.4-5).  

God is not going to send back Moses and Elijah to           
earth. What He will do is what He did with John the            
baptizer. God sent the spirit of Elijah to empower the          
ministry of John. In the last days, God is going to send            
the Moses and Elijah anointings or spirits to        
tremendously empower the church like never      
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before—something that even angels and demons have       
never witnessed. Simple and ordinary-looking men and       
women, genuine believers in the present Move of God,         
acting and performing signs and wonders like God! 

Moses was given the Law. So the Moses anointing is          
powerful in the Word, especially the Rhema spoken        
Word of God. God’s people in this Move will be super           
soaked and rich in the proceeding and creative Word of          
God. They master Scriptures and live it daily, too, from          
glory to glory.  

Elijah was so empowered by God to perform        
spectacular signs and wonders. So the Elijah anointing        
is a powerful demonstration of the Spirit’s power!        
People under this anointing will “have power to close         
the sky so that it produces zero rainfall in the times           
they are prophesying. They also have power to turn         
water into blood. They can strike the earth with         
different plagues as they please” (Rev.11.6).  

When they are about to be harmed, “fire can come out           
of their mouths and swallow their enemies in flames”         
(Rev.11.5). They will prophesy for 45 months or some 3          
and a half years to cause great revivals worldwide. And          
I mean, these are genuine revivals. Not the earthly         
church revivals we have today.  

These end-time revivalists are low-profile and      
extremely meek—they are clothed “in sackcloth”—and      
“sackcloth” not only means meekness but can also        
mean they’re not happy with the way most churches         
have been doing the ministry. 

Though extremely meek, they are also extremely       
powerful and uncompromising, always maintaining     
God’s standards (not man’s standards), because these       
are two lampstands, two olive trees, “that always stand         
before the Lord.” 
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But these Two Witnesses will die for a while. This          
means tremendous persecutions will also happen after       
awesome power ministry has been displayed. Malachi       
confirms this. “I will send Elijah the prophet prior to          
that great and horrible day of the Lord” (Mal.4.5). Yes,          
it will be a great revival, but also a great and horrible            
day. And when the Move dies temporarily, Revelations        
say there will be a worldwide celebration—men will        
exchange gifts because of the demise of God’s present         
Move. Then, all of a sudden, the Move will resurrect          
and be raptured to heaven.  

Also, Malachi says this end-times will mark the full         
potential of God’s strategy for church victory—genuine       
Jesus-style discipleship and then fathering. God will       
turn the hearts of the fathers to their children, and so           
with the hearts of the children to their fathers—or He          
will come and curse the land (Mal.4.6).  

Unfortunately, not all Christians will join this one big         
revival. Many of them will condemn the Move as cultic          
and remain the way they are, preserving the ways of the           
world and man’s ways. They will even persecute        
Christians in the Move, like the Jews and Pharisees and          
teachers of the Law—biblical believers—who persecuted      
Jesus and killed Him. 
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THE PRESENT MOVE OF GOD 
“The Lord…will do his work, his strange work, and perform his           
task, his alien task” (Isa.28.21) 

Today, the present Move of God is bringing the         
spiritual KINGDOM here on earth, making it take over         
everything as it does in heaven, often in covert,         
protracted, and unnoticed developments, yet are quite       
definitely felt. Like the wind. Kingdom proliferation,       
being spiritual, just happens, and we know not where it          
cometh and where it goeth. We never know where         
exactly it’s gonna hit and where it’s gonna go next. But           
it’s there. Often, it’s everywhere. And yet, it’s nowhere         
definite. It’s never bounded by geographic limits or        
political borders or denominational zoning or human       
strategy. It operates within enemy territory and yet        
even the enemy keeps wondering where it is exactly.         
“Where is the child to be born?” 

So, where is it exactly? “Umm..I don’t know. I just          
know it’s there! And it’s about to crash on people!” 

In simpler terms, God’s Move is building the glorious         
Church, the church for Jesus Christ, a church without         
spot or wrinkle or any other blemish. If your church has           
even the slightest wrinkle or spot, forget it—the real         
thing is a glorious Church. And it’s already out there. 

Anyway, the glorious Church of Jesus is not church         
organizations or church groups as we have them today.         
It is a body of genuine believers. It is the coming           
together of believers in the spirit realms with the same          
DNA of Christ to form His visible Body. God is spirit           
and we are His flesh. 

The DNA stores your complete data. It determines your         
face and body features, propensities, predilections,      
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peculiar limb movements, unique eye actions, head and        
body gesticulations, mindset, the works. There are       
probably trillions of DNA cells in you. Each of them has           
the potential of creating another you, perfectly, but        
DNA cells will never do that, unless man messes them          
up and tampers with your genes and produces another         
you. And they’re probably doing that today in Genetic         
Engineering.  

The Body of Jesus has cells, especially DNA cells, each          
with a perfect data of Jesus’ personal profiles and         
attributes. Each true believer, since time immemorial,       
are individual DNA cells in Jesus’ Body forming various         
limbs and parts. But each spiritual DNA is so complete          
and perfect that each has the potential of forming         
another Jesus, which they won’t do, of course, because         
it is the Holy Spirit keeping them healthy and perfectly          
functioning and related as one man. There are no free          
radicals in Jesus’ Body. This is the present Move of God           
in our day. 

Free radicals are cells always going contrary to your         
God-destined nature. They’re trying to grow another       
you. Some say the Body of Christ includes free-radical         
cell Christians. And they point to the church at Corinth          
which was “God’s church” yet problematic. They lose        
concept of God’s idea of a glorious church.  

For one, Paul never rested assured that, regardless of         
the filthy condition of the church at Corinth, it would          
still be God’s church. To summarize Paul’s letter to the          
Corinthians, he was saying in effect that if they didn’t          
shape up spiritually soon, they would lose their being         
God’s church. He kept warning them all throughout the         
two letters. The wicked will never inherit the Kingdom,         
he said. 

As for me and my house, we believe that God prefers no            
less than a glorious church, a perfect one. God’s grace          
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and mercy is geared toward perfection, not for an         
excuse or license to keep up with rottenness and         
imperfection. 

In other words, God’s grace and mercy is to enable us to            
face Pharaoh, leave Egypt, cross the wilderness, and        
claim our Promised Land—and stay there to build for         
God. Grace is not so we may continue being slaves in           
Egypt and building “ministries” there. 

Now, I know smart alecks will say, “CS, you keep saying           
‘leave Egypt, cross the desert, and live in the Promised          
Land.’ Don’t you know that those who did that in the           
OT were rebellious and stubborn and backbiters and        
yet they remained God’s ‘chosen people’? So what are         
you talking about a perfect church? The church will         
remain a place for sinners to be loved by God as they            
are!” 

Uhuh. And the rebellious Israelites all died in the         
wilderness. God loved them but they died. The Joshua         
generation failed to conquer the whole land because        
they disobeyed God’s instructions given to Moses and        
Joshua. So they ended up in the Book of Judges—which          
is a tragic record of failures God didn’t like.  

God’s present Move is partly like this: God wants to          
re-do the OT scenes, this time in the heavenly realms          
and with His Jesus-filled people. In fact, the present         
Move is also all about us going back to Genesis 1 where            
man was in God’s own image and likeness. But He          
wants the Fall remedied, so we re-do this through the          
second Adam, Christ, in us. Then He also wants us to           
defy Pharaoh, leave Egypt, and cross the wilderness        
into our inheritance, spiritually. And this is a new         
insight on Christ being the end of the Law. 

In short, God wants us to defeat the enemy and take           
back everything the devil stole from us right from the          
very beginning. So now, we re-journey back in bible         
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history but in a different dimension—in the Spirit’s        
dimension. God revises the scenes to reverse the effects         
of the Fall to undo all that had gone wrong. That’s why            
Hebrews says the Old Covenant has been made        
“obsolete” (Heb.8.13), and what is obsolete should be        
replaced soon. See? 

Don’t we hear some people ask, “What if Adam and Eve           
had not bitten into the wrong fruit in Eden?” Well, God           
is about to show us that—in the end-time Move. A          
sinless and perfect Adam in Eden, in perfect likeness of          
God, is not some lost scene beyond recovery.        
Remember, God is Winner now and at the end of the           
story. God is all sovereign in history, earthly or eternal.          
And nothing is impossible to Him. Nothing is beyond         
recovery. He will re-render the portrait, repainting it        
with the Blood of the Lamb, and brushing the clean          
fresh canvas with colorful hues of various shades and         
tones and versions of the glorious, radiant Jesus LIFE         
and character. This is the present Move. We are         
different versions of the one perfect Jesus LIFE.  

IT’S NOT ABOUT HAVING A BIG CHURCH ANYMORE 
Many pastors and church leaders today are still so         
caught up about big churches and ministries. They’re        
awed by them and dream of having one.  

The real concern should be ensuring real freedom from         
spiritual slavery—first for pastors and then for church        
people. Let’s not be caught red-handed preaching       
freedom to others and yet “they themselves are in         
bondage or are slaves of depravity” (2 Pet.2.19).  

I’ve grown sick and tired of talks on “growing a church”           
and packing as many people as we can in our church           
buildings. And then you see the proliferation of rotten         
lives and characters in the same, so many getting         
pregnant prior to marriage, rebellious kids, broken,       
marriages, broken homes, womanizing pastors, church      
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leaders in sexual scandals, gay or lesbian pastors and         
Christians, pastors held hostage by their boards or        
congregations, pastors submissive to influential church      
people, and so many others. Yet, these guys clamor to          
have mega churches. They must be out of their minds!          
They must see the necessity of getting out of Egypt! 

LIFE IMPARTATION 
A shepherd’s staff may not seem much but it’s very          
valuable to him out there in the desert. If he fell in a pit              
he could be pulled out through his staff. He could          
maneuver skillfully on the steep edges of mountain and         
hill sides with it, tap-guide his sheep with it, and help           
him fight predatory beasts in the wilderness. In short, it          
was his life. 

Moses’ staff was God’s choice for working out signs and          
wonders. It wasn’t special, and I once wondered why         
God didn’t choose to give Moses a jaded scepter or a           
glittering sharp metal sword. A wooden staff was okay         
to God—as simple as its wielder, Moses, was.  

When God chooses an instrument, it’s often “nothing        
much.” God asked him, “What do you have in your          
hand?” In his mind Moses probably said, “Nothing        
much except this staff.” And that was enough for God to           
do a spectacular Exodus—delivering a whole nation!       
God wants a life that is “nothing much.” It’s got to be an             
extremely simple life.  

And that kind of simple life is still to be “thrown” down.            
God told Moses to throw it on the ground. Since then,           
after being thrown down, it became “God’s Staff”        
(Exo.4.20), not anymore an ordinary staff. You see, you         
got to give up even a mere piece of wood. And you have             
to give up your ordinary-looking wooden life staff.  
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The staff turned into snake after being thrown down. I          
once asked, “Why a snake? Isn’t that a symbol of evil?           
Why not instead turn it into an eagle or an angel?”  

Well, God is sovereign. He wanted it to turn into snake,           
and to snake it did turn. But I saw the principle of            
Galatians 2.20 here. The staff was surrendered and        
thrown on the ground and turned into a snake (the life           
was given up and the ego died) and then it was totally            
changed thereafter (or resurrected), not anymore as       
Moses’ staff but God’s staff. “It’s not anymore I who live           
but God who lives in me.” After this transformation, the          
staff became instrumental to God’s signs and wonders. 

Then Moses was to give the staff to Aaron. That same           
staff that was in God’s hand (Exo.7.17) was to be          
Aaron’s staff (v.19) that he would use to face Pharaoh          
with. And God made sure it was the same staff that           
turned into a snake (Exo.7.15).  

God’s staff was transferred to Moses and then        
transferred to Aaron. And it had to be the staff that           
“died” or turned into a snake, not any other staff.  

In genuine discipleship, God’s LIFE should be       
transferred to the discipler and then to the disciple.         
This is discipleship in the present Move of God. This          
works wonders in the spirit realms. It’s not anymore         
who has the biggest church or ministry. It’s who’s doing          
what God really wants done. It’s not how great or          
glamorous; it’s how faithful.  

Life and character are imparted when people are        
influenced by the words of a person. More specifically,         
this means the spirit in the speaker is transferable to          
others who feed from him. If pastors or Sunday school          
teachers or worship leaders are filled with the Holy         
Spirit, well and good. But if they have demons on them,           
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they transfer the same to those they feed. “The tongue          
has power to give life or death” (Prov.18.21).  

Somewhere else in Scriptures, Jesus said, “You       
Pharisees and Law teachers travel far to win a convert          
and then make the poor guy twice as much a son of hell             
as you are” (Matt.23.15). See the life impartation? The         
spirit in you, when transferred to others, is multiplied         
two times. 

If you are filled with the spirit of love, joy, peace, and            
patience from the Holy Spirit, you transfer these to         
people who feed from you, and they get empowered two          
times. If you have the spirit of boldness, wisdom,         
prophecy, and miraculous healings, you impart these to        
your avid hearers two times or in two measures or in           
double anointings. 

The spirit of Elijah was multiplied two times in Elisha. 

However, when no serious discipleship is done in        
church, and the pastor just assigns people with good         
voice to lead in worship, or those good at instrument          
playing to man the worship team, or those good at          
teaching to teach in Sunday school, or those in         
accounting and business to handle church finances, or        
those who are good at speaking as speakers in crusades          
or revivals—and yet these people carry demons on them         
because of their secret sins—the demons are       
transferred to whoever likes and “eats” their words or         
performances, and the demons are multiplied two       
times over.  

Imagine if a worship leader has lust and church people          
are influenced by his or her worship leading. The         
church will have a spirit of lust controlling it, with twice           
the power.  
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SPIRIT IMPARTATIONS IN THE MOVE OF GOD 
In my case, because by God’s grace we have a serious           
discipleship patterned after Jesus’ discipleship, we are       
able to immediately pinpoint who has a spiritual        
problem. Transparent accountability plus spiritual gifts      
on discernment, prophecy, and distinguishing between      
spirits help build up an honest discipleship. Those who         
continue to sin after 3 or more chances given, I          
disconnect outright. I tell them I don’t need rebels. Go          
find another church. 

And I never appoint to any function or position those          
who have such problems, no matter how small. It’s         
better to have no teacher or worship leader at all than           
to have church people affected by a wrong spirit. I don’t           
care if I lose people. So what? A lot of pastors are            
enslaved by Satan by making them fear losing their         
members. This was the sin of King Jeroboam in 1 Kings           
12.26-33. He feared losing people so he pampered        
them. It’s a pastor’s worse nightmare to lose members.         
But it’s silly to have even a whole nation of church           
members while all of you are wallowing in Egypt as          
slaves to Pharaoh. Serious accountability in a Jesus        
Discipleship means we rebuke sin without compromise! 

Once, in our meeting, I wondered why I didn’t feel at           
ease. It felt like someone in my group was oppressed by           
an evil spirit. I announced what I was receiving in the           
spirit. Nobody admitted, but it later turned out that one          
of my leaders then was in sin. In a genuine Jesus           
Discipleship flowing in the present Move of God, even         
hidden sin is detected because the Holy Spirit’s gifts,         
aside from the Holy Spirit Himself, freely operate. 

In another incident, an ex-attender in the church God         
has now entrusted to me could not keep peace in          
herself. The Holy Spirit was powerfully convicting       
her—that unless she admitted her sin to me she would          
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never have any peace. So she immediately confessed        
her sins to me. No effort on my part. It was all the             
Spirit’s perfect work! 

I and my wife, Linda, have often experienced other         
people’s hidden sins being exposed openly before us,        
exposed by the Spirit of God, and the culprits trembling          
with fear. Have you seen a demon tremble with fear          
and very frustrated because its plans failed? I have.         
Several times. There are also demons that, after being         
exposed by God, get infuriated, fight back, and act like          
childish little devils. And then they gather other little         
demons around them to “encourage one another”       
because they say you’re “persecuting” them. 

In the Move, we have to realize that EVERY act and           
behavior of people are because of the spirits in or on           
them. Nobody does something because “I’m really like        
this,” or “I was born this way.” If you’ve been rotten           
since birth, it’s not because God created you that way,          
or because it was your plan to be thus since birth. It’s            
because of a demonic stronghold the devil planted in         
your family or clan. Your choice is whether to embrace          
that stronghold or renounce it in Jesus’ Name.  

Interestingly, some folks come from a family of irate or          
boastful or gossipy people. You see the pattern—from        
predecessors down to the last guy in the line. Some          
come from a family of liars or sexually immoral people.          
And they claim “it runs in the family.” If they have           
accepted this as a fact, they have embraced the demonic          
stronghold. The sin has been transferred or imparted to         
generations. The remedy is to repent and produce fruit         
in keeping with repentance—CHANGE! 

STAFF THAT BUDS AND BLOSSOMS AND BEARS FRUIT 
The plain, ordinary staff of Moses which he        
surrendered to God and which later became the Staff of          
God was also the same staff of Aaron. That same staff           
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demolished the kingdom of Pharaoh—the kingdom of       
darkness. Same staff. Same life. In the present Move of          
God, only one LIFE is imparted from generation to         
generation—God’s LIFE. The Jesus LIFE. It should not        
be someone else’s life. Hence, we must let the self          
die—the self has no use in the Move. You have to be            
utterly changed and not retain any ego left in you.  

The ego or self—accomplishments, life trophies,      
dreams, outlooks, mindsets, intellect, family, careers,      
ambitions, things and ways you have grown       
accustomed to, etc.—should die. Only then can the        
genuine Jesus LIFE begin. Only the genuine Jesus LIFE         
should be imparted to your disciples.  

The staff of Aaron (probably the same staff of God He           
gave Moses) was pitted against the staffs of those         
Israelite leaders who contested God’s leadership      
(Numbers 17). God’s staff versus man’s staff. God’s        
LIFE versus man’s life.  

Also, God wanted to show the Israelites the kind of          
leader He wanted through what God would do with         
their staffs. So Aaron’s staff, representing the tribe of         
Levi, was entered along with 11 others. A staff for each           
tribe. They were all placed in the Tent of Meeting          
before the Testimony. Then God said, “The man whose         
staff sprouts is the man I choose.” God chooses the one           
with the LIFE in it.  

In just 24 hours, Aaron’s staff produced fruit!        
Remember, it was not a plant. It was just a wooden staff            
without any roots or whatever is necessary for plants to          
bear fruit. It budded and produced yummy almonds.        
Just cover that with a layer of heaven-made chocolate         
and see what quality it was made of. 

God chooses a man with the very LIFE of God,          
producing the fruits of the Spirit. Aaron’s staff        
produced fruit in a day. A God-chosen man or church          
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produces fruit in a day, and daily. It produces LIFE,          
from glory to glory, daily. In this present Move, God          
wants nothing less. Don’t be concerned about church        
numeric growth. Or church money. They will come if         
we seek first and always what God really wants done.          
God was not pleased with the 11 staffs. He was pleased           
with only one—Aaron’s staff. One against eleven. You        
see, it’s not a numbers game. 

God is looking for a church that buds sweet heavenly          
almonds. Some pastors and church people just look for         
churches with lots of people and money. God is looking          
for churches with God’s very own LIFE. 
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CONCLUSION 
I’m often asked about the name of “my” church. I tell           
them I have no church or a ministry “of my own.” Some            
also ask, “What’s the name of your church?”  

We have learned to appropriate ownership of God’s        
church to ourselves. Jesus said, “I will build MY         
CHURCH.” Jesus alone has the right to own the church.          
It’s His church. I don’t have any plan or ambition to           
steal it from my Jesus.  

Some pastors are bride rapists. They steal the bride         
from the Groom and own her. John the baptizer was          
the Groom’s friend happy to see the Groom alone have          
the bride. 

The church or ministry God entrusted to me for a while           
is a continuation of what Jesus started some 2000         
years ago. All pastors in the Move should have this          
viewpoint. We don’t own the church. More so, we don’t          
own the souls in church. We have to be ready to release            
them once they want out.  

When somebody asks me when “my” church started, I         
sometimes answer, “Almost 2000 years ago.” And the        
guy thinks I’m just kidding. 

The church isn’t mine so I have no right to register it            
with the government. If I did, in whose name would I           
have it registered. Mine? A non-stock corporation? If        
the government would buy the idea of having Jesus put          
officially as the owner, then I will have the church          
registered.  

My point here is that, there are a lot of things we do in              
ministry that we don’t understand. We have been        
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accustomed to follow traditions handed down to us        
without re-thinking them.  

For instance, a lot of us have made Jesus’ church a           
“non-stock corporation.” Wow. What on earth is that?        
Even Jesus didn’t do that in His day, though there was           
a government existing then. What makes us think we         
have the right to degrade His church into a mere          
corporation? 

Then they ask me, “What will happen to ‘your’ ministry          
once you die if you don’t organize it? What would          
happen to your ‘members’ then?” 

First of all, I don’t have any members. I have my           
disciples and sons and daughters in faith God gave me          
as my spiritual family. And spiritual families are not         
meant to be registered as organizations. You raise up         
sons and daughters to later release them so they can          
also later have their own families, and so on. You don’t           
keep them as you would your personal possessions. You         
don’t own them. You are only tasked to raise them up to            
be like Jesus.  

Some ministries are dynasties. Once they die their        
biological sons or daughters take over. Sometimes it’s a         
reign of joy, sometimes a reign of terror. Honestly, I          
have often wondered why Jesus or the Acts church         
never had the church registered as a non-stock        
corporation. Or why Jesus never organized it the way         
we do church today.  

Then one day I saw why—God wants families, not         
organizations. That’s why Jesus is the Son, not the         
CEO. He is Lord and King, but in a very different way.            
Earthly lords, kings, and presidents NEVER want to        
make us their very own sons and daughters. God does,          
since eternity. In fact His entire Plan is premised on          
this one desire: to bring many sons and daughters into          
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His Kingdom through Christ the Son. It’s a family         
thing. A big one. 

Being in the Move of God means a total paradigm shift.           
It’s not enough to be entertained by these new concepts          
derived from Exodus and other Scriptures. You have to         
live the WORD, every day, each moment of the day. You           
really have to leave spiritual Egypt. 

Some pastors I talk with on this subject think they get           
the idea. Later I see them trying to convert Egypt into a            
Promised Land. I just smile and watch them fail. You’ll          
never win in that undertaking—converting Egypt into       
something of God. And it’s hard to interrupt people         
hell-bent on finishing what they think is right. Later,         
after all their efforts come to nothing, they stop awhile          
and scratch their heads.  

It’s sometimes quite disarming when we plunge       
ourselves into deep work. Often, we find no time to stop           
awhile to see if we’re still doing things according to the           
blueprint. Or, if we’re still within the area allocated for          
the work. The Israelites lost that vital reflection time         
because for centuries they have been plunging       
themselves in deep work, continuously, in Egypt. They        
forgot—or became so disoriented—about the truth that       
they were not meant for Egypt. They were meant for the           
Promised Land.  

But sometimes, hard work can make you so myopic that          
you lose sight of the real long-range goal, the real          
bigger picture. You just focus on the immediate, micro,         
and momentary concern. You keep on like this and         
pretty soon you’d find yourself doing exactly another        
different thing than what’s laid out on the blueprint.         
The Israelites in Moses’ day fell into this trap. 

Centuries of doing the same wrong things daily made         
everything seem right. In this way, strongholds upon        
strongholds of misconception built a slave-mentality      
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that later convinced them so much that there was no          
other place on earth except Egypt—that there was no         
life outside of Egypt. Eventually, any mention of leaving         
Egypt became a scary word—or should I say a cultic          
word—and any mention of the Promised Land became        
fictitious, ridiculous, irrational, stupid, or being overly       
spiritual.  

Well, some of them may grasp God’s real intentions,         
but they would always put it in the context of Egypt. If            
you talked about building God’s temple, they’d build it         
in Egypt. If you talked about transforming, they’d think         
of reforming. If you mentioned about buildings, they’d        
think of a pyramid. If you talked about leading people,          
they’d think of Pharaonic leadership.  

You may get some of them to actually leave Egypt but           
they’d miss it like crazy along the way, have terrible          
tantrums in the desert, blame you, and then drag you          
along in their sure slide to perdition. 

Now, how do you demolish that mental stronghold?        
What else but through the Word and terrible signs and          
wonders? Or else, have them all perish in the         
wilderness. Sometimes God does that.  

In our day, we should re-examine where we are and          
what we’re doing. In our ministry, are we producing         
people who look like Jesus or who aim to desperately to           
look like Him? Or are we just producing active church          
attenders—church members who make church a      
Sunday religious hobby, albeit serious?  

Hobbyists are serious. They spend a lot of money for          
their hobby. Just look at those who assemble and fly toy           
airplanes or toy racing cars. Look at how they carefully          
handle their plaything, treating it like it were God’s         
covenant box, reverently operating the model toys, and        
these guys are grown-ups. Many church goers are like         
them. They are serious but don’t realize that what they          
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have are mere toys. You cannot battle demons with         
toys. 

It’s easy to spot desperate God pursuers. They so         
meekly submit to the pastor and have nothing in mind          
and heart but to see Jesus Christ and His spiritual          
Kingdom on earth. They have learned the wisdom in         
giving up everything they have to Jesus and living a          
very simple life. They live the holy LIFE of Jesus.          
Churches must keep producing believers like this.  

You see, pastors, Church people should be there to help          
you do what God wants to be done. However today,          
people want something done in church and the pastor         
is there to help them do it. This is a ministry of slaves             
trying to build in Egypt. In the process, they build          
nothing except pyramids—spiritual tombs. And they’re      
proud of them.  

I can’t imagine Jesus just helping the 12 disciples do          
what they wanted done. What happened was, Jesus did         
His ministry around places and the disciples just tailed         
behind Him submissively. When He left them, they        
were told to continue what Jesus had started—not just         
do their own thing. 

I tell my disciples that God has shown me what I should            
do for Him. I have that call. Now, if they think they            
want to be part of that, then they can join me. They            
must be there to help me do what I am called to do. I’m              
not there so I can help them with whatever they want to            
do for God. I’m not there to pamper them and help           
them with their problems or solve the same. I’m not          
there for them. I’m there for God. And they should be           
there, too, for God. I tell them it’s all about God. 

At first glance, Moses seemed to be there for the          
Israelites. But if you look closer, you’d see he was there           
to do things for God in the Promised Land. God was           
ready to annihilate all the Israelites when they weren’t         
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agreeing with Moses (or when they wanted Moses to do          
what they wanted to do). So they were expendable. The          
Move was not about them. God was ready to start with           
another brand new generation coming from Moses’       
bloodline.  

So you see, it was NOT about the Israelites; it was about            
what God wanted to happen. And they were to do          
exactly just that by letting Moses tell them what to do.           
Moses was not supposed to be their problem solver.         
They were supposed to be just meekly and submissively         
trailing behind Moses, obediently doing whatever he       
would tell them to do. 

Well, Moses did become a mere problem solver in the          
end, always trying to get them out of trouble, saving          
them from God’s wrath, and doing what they        
grudgingly required of him. And the result? Moses died         
with them all in the wilderness, never reaching the         
Promised Land. And he regretted this so much. But it          
was too late. 

“An irate man must suffer the consequences of his         
hot-headedness; if you rescue him, you will have to do          
it over and over,” (Prov.19.19). And I add to this…”And          
you will just become his problem solver all your life.” 

Some preachers say we should be like Moses, always         
after the people’s welfare, interceding for them, and        
saving them from troubles caused by their foolishness.  

Well, not me! You see, in the end, God did kill them            
all—because that was His remedy. He saw that the         
situation was hopeless and the only answer was killing         
them all and replacing them with another       
generation—which God first had contemplated to be       
Moses’ own generation, but which later became the        
Joshua generation. And He had been trying to make         
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Moses see this, to no avail. Moses still tried to make it            
appear that the Move was all about the people. 

You see the danger when you think the Move is all           
about church people, or what they need or want? You’ll          
end up dying with them in the wilderness.  

The same danger is possible when you think your         
family is all about the welfare of your kids. Then you           
use God for this end. Many parents waste their lives          
working for their kids’ future, not knowing that this is          
idolatry. Some spend years working abroad just to        
secure their kids’ lives. They live for that. 

The family is intended for God’s use alone. God gives us           
families so we can prepare them to be used by God to            
build His Kingdom on earth. Your kids should        
understand at a young age that they are here for          
God—nothing more, nothing less. Family is not about        
them. It is about GOD alone. This is the proper          
perspective on family.  

There are a lot of things we need to straighten out in life             
and ministry. We need to stop what we’re doing, spend          
quality time re-studying Scriptures, and see what God        
is really saying to us there. We need to desperately cry           
out to the Holy Spirit to open our eyes and make us see             
clearly spiritual truths in Scriptures.  

EGYPT AND KING SOLOMON 
Generations after Moses and Aaron, we see Egypt still         
actively trying to make Israelites slaves even in the         
Promised Land, making it virtually a land of slavery,         
too. And it was no less than Solomon, the man of           
wisdom, who was victimized by Pharaoh. Solomon, said        
to be endowed with God’s wisdom, decided to marry         
Pharaohs’ daughter to have him as a political ally,         
thinking this to be smart (1 Kings 3). This started          
Solomon’s gradual slide to sin and eventual fiasco,        
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setting up idol shrines for his foreign wives. How could          
this happen to a smart, wise man? Simple—he        
connected with Egypt.  

As long as you’re connected in some way with the ways           
of man and the world, you’re back and trapped in          
spiritual Egypt being a slave of spiritual Pharaoh. Even         
if you’re in the Move like Solomon was. Why did          
Solomon ally with Pharaoh? For life convenience. For        
political power. Solomon wanted more of life as Egypt         
provided it.  

So God raised up enemies against Solomon (1 Kings         
11.14-26). Actually, God started raising up these       
enemies against Solomon beginning in the time of        
David (1 Kings 11.15-18). One enemy was Hadad the         
Edomite. As a boy, God had saved him from Joab and           
David and raised him up for use later against Solomon’s          
sins which Solomon would do in the future. God has a           
way of preparing an antidote for your foolishness even         
long before you commit them. So beware of being         
victimized by Egypt.  

Now this is the funny part. When Hadad, as a boy,           
escaped with the Edomite officials, they went to Egypt.         
Then Pharaoh, being so pleased with him, made him         
marry his sister-in-law. So both Solomon and Hadad        
found favor in Pharaoh’s eyes in their day, and Pharaoh          
even made them related—both marrying someone from       
Pharaoh’s family. They later fought each other. See how         
Pharaoh can play with your destiny and later mess it all           
up? At first, Pharaoh appears to befriend and help you.          
Later, you just find yourself trapped. 

GOOD EYES FILL THE BODY WITH LIGHT 
Remember how the plague of darkness kept Egyptians        
immobile? They were literally unable to move from        
where they were standing, sitting, or lying. The black         
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darkness only affected Egypt but not Goshen where the         
Israelites were living. In Goshen there was light.  

If the light of God, which is the LIFE of Jesus, really            
shines in you, the enemy’s territory around you will be          
plagued with BLACK darkness so that not one of them          
will be able to move or do anything. There will be total            
BLACK darkness in enemy territory but the full light of          
God in you. Do you see this truth? 

If your eyes are good, you will see deep spiritual truths           
like this. Then your whole body will be full of light, says            
my Jesus.  

But if your eyes are bad and you can’t see deep spiritual            
truths like this, your body will be full of darkness, and           
how great that darkness would be! If you have darkness          
in you, you don’t see where you’re going. You often          
stumble, unable to move much. You stay immobile. You         
are always too scared to even try to take a few steps            
from where you are standing for fear of the unknown.          
So you just stay where you are. You just prefer the usual            
things, the traditional things you have been accustomed        
to. You tell yourself, it’s better to remain the same, safe           
with the status quo, than to venture out with even a few            
steps forward. You fear change. 

But when you have the light of God in you, you walk            
and run and soar all you want in the spiritual realms           
without stumbling or getting lost. You travel great        
distances in the Spirit. All people trapped in the dark          
can do is marvel and wonder how you can do what you            
are doing. At times they get scared of you—like how the           
fledgling disciples saw my Jesus walking on water and         
got scared of Him and called Him a ghost! 

But when you have darkness in you and can’t see          
anything right, the enemy easily beats you. He’s used to          
going around in darkness. You’re not. Well, there are         
those who live in sin and do not change. They have           
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gradually adapted well to the darkness in enemy        
territory and somehow manage to find their way        
around. In fact, there are churches like this—used to         
enemy territory darkness. 

But you see, when you have Jesus’ light in you full blast,            
the darkness in enemy territory gets so powerfully        
BLACK. Devils and demons are not used to this. They          
hate this BLACK darkness. Jesus’ LIGHT or LIFE        
makes the darkness in enemy territory grow more and         
more BLACK and makes them immobile and helpless.        
Then they become slaves in the land of slavery. Get it? 

Let’s say, a particular neighborhood is a strong        
demonic stronghold. Spiritually, the place is dark.       
Devils and demons roam around there freely but weak         
churches can barely move around there. Hence,       
spiritually, these churches are stagnant. They’re      
immature. They don’t know a thing about the spiritual         
realms. They don’t see what’s exactly happening       
spiritually. 

A lot of times demons merely play with these churches          
as boys would with their toys, and demons would even          
oppress them and make them build a lot of things in the            
locality. You see that these churches have brick quotas.         
You see them active and even peopled and moneyed.         
They work hard like carabaos to target certain goals.         
But they have terrible in-fightings and rebelliousness       
and worldly ways. They are carnal. 

And then you go to that neighborhood. Suddenly the         
demons see a great light. The light makes the spiritual          
darkness in their territory grow more BLACK as you         
approach. As long as you’re there, the demonic hosts         
cannot do anything within the sphere or circumference        
of your light. They have to step out of that          
circumference to be able to see again and operate again.          
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Sometimes, they will try to throw darts at you from that           
distance.  

Thus, the greater the light in you the greater the sphere           
of your spiritual influence and covering-protection. If       
you’re so filled with God’s light (Jesus LIFE, character,         
the Holy Spirit, Rhema Word, the power of God, etc.)          
and no part of you is in darkness, you are powerfully           
lighted, (Lk.11.36). You have awesome protection from       
God, and anyone who receives you as a prophet,         
disciple, or a righteous person in that neighborhood        
and comes into the effective range of your light will also           
be protected as long as he or she stays in your covering.  

In this scenario, you are actually covered by God and          
surrounded by His powerful warrior angels. God is        
Light; in HIM is no darkness at all. 

The wide and powerful defense perimeter that your        
light creates around you keeps demons and devils far         
away so that their fiery darts cannot hit targets in you.           
Then add to this your spiritual armor in God. You’re          
invincible in Christ! 

Spiritual knowledge like this is important in ministry.        
Moses did not just go to Pharaoh to try to talk some            
sense into him. It’s not just about sensible talks or          
preaching hermeneutically correct sermons. It’s by and       
large spiritual warfare and moving skillfully in the        
spiritual realms. You can only free people if their spirits          
are quickened and liberated. And spirits can only be         
freed by the Spirit, never by the flesh. Never by the           
intellect. Getting them to agree with you mentally is the          
first step but if it just ends there, mental ascent will           
never amount to anything. Even the demons believe        
and shudder. Even the devil agrees mentally that Jesus         
is the Son of the Most High.  

When I look at a person I often immediately see what           
spirit dominates him or her, even without knowing the         
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person personally. This comes with sharpening with the        
Spirit of God. Sometimes, when I look at a person, I           
immediately see the kind of demon tormenting him or         
her. Or the kind of spirit from God that empowers the           
person’s trait: spirit of patience, self-discipline, love,       
selflessness, or self denial, to name some. 

At times, too, I see how a demon riding on the back of a              
Christian covers the poor guy’s eyes or ears so that the           
Christian cannot comprehend spiritual principles or      
cannot see what is obvious in the spirit. And yet the           
person is so smart in the natural world.  

And, oh yes, a lot of times I see how spiritual covering            
on a person glows, and how wide and far-reaching, so          
that sometimes the sphere reaches even his or her         
relatives and neighbors. There is this guy in Christ who          
lives a very simple life. His sisters, nieces and nephews,          
and even neighbors and others enjoy his covering        
without them knowing it. They receive promotions       
upon promotions and financial blessings one after the        
other. They get amazing protection. Yet these people        
often pity this guy so much because they think he is           
poor.  

One day, God revealed to him his true spiritual stature          
and the covering he provides for people dear to him and           
near him. He was shocked. “You mean, all that is          
because of my spiritual stature before You, God?” God         
answered him in the affirmative. “Then, how come you         
don’t give me those promotions and financial       
blessings? Why only to those under my covering?” 

God said, “Because as long as I keep you humble and           
meek, that covering stays and grows and strengthens to         
cover them and more people around you—those who        
respect the Jesus they see in you. Money and material          
promotions and comfort can often mess all that up. My          
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son, extreme simple living keeps you desperate for Me.         
The poor in spirit—theirs is My Kingdom.” 

As Moses was freed from Egypt by losing everything         
and becoming a mere shepherd, the cross frees us from          
the Land of Slavery. 

 

 

 

********************************************** 
Other books by CS Gaerlan: 

GOD’S FLESH God wants to be seen 100 percent in our bodies.            
There is a point where the flesh, when soaked in God’s           
Presence, ceases to be earthly and starts being spiritual flesh.          
This flesh becomes God’s flesh. God is spirit and we are His            
flesh. 

A RADICAL LIFE FROM GLORY TO GLORY These topics are          
an appreciation of godly radicalism. God’s Plan is for man to           
keep getting better in extreme proportions everyday. As man in          
sin keeps weakening in spirit and body as he ages, man in Christ             
enjoys ever-increasing glory! 

KINGDOM BUILDING Whose kingdom are we building? How do         
we identify the genuine Kingdom of God on earth from the           
kingdom of men? These topics show vital Kingdom and spiritual          
principles on setting up and operating in God’s realms. 

GOD’S LATEST WORD: GIVE UP! A key to success in life and            
ministry is really giving up. In some instances, it’s doing          
NOTHING. Lots of books encourage us to do things for God. This            
book doesn’t. Here are topics showing us that we are often           
better off just “wasting time” sitting at the feet of Jesus. 

THE NARROW DOOR People today are addicted to whatever is          
big, spacious, peopled, moneyed, and “successful.” Whatever       
they see that works. Even churches. They have conveniently         
forgotten the Master’s teachings on the narrow door and wide          
gates and highways. This book features topics on how the          
narrow door appears so ugly in the natural but so beautiful in            
the spirit. It is just somewhere around us. If we look intently            
with our hearts, we might find it easily and be able to enter in. 

LEAVING THE LAND OF SLAVERY The only thing slaves can          
build is what strengthens their enemy. To weaken the enemy          
they have to stop building. God has assigned a proper place for            
building—and it’s definitely not in the land of slavery. This book           
deals with vital spiritual principles and the deeper dynamics of          
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spiritual warfare—things that will free people (especially church        
people) from spiritual bondage. 

 

People desiring a discipleship with CS Gaerlan in the Move of           
God through the email, or simply want to receive emailed          
Forbidden Topics regularly, are welcome to write at:        
csgaerlan@gmail.com.  

Also, do visit his blogs: 

www.godsflesh.blogspot.com 

www.unseengospel.blogspot.com 
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